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INTRODUCTION
According to worldwide surveys, such as PISA1 and TIMSS2, Western students often
lack mathematical competences, while Asian learners reach high performance. 3 Mathematics
subject mean scores, obtained, especially, by the European students, are below the OECD
average. Since Math literacy (also known as numeracy) enables students to contribute
effectively in actual society, improving their employment prospects, the European Ministers
set the target to reduce the average of students with difficulties in reading, mathematics, and
science to reach the number fewer than 15% by 2020.
The research intends to exploit the potentiality emerging from a creative integration
between Western and Eastern learning approaches combined with the use of the arts. This will
allow students to improve and develop their learning skills with a creative and innovative
study through appropriate development of the creativity-based approach in learning and
problem-solving skills.
The designing of this innovative teaching and learning approach in the field of
mathematics was developed starting from the topics already defined in the PISA, IEA4
TIMSS and national surveys aiming to the development of students‘ learning skills with a
specific focus on the discovery of the connections between mathematics and reality,
especially, arts, such as painting, music, dance, theatre, etc.
Moreover, it aimed at approaching the students to the study of scientific subjects through
the combination of both meaningful and mastery learning. This allowed the development of a
more effective Educational and Training environment for teachers and their students who
have benefited from the use of more attractive and fun pedagogical tools in the study of
science, mainly mathematics.
The research activities intended to reach the following objectives:


Exploiting the possibility to find a combination between Western and Eastern
approaches (mainly Singapore's method) in mathematics teaching.



Finding the result of this integration in the arts.

1

The Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA) is a triennial international survey which aims to evaluate
education systems worldwide by testing the skills and knowledge of 15-year-old students. In 2015 over half a million
students, representing 28 million 15-year-olds in 72 countries and economies, took the internationally agreed twohour test. Students were assessed in science, mathematics, reading, collaborative problem solving and financial
literacy.
2
TIMSS stands for Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study.
3
OECD (2018). PISA, PISA 2015 results in focus. Accessible: http://www.oecd.org/pisa/test/ [Retrieved online
20/04/2020]
4
IEA stands for International Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement.
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Demonstrating the objectives above encourage meaningful learning in the development
of the research skills to improve the school performance (short-term objective) and a higher
interest towards a future perspective in the mathematics field (long-term objective).
This thesis is structured into five chapters.
Chapter 1 exposes the ―General presentation of the problem‖ and explains the rationale
which has inspired the definition of the model and the approach.
Moreover, the main tasks to be carried out to reach the research objectives are described.
Chapter 2 – ―Learning and Teaching approaches: the state of the art‖ presents an
overview of the current status quo of teaching and learning approaches in mathematics
education. It explores the existing learning methods used in both the Western and the Eastern
approaches underlining the ones which use the ―art‖ as a teaching tool in mathematics
education.
Chapter 3 describes the reference theoretical model which has been used to build a
unique approach, combining both the Western and the Eastern approaches, identified in
Singapore‘s method, through the art.
On the base of the teaching and learning proposed, an experimental phase, involving
teachers and students from lower and upper schools, was designed to evaluate and validate the
results achieved along the way.
Chapter 4 describes the activities realized and implemented during the research work
starting from a deep analysis of literature aiming to study the current status quo of
mathematics education and mathematics school curriculum in diverse learning environments.
The research teaching/learning approach combining the Western and Eastern approaches with
the use of the art through the phases recognized in Singapore's approach for mathematics
study is presented.
Moreover, in this Chapter, the research phases implemented for the collection of both
qualitative and quantitative data during the experimentation phase are explained and
synthesized.
The Chapter 5 analyzes the data obtained, presenting the characteristics of the sample and
then underlining some important aspects achieved by referring the two target groups (the first
one consist of 11-13 year-old students and the second one of 14-16 year-old).
Besides, the collected data are analyzed also taking into account both age and gender
differences.
Finally, a final synthesis has been drawn up by underlining the possible future
development of the proposed methods.
7

CHAPTER 1. GENERAL PRESENTATION OF THE PROBLEM
Nowadays, when Europe is coping with a period of change and with the economic crisis,
in particular, which is slowing down the development and the social progress highlighting the
structural weaknesses within the European Countries, the role of R&D is difficult to
overestimate.5
On the other hand, there are other international challenges, such as globalization, resource
exploitation, and human ageing. As stated in the European Communication EUROPE 2020 A strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth of 20106, the Commission focuses on a
stronger strategy that can transform the European Union into a smart, sustainable and
inclusive growth for a high level of employment, productivity and social cohesion.
EUROPE 2020 presses on three priorities interdependent and interrelated:
-

Smart growth for developing an economy based on knowledge and innovation;

-

Sustainable growth to support more efficient and more competitive resources
respecting the environment;

-

Inclusive growth to promote an economy with increased employment through
social and territorial cohesion.

Therefore, research, development, education, and skills are the keywords for Europe of the
21st century despite the obvious national and institutional barriers that limit the development
and strengthening of the European Research.
According to EUROSTAT, published in Science, technology, and innovation in
Europe7, 1.68% of people in Europe work in the Research & Development (R&D) field, but
the situation is changing completely at a National level for some countries as Italy where the
percentage of people working as ―scientists and engineers‖ is very low, around 0.61%.8
These data (Figure 1) are still confirmed by the following figure representing the
intensity of R&D activities in 2016 in Europe where Italy is placed in a low ranking of the
average of 2.03% reached by some European countries.9

5

OECD (2002). The Measurement of Scientific and Technological Activities Frascati Manual 2002: Proposed
Standard Practice for Surveys on Research and Experimental Development. Cambridge University Press, p.
57.
6
European Commission (EC). (2010). Europe 2020: a strategy for smart, sustainable and inclusive growth. Working
paper {COM (2010) 2020}.
7
Eurostat, E. U. (2013). Science, technology and innovation in Europe: 2013 edition.
8
Ibid.
9
European Commission (EC). (2018) Una nuova agenda europea per la ricerca e l’innovazione – l’opportunità
dell'Europa di plasmare il proprio futuro. Working paper {COM (2018) 306}.
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Figure 1: Intensity of activities in R&D in Europe in 2016.
Source: European Commission, Directorate-General for Research and Innovation. Data: Eurostat.
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1.1 Scientific work in the 21st century
Schreiner and Sjǿberg suggest that it might be that we have now passed the era in which
the work of physicists, technicians, and engineers is seen as crucial to people’s lives and wellbeing.10 Today‘s youths are more interested in who they will be rather than what they will
do.11 Negative stereotypes of scientists, engineers, researchers, and other STEM (Science,
Technology, Engineering and Mathematics) experts‘ careers can be found amongst youth in
most of the western world, even the United States. The only exception is Japan, where wide
investments are made in the educational field by the Government.
School, television, and newspapers feed the people's imagination with the idea that
scientist's work is a hard and demanding activity as well as unknown and mysterious. It is
enough to think about emblematic figures of scientists like Frankenstein or Doc, the character
of the movie Back to the Future, or cartoons, which continue to represent science in a
caricatured and imaginative way. As a result, the scientist‘s figure appears isolated, immersed
in a special work – strange and incomprehensible to everyone at the same time. These
stereotypes emerge from research realized in the framework of 2ways European project –
funded by the European Commission under the Seventh Framework Programme. It involved
young people from 30 partner countries who expressed their opinions on scientific general
subjects and scientists as a profession.12
Indeed, to the question is science interactive?, only 14% of students answered positively
and just 21% of students claim that science stimulates group work.13 Therefore, science is
perceived by many as an individual work, which does not require exchanges or
collaborations, making it uninteresting profession (Figure 2).

10

Rif. Sjøberg, S., & Schreiner, C. (2010). The ROSE project: An overview and key findings. Oslo: University of Oslo,
1-31.
11
Ibid.
12
Luraschi, M., & Pellegri G. (2010). LA SCIENZA APPASSIONA I GIOVANI? Università della Svizzera Italiana,
Science et Cité.
13
Ibid.
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Question: Would a career in science be interesting?

Figure 2: The attitude to science careers in percentage.14

This demonstrates that there is a lack of attractive role models and a lack of information
and understanding of what careers in STEM are about.
Moreover, another problem, regarding gender differences, is highlighted: girls often are
not so encouraged to pursue a scientific career. This is always a result of people's idea fed by
movies, TV-talk, and news, which promote a male science where woman is rarely present.
Indeed, if we consider the same question (from Figure 2) taking into account the gender, the
graphic will be as follows:
Question: Would a career in science be interesting?

Figure 3: Gender Differences in the Attitudes towards science careers.15

Further studies show that women remain under-represented in R&D in every region
worldwide. Some of the latest UNESCO data shows that, in North America and Western
Europe, the average representation for the women in R&D is 32% (is the lowest average
14
15

Luraschi M., Pellegri G., Op. Cit.
Ibid.
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found in Luxemburg with only a 21% and in the Netherlands with a 24%). A different
situation is found in Central and Eastern Europe, where the overall average rises to 40%. In
fact, in Latvia, Lithuania and Northern Macedonia, the woman represents more than 50%, and
in Albania, Bulgaria, Croatia, Estonia, Moldova and Romania the percentage exceeds 40%.
Despite the positive trend occurring in Eastern Europe, a wide array of studies indicates a
disparity between the number of women studying science and those who go working as
scientists professionally. Overall, women account for a minority of the world‘s researchers16.

Figure 4: A breakdown of female researchers in Europe.
Female researchers as a percentage of total researchers (HC), 2016 or latest year available.
Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics, June 2018

The following figure presents the share of women in the total number of researchers by
country:

16

UNESCO
–
Institute
for
statistics,
Women
in
Science,
June
http://uis.unesco.org/sites/default/files/documents/fs51-women-in-science-2018-en.pdf
[Retrieved
13/11/2020]
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2018.
online

Figure 5: The gender gap in science.
Women as a share of total researchers, 2016 or latest year available.
Data on this map are based on HC, except for Congo and India (based on FTE).
Source: UNESCO Institute for Statistics, June 2018.

Suffice to say that only in 2014 an Iranian woman, Maryam Mirzakhani, was the first
woman to win the Fields Medal, the highest honor in mathematics comparable to a Nobel
Prize in this field.17
Moreover, surveys have shown that, globally, women remain underrepresented in STEM
not only as teachers, researchers, and workers but also as students, resulting in a significant
gender gap. Worldwide, 2015 PISA results showed that, although a larger share of the top
performers are boys at the secondary level, average gender differences in science performance
remain minor.
However, it is gender disparities in interest towards STEM that are quite substantial,
particularly in lower and/or upper secondary education. Indeed, girls start losing interest in
STEM as they get older and in a bigger proportion than boys.18
Therefore, there is a significant gender issue in the Mathematics, Science, and
Technology (MST) area, with an insufficient number of girls taking up or being encouraged
to take up these subjects. Too often teachers and career advisers still call on more traditional
thinking that MST is mostly a male domain19. Therefore, it is important to create new
17

―Maryam Mirzakhani, la prima donna a vincere il "Nobel" della matematica‖
http://www.wired.it/scienza/2014/08/13/medaglia-fields-mirzakhani-donna-nobel-matematica/. [Retrieved online
20/04/2020]
18
OECD (2018). PISA, PISA 2015 results in focus.Op.Cit.
19
Johansson, L. (2009). Mathematics, science & technology education report. Brussel: European Round Table of
Industrials.
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instruments in order to train and prepare people with the right skill sets for the period when
new jobs will come on stream.20
Following to OECD21 report, it is stated, A network of stakeholders (linking educational
resource centers, the business community, science and technology education specialists, and
students and teacher communities), should be established to share information on best
practices between countries and the various communities involved. In this context, the
European Commission‘s High-Level Expert Group on Science Education Renewal has made
the points that Teachers are key players…being part of a network allowing them to improve
the quality of their teaching and support their motivation and that the articulation between
national activities and those funded at the European level must be improved.22
In this framework, it is necessary to develop a high-quality teaching and learning
environment23 where students can approach the study of scientific subjects with a higher
interest and motivation adequately supported by teachers in their learning, which will be more
effective if it is meaningful, i.e. active, constructive, intentional, authentic and collaborative.24

20

Jiménez Iglesias, M., Müller, J., Ruiz-Mallén, I., Kim, E., Cripps, E., Heras, M., ... & Gras-Velázquez, A. (2018).
Gender and innovation in STE (A) M education. European Schoolnet.
21
OECD (2008), "Increasing Student Interest in S&T Studies", in Encouraging Student Interest in Science and
Technology Studies, OECD Publishing, Paris.
22
Johansson, L., Op.Cit., p.15.
23
Mayer, R. E. (2010). Learning with technology (pp. 179-185). Paris: OECD.
24
Jonassen, D. H., Howland, J., Marra, R., & Crismond, D. (2008). Meaningful learning with technology. Upper Saddle
River, NJ: Pearson.
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1.2 Student motivation in mathematics study
About 79% of students define mathematics as a big obstacle for their learning process.25
The difficulties revealed are often related to its being considered more abstract than the
others. About 83% of students work using visual memory.26 This means that if we can
imagine a history lesson as a film or a cartoon, it is hardly possible to do the same with a
mathematics lesson. For instance, a lesson on inequalities hardly can activate visual memory
as a literature subject does. At most, it can stimulate the photographic memory which is only
7% of the visual one.27
Besides, the theory should be learned through doing exercises to understand the solution
process by activating the procedural memory. This allows students to get skills through
learning by doing.
Students often do not perceive a practical utility in mathematics study unless they study
specific subjects, such as economics where the utility is directly evident. In short, most
students don't have enough stimuli of being interested in mathematics.28
Mathematics is not complicated by itself but must be studied differently from other
disciplines. The suggested learning approaches usually are the following: full immersion, an
association between image and concept or using memory techniques.29
Full immersion is when a student dedicates at least one hour and a half to do the exercises
daily.
Association between image and concept: when students try to memorize the mathematics
formula or concept, e.g. function, through a corresponding image. This is very useful to
activate visual memory.
Another method is to take advantage of memory techniques. For example, the use of
mnemonics can help students remember formulas or demonstrations by looking at them once.
These techniques can work well because they stimulate the innate abilities of the student‘s
mind.
However, even if these learning methods can help students in a short-term study, they
don‘t seem effective if we think in long-term learning.
25

OECD (2018). Op.Cit.
Ibid.
27
Raghubar, K. P., Barnes, M. A. and Hecht, S. A. (2010). Working memory and mathematics: A review of
developmental, individual difference, and cognitive approaches. Learning and Individual Differences, 20 (2), 110122.
28
Tramonti, M., & Paneva-Marinova, D. I. (2019). Maths, Art and Technology: a Combination for an Effective Study.
TEM Journal, 8(1), 82-86.
29
Raghubar, K. P., Barnes, M. A. and Hecht, S. A. (2010).Op.cit.
26
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Another issue, which can impact the student motivation in mathematics study,30 is
directly related to the teaching-learning process.
The traditional one is focused more on content mastery than on the learning abilities
development and enhancement of research aptitude. The mainstream education system is
oriented towards the teacher: the teacher gives and students receive. Therefore the student
evaluation is related to a correct or incorrect answer. This education system is focused on
school performance and results and it doesn't develop their lifelong learning capacity.
As Seymour Papert states: <<But…life is not about knowing the right answer, it is about
getting things to work, about finding the best way to express one’s creative ideas....>>.31
The didactic activities in the classroom, especially in lower and upper secondary schools,
can be realized in different ways by teachers.32 For example, by presenting, in the beginning,
general principles on the topic to be studied, and then let students deduce particular behaviors
or on the contrary, by starting from phenomena, partial information, well-defined known
behaviors up to building laws, processes, considerations, and general behavior. This way to
proceed is a part of the traditional teaching methodology, focused on the discipline and
knowledge and the completeness of the message communicated¸ exploiting the learning
deductive mode.33
On the other hand, in a context of an active school,34 deductive teaching is replaced by
the inductive modality, centered on the student's educational process involving his/her biopsychological, socio-cultural and value structure.
The inductive didactics is a teaching operating moment,35 meant as an intentional and
well-organized activity, aiming to manage a training process according to effective strategies
that can develop, extend, deepen and modify skills, knowledge, attitudes, and values of

30

D'Amore, B., & Frabboni, F. (2005). Didattica generale e didattica disciplinare. La Matematica. Pearson Italia Spa.
Papert, S. (1999). Introduction: what is Logo? And who needs it. Logo philosophy and implementation.
32
Tessaro F.(2002). Metodologia e didattica dell’insegnamento secondario, Roma, Armando.
33
Frabboni F.(2006). Didattica e apprendimento, Palermo, Sellerio di Giorgianni.
34
The expression "active school", invented by Bovet becoming later a feature of the modern school, indicates,
mainly, the reaction to the traditional school (passive, formalist, unable to respond to students' needs)
proposing an innovative education based on some fundamental ideas: 1. Student is the centre of education
action and then the educators should take into account his/her needs and interests to be "spontaneously"
harmonized with those moral, social and civil of its life environment (puero-centrism); 2. This can be achieved
only if the student is free to act in his/her environment. In this way, the educational work consists in
stimulating the student to grow through concrete activities (such as manual work and game) always
experienced firsthand. Rif . Bovet P., L'instinct combatif: psychologie, éducation, Neuchâtel, Delachaux et
Niestlé, 1917; La réforme scolaire à l'université, Neuchâtel; Genève, Ed. Forum, 1920; Vingt ans de vie:
l'institut J.J. Rousseau de 1912 à 1932, Neuchâtel; Paris, Delachaux et Niestlé, 1932; Cambi, F. (2014). Le
pedagogie del Novecento. Gius. Laterza & Figli Spa.
35
Laneve C.(2003). La didattica tra teoria e pratica, Brescia, La Scuola.
31
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students.36 Consequently, the factors, which can make inductive teaching interesting, regard
the increased attention given to students, in terms of effective learning aiming to exploit and
develop their motivation.37
Johann W. Goethe, in his work Faust, affirms that Wo der Antheil sich verliert, verliert
sich auch das Gedächtnis (When interest is lost, memory is lost).38
According to the motivational theories, motivation is a mainspring for the individual to
act. From the psychological point of view, the motivation can be defined as the why of our
actions and as the end that pushes the individual to meet their own needs. Therefore, every
action done without motivation can fail.39 If the individuals are driven by a strong reason, they
will be able to: reach own objectives; develop a positive vision on their work/study; produce
new energies needed to change; increase the self-esteem and their abilities; realize their
personal and professional development helping others in this process. One of the factors that
increase the motivation is the interest.40 Motivating students means to arouse their interest in
the study through a process of search and discovery of information that will promote student
learning.
This student-centered approach assumes that the teacher is "invisible" by focusing on the
learning style and interests of students. In this context, the role of the teacher changes: from
the transmitter of knowledge to facilitator of learning. The facilitator's task is to define the
right conditions which can develop student learning by providing them with the support in the
case of help request, rather than providing categorical or absolute judgments. The aid given is
always offered to take into account the characteristics and needs of each student.41
For David Ausubel,42 learning is constituted of two stages: the first concerns how
information reaches the learner; the second one is related to the learning process where the
student incorporates it and reworks it in his/her pre-existing cognitive structure. Therefore,
two ways to learn are possible:


Receiving, if the information is provided by others, and the student must only
store it or memorize it;

36

Calabretta, P.(2018). Insegnare con “cura” per prendersi cura. La relazione didattica come cura. Bruno
Notarnicola, 15.
37
Franceschini G.,(2000). Apprendere, insegnare, dirigere nella scuola riformata. Aspetti metodologici e profili
professionali nella nuova scuola di base, Pisa, Edizioni ETS 2
38
Goethe J. W.(1990). Faust, a cura di Franco Fortini, Mondadori, Milano.
39
Maslow A.H.(2010). Motivazione e Personalità, Armando Editore, Roma.
40
Bandura, A. (2000). Autoefficacia: Teoria e applicazioni.(Presentazione all'edizione italiana di Gian Vittorio
Caprara). Edizioni Erickson.
41
Andrich, S., & Miato, L. (2007). La didattica positiva: le dieci chiavi per organizzare un contesto sereno e produttivo.
Erickson.
42
Ausubel, D. P. (2004). Educazione e processi cognitivi. Guida psicologica per gli insegnanti (Vol. 25). FrancoAngeli.
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Discovering, if the information is the result of a self-discovery, personal, creative.

The meaningful learning aims at connecting a learning process to relevant concepts
already owned, existing in the cognitive structure of the subject. This concept comes from the
constructivist theory of knowledge, in other words, there is no knowledge without a process
of meaning construction by the learner.
The learners construct their knowledge in meaningful contexts through the object's
manipulation, tools and through the observation and interpretation of their actions' results. In
these terms, meaningful learning becomes contextualized and complex. The students learn
more and better if they cope with authentic tasks strictly connected to the real world, where
they meet their everyday life's real problems.
The same thing occurs when a student approaches math studies. Actually, people often
forget that reality, as well as all disciplines, as known by man, is based on mathematical
concepts: math could be found in human beings, in architecture, plants, and animals, and as a
part of them it regulates also their characteristics.
With the introduction of the Fibonacci series,43 made by the medieval great
mathematician Leonardo da Pisa, it is possible to observe how the growth of flowers, leaves,
and branches of a plant follows specific patterns.
Indeed, the leaves grow around the central shaft following a math law closely linked to
the Fibonacci sequence: 5 leaves correspond to three laps around the stem, as 8 leaves
correspond to 5 laps. Even the number of petals of the flowers follows this rule: the corolla
usually has 5 petals but in many flowers such as daisies and chrysanthemums, the numbers of
petals are 13, 21 or 34, that are in the Fibonacci series.
In crystals,44 the symmetry elements regulate the arrangement of the various faces and the
various edges, so that these are determined to form solid systems, for example, the cubic form
in the minerals such as halite, or the trigonal-rhombohedral form in the dolomite.
The shape and structure of the organism of some animals can be divided specularly into
two or more equal parts. This feature is called symmetry and can be distinguished in radiata
symmetry, such as the Cnidaria whose body can be divided into several equal parts, by
passing multiple planes orthogonal to the polar axis of the animal, or bilateral, such as the
Triblastici whose body can be divided into only two equal parts, by passing through his
organism only an axis of longitudinal polar symmetry.

43
44

Posamentier, A. S., Lehmann, I., & Hauptman, H. A. (2011). I (favolosi) numeri di Fibonacci. Emmebi.
Gallo, P., & Vezzani, C. (2007). Mondi nel mondo: fra gioco e matematica. Mimesis.
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In particular organisms, such as starfish, there is pentameral symmetry due to the
development of the five arms around a central pole.
On the base of many structures in nature, some fractals are special geometric figures
whose shape is repeated in the same way on different scales.45 An example of a fractal
structure is observable in the wild carrot (inflorescence) in which the basic structure is
repeated a finite number of times as well as many organs that are parts of human beings, such
as the acinar structure of the liver and nerve fibres.
An interesting question, however, concerns the relationship between fractals and real
biological structures. The latter consist of a finite number of cells, thus are not fractals in the
strict sense of the word.46
Despite this strong presence of mathematics concepts in the reality, their connection
doesn‘t appear so evident during the learning process and often teachers offer to students
unduly theoretical approach causing the perception that mathematics is abstract and far away
from everyday life. This influences the way to learn mathematics privileging more storage
capacity than problem-solving skills.
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46
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Springer‐Verlag, New York, 1990, 228 pp., Color Research & Application, 18(2), 140-141.
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1.3 Problem statement
The globalized labor world requires knowledge based on solid basic skills such as
mathematics literacy.
The development of math skills, teaching strategies, and practices becomes primary for
educational growth during all school years. An alarming picture of the current situation is
provided by PISA and TIMSS international surveys.47 The major aim of these assessments is
to evaluate different features of student learning and to assist policymakers to understand
better to what extent their educational systems are measuring up with developments taking
place in other countries. Since the mid-1980s many governments have made major
investments to equip schools with modern technologies in order to modernize teaching and
learning thus providing students with opportunities to learn these technologies and to acquire
competencies that they will need in their future life (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Main steps in the policy cycle.

In the following paragraphs, the results collected by the two international surveys PISA
and TIMSS are described.

47

Scott, E. (2004). Comparing NAEP, TIMSS and PISA in Mathematics and Science. National Center for Education
Statistics.
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1.3.1 The PISA survey
The PISA survey is promoted by the Organization for Economic Cooperation and
Development (OECD). It aims at assessing the performances of 15 years-old students in
reading, mathematics, and science every three years.48 It focuses, especially, on how far
students, near the end of compulsory education, have acquired knowledge and skills essential
for full participation in society. This survey contributes to the assessment of mathematical and
science literacy through several proposed questions always set in a real context.
PISA emphasized mathematical literacy and preparation for life. After consideration by
the science expert group, the following definition of mathematical literacy was adopted by
PISA for its testing: Mathematical literacy is an individual’s capacity to identify and
understand the role that mathematics plays in the world, to make well-founded judgments and
to use and engage with mathematics in ways that meet the needs of that individual’s life as a
constructive, concerned and reflective citizen.49 This definition includes mathematical
thinking and the use of mathematical concepts, procedures, facts and tools for describing,
explaining and statement of hypotheses about processes and phenomena. In other words, in
mathematics, PISA assesses students' skills to formulate, use and interpret mathematical
problems in a variety of situations life (Figure 7).
Stage 1
1. Starting with a problem situated in reality.
2. Organising according to mathematical concepts.
3. Taking into account the mathematical features of the situation and transforming the
real-life problem into a mathematical problem.
Stage 2
4. Solving the mathematical problem.
Stage 3
5. Making sense of the mathematical solution in terms of the real situation, identifying
the limitations of the situation.

48

Schleicher, A. (2001). Knowledge and skills for life: First results from the OECD Programme for International
Student Assessment (PISA) 2000. OECD.
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Garrido Martos, R. (2016). Assessing Mathematical Literacy: The PISA Experience.
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Figure 7: Mathematisation process according to PISA.

Concerning the last survey realized in 2018, the mean scores achieved for the
mathematics have registered negative tendency in countries considered to be at the forefront
of education, like Finland (where the score has decreased of -12 in last three years), on one
hand. While, on the other hand, the results have confirmed the negative ranking (below the
OECD average) in other countries, like Greece.
In Italy, the situation is a little bit different. If the survey realized in 2015 have shown that
the pupils‘ performance reached in mathematics a score on the OECD average (490), the last
results collected in 2018 present again a negative situation (487, -2) under the OECD average
(489) (Fig.8 – Table 1). Probably this inverse tendency is still due to the use of traditional
learning-teaching methodologies in the mathematics study.50

Figure 8: Mathematics performance (PISA).Total, Mean score, 2018.
Source: OECD Education Statistics: PISA2018
50

OECD (2019), Mathematics performance (PISA) (indicator). doi: 10.1787/04711c74-en [Retrieved online
27/04/2020]
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Table 1- Snapshot of performance in mathematics, reading and science – PISA 2018 results

Source: OECD, PISA 2018 Database51

If the total score achieved in Italy (487) is examined taking into account the gender
difference, the final result represents a different scenario.
More precisely, the boys have achieved the main score of 494 corresponding to +5 with
the respect of the OECD Average 489, but the girls - only a score of 479 with a decreasing of
-10 below the OECD average.52 This factor underlines the complexity of the Italian situation
where gender differences have a strong effect on the students‘ performance in mathematics.
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OECD (2019), Snapshot of performance in reading, mathematics and science, in PISA 2018 Results (Volume
I): What Students Know and Can Do, PISA, OECD Publishing, Paris, https://doi.org/10.1787/cbb85a0d-en.
52
OECD (2019), Mathematics performance (PISA) (indicator). doi: 10.1787/04711c74-en [Retrieved online
27/04/2020].
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Figure 9: Mathematics performance (PISA).Total Mean score considering gender difference, 2018.
Source: OECD Education Statistics: PISA2018

Taking into account also the Mathematics, Science & Technology Education Report,53
where education has been acknowledged as the cornerstone of Europe‘s success and will
continue to be a determining factor in the prosperity of Europe‘s citizens and economy for the
foreseeable future, the competency in Mathematics, Science and Technology is becoming
more and more fundamental.
For Europe as a whole, MST plays a key role in growing adequately the research and
development capacity, ensuring economic and productivity growth that are crucial to
Europe‘s future. The learning of mathematics, such as numeracy in terms of being able to
interpret the behaviour of various mathematic models, and science literacy enable students to
contribute effectively in actual society, improving their employment prospects.

53

Johansson, L. (2009). Op.Cit.
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1.3.2 The TIMSS survey
Another important international survey is the TIMSS. It is an international assessment of
the mathematics and science knowledge of fourth-grade and eighth-grade students.54 This
includes achievement in each of the content and cognitive domains as well as overall
mathematics and science achievement. TIMSS was developed by the International
Association for the Evaluation of Educational Achievement (IEA) to allow participating
nations to compare students' educational achievement.
If we compare this international survey with the previous one, PISA, we notice that the
two instruments measure a different kind of elements and features of the same topic.
If one of the major strengths of TIMSS is its measurement of trends over time in
mathematics and science performance, PISA has the advantage to collect extensive data on
students‘ attitudes and well-being. In fact, PISA measures the education outcomes, not only as
student performance, but also as students‘ attitudes and believes, and their expectations for
future, and how these are related to their personal background.55
Moreover, TIMSS sought to find what students know and PISA sought to find what
students can do with their knowledge. These two perspectives are neither better nor worse.
Rather they are different, and each has importance as a learning outcome of the study of
science at school. The data gathered in the TIMSS project are related to the intended
curriculum (the curriculum specified by the system or other body), the implemented
curriculum (the curriculum as taught by teachers, the nature of actual classrooms), and the
attained curriculum (what students have learned). The PISA project is not directly focused on
any of these aspects of curricula. Rather PISA is concerned with how well 15-year-old
students can make use of science knowledge acquired from school and other sources, in
everyday life situations that involve science and technology.
The following Table 2 compares the PISA and TIMSS surveys:56
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Mullis, I. V., & Martin, M. O. (2017). TIMSS 2019 Assessment Frameworks. International Association for the
Evaluation of Educational Achievement. Herengracht 487, Amsterdam, 1017 BT, The Netherlands.
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Mullis, I. V., Martin, M. O., & Liu, J. Context Questionnaire Framework.
56
Ho, E. S. C. (2003). Accomplishment and challenges of Hong Kong education system: What we have learned from
PISA. Educational Journal, 31(2), 1-30.
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Table 2 - PISA and TIMSS comparison table57

TIMSS58 gathered data from samples of the student population at three levels (middle
primary, lower secondary, final year secondary), from the teachers of these students, and their
schools and systems. Development of the tests of student learning outcomes for each student
population began with an analysis of science curriculum guides and textbooks from many
countries to 'identify priority topics' for the tests. An international panel of science curriculum
specialists then produced a framework to guide test development.
The data, collected by last TIMSS survey (2015) on mathematics,59 show that the East
Asian countries, in particular, Singapore, are top achievers at fourth and eighth grades in
Mathematics. Italy has achieved an invariable average (507 and 494) in both at fourth and
eighth grades in mathematics considering trends from 2011 to 2015. While countries like
Finland and Germany show a lower average achievement at fourth grade in the same period.60
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International science report: findings from IEA's trends in international mathematics and science study at the fourth
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59
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However, if only the last collected data (2015) are considered, the results show two
different situations for students at fourth grade and at eighth grade in Italy as represented in
the two Figures 10 and 11 below:

Figure 10: Distribution of Mathematics Achievement at fourth grade.
Source: IEA's Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study – TIMSS 2015
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Figure 11: Distribution of Mathematics Achievement at eighth grade.
Source: IEA's Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study – TIMSS 2015

The Figures demonstrate that for fourth-grade students Italy has achieved +2.6 from the
TIMSS Scale Centerpoint (500), while for eighth-grade students the results show still a
negative situation -2.5 from TIMSS Scale Centerpoint (500). At the same levels, Singapore is
placed at the top of the achievement, reaching respectively 618 (+3.8) for fourth grade and
621 (+3.2) for eighth grade.
The gap between Asian countries and the next highest countries was 23 points in 2015,
unchanged from 2011 at fourth grade, while at eighth grade the gap between Asian countries
and the next highest countries was 48 points in 2015, increasing from 31 in 2011.
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However, with a few exceptions, like Norway, Belgium (at fourth grade) and Slovenia,
Hungary (at eighth grade), European students, as shown from the graphics, often lack key
basic competences in mathematics, science and technology.
In this context, most Ministries of Education share and agree on the educational
objectives and results that are the base of these surveys by underlining the importance to
encourage the development of the mathematics skills and their assessment through the
national exams at the end of the compulsory education.
In fact, on the base of these last results reached by the performances of the students, the
aim of the European Ministers is to reduce the average of students with difficulties in literacy,
mathematics and science reaching a percentage lower than 15% within 2020 (from the section
News in EU Commission web site).61
In this direction, the Italian Ministry of Education has arranged several seminars to
explain the PISA survey, IEA-TIMSS, IEA-PIRLS to schools; to raise their awareness
towards these international surveys and to work together for quality school and student
performances improvement. These initiatives were funded by the European Commission
under PON FSE Competenze per lo Sviluppo (Skills for Development).62
All these specific strategies are the result of a joint effort, carried out by government
institutions with higher education partners or outside the education sector with the goals
linked to broader educational aims than just improving student performance, such as:


Promoting a positive feeling towards STEM subjects;



Increasing public knowledge of STEM;



Improving the teaching and learning of STEM in the school environment;



Increase students' interest in STEM subjects and, consequently, incentivizing the
choice of scientific careers at the upper secondary level and higher education level;



Reinforcing gender equity in studies and professions related to mathematics, science
and technology.63

Actually, in Italy, in 2007, the Ministry of Education created a committee for the
development of scientific and technological culture with the aim of:


Defining actions and strategies for the scientific and technological culture promotion
in all country;
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Suggesting the lines of a development policy which defines the tasks of both public
and private organizations;



Defining projects and plans for schools, adult citizens and society as a whole;



Planning, in particular, actions and services for teacher training and their support;



Improving the school curriculum.64

Therefore, the main objective of both the politics held and the current work is not only
students' increasing scores but improving their performance starting from the implementation
of strategies and methods which can improve the process of teaching and learning science by
making it more effective through pointing on both intrinsic and extrinsic factors.65

64
65

European Commission. (2011). Op.cit.
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1.4 Introduction to the research proposal
Starting from the analysis of the described context, the research project aims to
investigate and examine how the combination between meaningful learning and mastery
learning produces an increase of motivation and interest for the study of the scientific subject
to obtain a meaningful improvement of student final performances.
Firstly, considering the best performances achieved by Asian countries through
international mathematics surveys, we proceeded with the analysis of Eastern and Western
learning and teaching approaches to underline their strengths and weaknesses. As a
representative of the Eastern teaching/ methods we chose and adopted the Singapore's method
that is spreading for a few years in Europe. Among the Western approaches, the mathematics
teaching process implemented mainly in Italian schools was considered.66 This initial phase
was necessary to reach a unique model exploiting the potentialities of both without leaving
cultural differences out.
Secondly, starting from Confucius‘s quote, which claims “I hear and I forget. I see and I
remember. I do and I understand”, the Arts were introduced in the proposed method to
provide lower and upper secondary students with a major adherence to the reality by
promoting the development of their creativity. The result is that students improve not only
understanding but develop their creativity. As a result, the Confucius' quote is the starting
point for the next step: the creativity. Therefore, ―I hear and I forget. I see and I remember. I
do and I understand and invent‖.67
The research proposal is described in detail in the following paragraphs.

1.4.1 An Eastern learning approach: the Singapore method
The Singapore method is the new trend in the teaching approach which is widespread
already in countries like the USA, Australia, and the UK. This method is a highly effective
teaching approach originally developed by Singapore‘s Ministry of Education.
Since the independence of Singapore in 1965, the education system has undergone
several reforms. The first one was the New Education System (primary and Secondary) in
1970, aiming at providing students with at least ten years of general education. Mathematics

66
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was compulsory up to the end of the secondary school and streaming by ability was
introduced.
The establishment of the Curriculum Development Institute of Singapore was a relevant
milestone in 1980. It was the first time where a project team, led by Dr Kho Tek Hong,
prepared instructional materials for the teaching and the learning of mathematics and an
effective approach for the professional development of teachers. These instructional materials
followed the Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract approach offer students the learning experiences and
meaningful contexts, using manipulative and pictorial representations, to help them learn
abstract mathematics.68
In the 1990s, Singapore‘s education system was reviewed by emphasizing the importance
of both the processes and products in mathematics learning. This resulted in the production of
the Mathematics Framework, which is another important feature of Singapore‘s mathematics
education.69 The framework articulates and explicates the intention of mathematics education,
and provides guidance in the teaching, learning and assessment of mathematics. The aim was
to develop a mathematics curriculum that will enable all students to learn and apply
mathematics. This framework has been updated during the subsequent revisions of the
mathematics curriculum in 2000 and 2003 to reflect the changing emphases and needs mainly
coming from the integration of three initiatives, Thinking Skills, Information Technology and
National Education, into the curriculum.70
Actually, the Singapore‘s method is a combination of the Western pedagogical theories of
Jerome Bruner, Richard Skemp and Zoltan Diens, with Eastern teaching approach. The
additional value is focused, mainly, on effective teaching of mathematics based on the
development of ―problem-solving‖ skills.
It starts from the identification of three fundamental mistakes occurring in the classical
learning of mathematics:
1. Considering mathematics as computing – requiring students to learn how to calculate;
2. Thinking of mathematics teaching as delivering specific procedures and expecting the
students to apply them at well recognizable setting, for example, requiring students to
learn procedures on how to solve e.g. an equation;
3. Focusing on retention – it is important to memorize the formulas.
68
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The Mathematics definition in Singapore‘s method becomes a means for the development
and improvement of intellectual competences of students.
This approach consists of the introduction of mathematical concepts through process
structured into three phases: concrete, pictorial and abstract. Starting from using a symbolic
representation to ensure a concrete mathematical experience, students are allowed to reach the
abstract representation of the studied concept.
In brief, the concrete phase refers to a manipulative experience with real objects to
understand how they work. During the pictorial phase, students learn how to transfer their
knowledge acquired through the real objects into a mental image, into a diagram or drawing.
Finally, the abstract, they learn to use mathematics symbols, such as x for multiplication.
Therefore, teachers let students deal with complex problems, at first shown as real-world
problems, and then, they learn that there is no only one right procedure or solution, but they
need to construct an appropriate solution every time.

1.4.2 Arts as a learning facilitator tool in mathematics study
The introduction of arts (such as music, painting, dance, theatre), in the proposed
approach, helps students connect better the mathematics to reality understanding its actual
application in their everyday life.
As Steiner and Schwarz claim, in education, it is necessary to have tools and
methodologies that can guarantee an active involvement and creative inclusion of learners to
let them test the interconnection of different languages, such as visual, sensory, verbal and
nonverbal. This favors the development of both cognitive and emotional dimensions,
promoting further an intercultural approach. Therefore, art becomes an important element for
harmonious development and growing up of the human being.71
The mathematician, Piergiorgio Odifreddi, claims that The universe can be described
only in mathematical terms72 and, therefore, to understand our world we must know its
alphabet, which is mathematics.
The artists of all ages have tried to create works that represent human beings and
dimensions. But to do it in the best way, they had also to devote themselves to the studies of
geometry and architecture. In arts, we find some mathematics concepts such as perspective
71
72
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and proportion. One of the well-known artists, who used mathematics as one of the most
important components in his artworks, was the artist Mauritius Cornelius Escher (1898-1972)
(http://www.mcescher.com/). Due to this combination, he created beautiful works with
amazing optical illusions. For example, to imagine how a formation of nano-structural
fragments with different symmetries takes place, artistic patterns of metamorphosis,73
developed by Escher, are used. The painting (Figure 12) shows the gradual translational
change of symmetry.

Figure 12: Metamorphosis - Mauritius Cornelius Escher painting.
Source: http://www.mcescher.com/

Thus, the research aims to exploit the potentialities emerging from a creative combination
between Western and Eastern pedagogical learning approaches through the use of the arts.
This allows students to improve and develop their learning skills with a creative and
innovative study through appropriate development of the creativity-based approach in
learning and problem-solving skills.
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1.4.3 Art, creativity and student motivation
By exploiting the multidisciplinary approach of science skills development, we identified
problem-oriented creativity development as a core concept of our research.
This allows also overcoming the interdisciplinary constraints by paving a way to the
transdisciplinary nature of the research where the creative process gets fundamental in a
learning process.

Figure 13: Creativity and meaningful learning.

According to Scardamalia and Bereiter,74 the didactic process should be active to support
and stimulate a holistic process of creative development of new ideas inside a classroom.
Quintana et al.,75 underline that this is favored, also, by an inquiry-based approach where the
students ask questions, investigate and use empirical data, manipulate them directly through
experiments or comparisons, systematization and representations of the data coming out from
direct experiments, or from information searched and checked sources. One of the examples is
the Virtual School Mathematics Laboratory (VirMathLab) developed at the Institute of
Mathematics and Informatics of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences (IMI-BAS). In
particular, it emphasized on the implementation of the Inquiry-Based Learning (IBL) through
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dynamic geometry software.76 Another example was the implementation of IBL through the
creative use of dynamic files to make tessellations and metamorphoses.77
Linn defines this process including a problem definition, critical thinking on the available
alternatives, planning of possible solutions, on the base of hypothesis, information research, a
model construction, a discussion among peers in order to propose shared conclusions.78 In this
context the inquiry-based approach in teaching and learning process is a set of real actions
making up a more challenging process where students are motivated to pose their own
questions when facing problems or scenarios.
The mathematical inquiry has similarities with inquiry in science.
In fact, both science and mathematical inquiry start from a question or a problem, and the
answers are sought through observation and exploration. In many cases, experiments are
conducted, mainly in virtual laboratories79 by using digital tools like GEOMLAND80, Cabri81,
Sketchpad82, and GeoGebra83.
Moreover, connections are made to questions offering interesting reasoning in both
science and mathematical inquiry. This inquiry process is led by or leads to, hypothetical
answers – often called conjectures – that are subject to validation. This is rarely a linear
process. Quite often, initial conjectures are found to be true only under specific conditions,
which may lead to their modification, or even to questioning the definition of the
mathematical objects involved. Further, the process may lead to new questions and problems
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whose solution may affect the answers to the initial question, or even the formulation of the
question itself. 84
The productive use of the learning implies different factors: a defined context, a frame, a
focal point for the questions at different levels. Therefore teaching overshoots the simple data
and information transmission by improving the production of useful and applicable
knowledge. This process is encouraged by the inquiry-based approach application.85
From the teacher's point of view, adopting the inquiry methodology means to aim at
developing the students' investigative capacities and attitudes and mindset that allow them to
increase their knowledge for all their life. They learn to learn.
In this learning process, students are involved actively in the production of new
knowledge and their evaluation has to determine their progress in the development of their
capacity more than the knowledge level of contents. Thus, the issue, that motivates the
students and increases their curiosity, is to know how to know and not only knowledge in
itself. As a result, we can define the mainstream didactic method as thinking of what or
declarative knowledge, while the inquiry-based learning approach is thinking how or
procedural.86
In this context, art is a way for students to express their creativity and to find harmony in
the development of both cognitive and emotional dimensions, but, at the same time, it obeys
to mathematics rules and propositions. Similarly, mathematics reconstructs reality according
to its laws getting an idealized replica of the subject. Consequently, art and mathematics are
closely related.
Let us consider some examples of the interconnection between art and mathematics
through the artworks by Escher:
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Figure 14: Relativity.

Figure 15: Gravity.

Source: http://www.mcescher.com/

Other examples of the interconnection between art and mathematics are the perspective in
painting, the harmonic series and Fibonacci numbers in music, the symmetry of the body or
the balance in dance allowing to find the center of gravity and to maintain the stability.87 It is
enough to think, also, of the concept of beauty in human beings and the golden ratio that is a
geometrical proportion, a reference standard for the artists, used, especially, in figurative arts
to create harmony, perfection that is in a one-word is beauty.88
In the representation of Vitruvian Man realized by Leonardo Da Vinci, 89 we can observe
that the human figure follows very precise symmetrical relationships: the man's height is
equal to the distance between the ends of the hands with arms extended determining the
possibility to inscribe the whole figure in a square (Figure 16).
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Figure 16: Vitruvian Man of Leonardo Da Vinci.
Source: https://www.leonardodavinci.net/the-vitruvian-man.jsp

Exploiting the potentialities of the interconnections between mathematics and art,
students can discover how mathematics and scientific rules have an impact on all the aspects
of reality.
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1.4.4 Objectives
The research objectives can be synthesized as follows:


Exploiting the possibility to find a combination between Western and Eastern
approaches (mainly Singapore's method) in mathematics teaching.



Finding the result of this combination in the arts.

Demonstrating the objectives above encourage meaningful learning in the development
of the research skills to improve the school performance (short-term objective) and increase
interest towards a future perspective in the mathematics field (long-term objective).
The objective of the study has been reached in three research years and was divided into
different tasks: 1) Study of the problem, 2) Development of a research teaching approach
combined with the arts, 3) Experimentation phase and 4) Data processing and evaluation of
the achieved results. Each of them is described in the following sections.

1.4.4.1 Task 1: Study of the problem
This task has started from the literature review aiming at defining the current status quo
in mathematics education. The aim was to investigate how math topics are defined in PISA,
TIMSS, and national surveys and to compare the school curriculum on math in diverse
learning environments.
This task was accomplished through the following steps:
-

Analysis of the existing practices of the school approaches for mathematics topics
in lower and upper secondary schools;

-

Analysis of relevant factors such as current pedagogies mathematics-related
subjects at the lower and upper secondary level, number of mathematics students
at the university level;

-

Gender Analysis of a different approach to the mathematics subjects, of the
existing technologies applied to improve student learning and skills, of the
different use of creativity;

-

Analysis of the teachers and students attitudes towards the introduction of
innovation into school and in learning and teaching approaches;
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-

Comparison of learning and teaching approaches applied to the mathematical
subject between Eastern (Singapore's method) and Western methods;

-

Collection of a relevant bibliography, such as books, articles, and papers through
public databases or specialized libraries.

1.4.4.2 Task 2: Development of a research teaching/learning approach combined with the
arts
This task aimed to define the research model approach for mathematics education as a
result of the combination of Western and Eastern teaching approaches with the arts. This
allowed collecting and analyzing all the information necessary to define the experimental path
in terms of contents and structure that can match the teaching and learning needs of teachers
and students.
The methodological assumption driving the entire research proposal is based on the
design-based approach introduced in 1992 by Brown90 and Collins91 to overcome the limits
established by the strictly experimental methodologies and by ethnographic ones. This
research method is suitable for the complex dynamics typical of real educational situations.92
The choice of the methodology is justified by the fact that the researcher's action interfered
purposely with the education context because it was participatory. The researcher and teachers
involved worked closely together collaborating actively in the design and the analysis. Due to
the design-based research, in terms of methodology, a double analysis at theoretical
(cognitive) and practical (didactic) levels was performed.
As to the definition of the research design, the steps identified by Kenneth D. Bailey were
followed93, involving directly teachers, such as:
-

Definition of the mathematization concept to define a suitable training path
adjusted to the knowledge and skills of students;

-

Analysis of the exercises and mathematics concepts from school curricula;

-

Selection of the mathematics exercises and concepts to be used during the
experimental activities with the students following the teachers;
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-

Selection of the artworks containing mathematics patterns or concepts to be
shown to students.

-

Definition and selection of reference sample (teachers and students).

-

Defining the contents and methodologies as well as the topics and the pedagogical
tools to be used during the experimentation phase on the base of the results
achieved during the previous tasks.

-

Drawing up the guidelines for the experimentation activity management.

-

Definition of data collection tools (qualitative and quantitative):

For the quantitative data
a) Definition of the indicators and variables;
b) Drawing up a questionnaire (semi-structured) divided into two parts submitted
to the students, respectively before and after the experimentation;
c) Selection of mathematics exercises to be delivered to the students.

For qualitative data
a) Drawing up a semi-structured grid for the participatory observation;
b) Preparation of a grid for the qualitative data collection by the teacher;
c) Organization of a discussion group to collect the qualitative data coming out
from students‘ feedback.
A better description of the experimentation activities is introduced later in Chapter 4 and
Chapter 5 together with the achieved results.

1.4.4.3 Task 3: Experimentation phase
The aim was to carry out the experimentation activities to collect data and to start the
evaluation of the research results.
This task required the following steps:
- Arrangement of the first meeting between teachers and students aiming at:
a) Showing

different

types

of

real

connections

between

the

artistic

expression/creation and math patterns.
b) Submitting a questionnaire to the students related to their possible problems
with the study of mathematics.
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c) Submitting mathematics exercises selected previously.
- Realization of the experimentation activities with teachers and students involved.
- Organization of several meetings with teachers and students aiming at:
a) Permitting students to introduce their work and results achieved.
b) Submitting to students a second questionnaire to collect new information.
c) Establishing a discussion to gather informal feedback from students.
d) Submitting a set of the mathematics exercises related to the topics studied.

A full description of the research model and tools tested by teachers with their students is
introduced in Chapter 3.

1.4.4.4 Task 4: Data processing and evaluation of the achieved results
The aim was to start the processing and evaluation of the research results.
This task required the following steps:
-

Coding and analysis phases;

-

Data interpretation (both qualitative and quantitative);

-

Drawing up the final report with a discussion of the results.

For a more specific discussion, refer to Chapter 5 relating to the testing phase.
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CHAPTER 2. LEARNING AND TEACHING APPROACHES: THE
STATE-OF-THE-ART
The national and international investigations report that the learning process in
mathematics becomes thwarting, exhausting and non-immediate for many students.94 This
sense of discomfort gets worse by the fact that, at the social level, people think being good at
math is synonymous to be smart. As a result, failures in mathematics can affect a student‘s
self-esteem. If success in mathematics requires special skills, then already first failures
wouldn't foster in younger students the certainty of being able to improve. The vicious circle
made by failures, low self-esteem, decreased motivation and reduced care can‘t be solved
without the support of a teacher, as an expert who can facilitate the reconstruction of a
positive relationship with mathematics at school.95
Another factor, which influences mathematics learning, is what is called error and the
attitude of both teachers and students towards it. When people think of error, immediately,
they often refer to a binary conception of knowledge: knowledge right or wrong.
In the pedagogical field, the concept of error is something different from what is simply
wrong. The error is usually due to the lack of knowledge, and the mistake is accidental and
could be self-corrected or corrected by their teacher. In particular, in lower and upper
secondary schools the errors are often confused with mistakes determining, consequently,
frustration in young students.96
Therefore, also the mathematics difficulties derive from this misunderstanding turning it
into a strictly didactic problem.97 The traditional approach of teachers towards a student with
mathematics difficulties foresees, usually, the correction of errors or the explanation of the
correct procedure and, possibly, the repetition of those topics considered important by the
teacher that students answer correctly.
Unfortunately, these targeted actions don‘t produce the desired effects, but,
paradoxically, they increase the differences between students with high and low performances
compounding the original problem.98
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In fact, the attention towards the typical errors widens the gap among students because
only the 'good' students seem they take advantage of it.
This is what Rosetta Zan calls teacher antinomy. Actually, the author claims that even the
benefits for a ―good‖ student are purely fictitious so that sometimes they turn into damage
because learners think that mathematics learning doesn‘t require a specific study but it is
enough to pay attention in class.99
According to the constructivist theory,100 knowledge is largely constructed by learners,
who don‘t only add new information to their previous knowledge, but they create new links
building new relationships with new information. This allows explaining many mathematical
errors in an alternative manner than the traditional one, for which the error is simply due to a
lack of knowledge and skills. Therefore, it is necessary to apply a methodology focused more
on: (i) problem-solving overcoming the difficulties in its utilization in the classroom and (ii)
finding suitable problems to be discussed with students.
However, there are significant differences when considering Western and Eastern
students.
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2.1 Substantial differences in mathematics performances
The last OECD-PISA (international survey on mathematics, science and reading) was
organized in 2018, enabling thus the comparisons in student performance over time from
2009. The PISA 2018 mathematics framework is organized into several major sections. The
first section, Definition of Mathematical Literacy, explains the theoretical underpinnings of
the PISA mathematics assessment, including the formal definition of the mathematical
literacy - construct. The second section, Organisation of the Domain, describes three aspects:
the mathematical

processes

and the fundamental

mathematical

capabilities (e.g.

competencies); the way mathematical content knowledge is organized and the contexts in
which students deal with mathematical challenges.101
On the base of the results achieved, the students from the following Asian countries were
top-ranked: Singapore reached a score of 569 above the OECD average 489 followed by
Hong Kong – China (551), Macau-China (558), Beijing-Shanghai-Jiangsu-Zhejiang (Regions
of China participating in testing) (591).102

Figure 17: Snapshot of students‘ performance in reading, mathematics and science.
Source: OECD Education Statistics: PISA Results -2018

With the comparison of the previous PISA results, these countries confirmed their higher
positions with reporting no differences between boys and girls.
On the other hand, Italian students' last performances in mathematics demonstrate a
negative trend. They don't overcome the OECD average score by ranking at 31° place. Also in
other countries, like Finland, even if still placed over the OECD average, the final ranking list
101
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OECD

Publishing,

underlines a negative trend concerning the previous results. In particular, in Finland, PISA
data in 2006 indicates a negative relation between the performance mean score and the
students' interest score: highest in science score, lowest in interest. This shows that the
negative score in the students' interest has, over the years, led to a lowering of the
performance score, losing in PISA survey of 2018 points.
Besides, even countries as the United States show a main score substantially below the
OECD average by ranking at 37° place with a score of 478 as shown in Figure 18.103

Figure 18: Comparison among countries in the average score in mathematics.
Source: OECD Education Statistics: PISA: Programme for International Student Assessment -2018

Moreover, the last results achieved by OECD PISA 2015 show, again, that Chinese
performances are better than in the other countries, as the following Table 3 describes.
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Table 3 - Snapshot of performance in mathematics, reading, and science

Source: OECD processing based on database PISA 2015

This was judged as absolutely surprising by both Chinese and Western researchers, who,
on the other hand, point out two paradoxes:104
-

Student paradox: Chinese students may be thought to use low-level strategies and
learning approach based on rote, but, in reality, they prefer high-level strategies
and based on the meaning getting better results in the international surveys.

-

Teacher paradox: Chinese teachers can reach results of meaningful learning even
working in contexts considered as unfit by Western teachers.

2.1.1 Factors influencing mathematics performance
An interesting factor, underlining another difference between Western and Asian students,
emerging from these administered surveys, is the quality of relationships between teacher and
student analyzed in the framework of survey Do teacher-student relations affect student’s
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well-being at school.105 For the first time starting from the survey realized in 2012, student
happiness and their well-being at school were evaluated.106
As a result, students in Belgium, Hong Kong China, Japan, Liechtenstein, ShanghaiChina, Singapore, Switzerland, and Chinese Taipei have achieved a high score (aboveaverage OECD) as well as above-average performances in mathematics as shown in Table 4
here below:
Table 4 - Where students are both happy and high-achieving

Source: OECD processing based on database PISA 2012107

The collected data show a strict relation between student well-being and their school
performances. Indeed, the countries, such as China, at the top of the ranking, are still those
where young students get the best scores in mathematics and language understanding tests as
described in Table 4.
The results of the PISA survey show that positive and constructive teacher-student
relations are good ground for better performance in mathematics. Therefore this could be a
key factor for fostering the social and emotional development of students at school. The
results achieved by students show that "sense of belonging among students‖ ensures a good
quality of teacher-student relation (Table 5).
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Table 5 - Good teacher-student relations foster a sense of belonging among students

Source: OECD processing based on database PISA 2012108

Comparing countries and economies with two indicators, teacher-student relation and
mathematics performance, shows that in some countries, where the development in a
competitive, knowledge-based global economy is crucial, like Shangai-China, Singapore,
Hong Kong-China and Chinese Taipei, students show high performance. On the contrary,
countries, like Italy, France, Hungary, Bulgaria, Greece, are still below the OECD average, as
the following table describes:109
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Table 6 - Comparing countries’ and economies’ performance in mathematics

Source: OECD processing based on database PISA 2018110

Looking through the PISA results in 2015, another relevant factor comes out. In
particular, the results related to students‘ science beliefs, engagement and motivation are
interesting if the achievements in Asian countries are compared with some Western countries,
such as Italy, as follows in Table 7:
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Table 7- Snapshot of students’ science beliefs, engagement, and motivation

Source: OECD, PISA 2015 Database

High performances in Asian countries, e.g. Singapore, express a more positive and
inclusive image of science in students. This enables a positive attitude towards scientific
careers and learning motivation enhanced.
On the other side, low performances, as in Italy, are strictly related to the creation of a
mental negative image, stereotyped on who are the scientists and the engineers and on who
are the people choosing this kind of career. Since science knowledge and understanding are
useful even beyond the scientists' work and are necessary for full participation in a sciencebased technology world, school scientific topics should be promoted more positively by
enhancing new resources and methodologies to increase student interest and enjoyment.111
111
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2.2 Substantial factors influencing survey results
The latest OECD PISA results show which countries are the highest performers and
which are getting better in science mathematics and reading. The main aim of this inquiry is
not to test the rote learning but how well students can solve a problem and apply their
knowledge and skills to real-world situations.
As in the previous paragraphs described, the results show that Singapore has been the
highest-scoring country in all areas since it joined testing in 2009.

Figure 19: PISA 2018 scores in reading, mathematics, and science.
Beijing, Shanghai, Jiangsu, and Zhejiang (B-S-J-Z) are the regions of China that participated in testing.
Source: OECD Education Statistics - PISA 2018

The education systems in Singapore invest relentlessly in teachers: recruiting the best,
training teachers well and giving them practical support and development as some other
countries do. However, the results have revealed that they have followed a much more
intensive process involving the whole teaching and learning process. In Singapore‘s case, for
example, this high-performing is due to the results achieved by intentional government
policies addressed to treat teachers as professional partners.
Actually, Singapore invests heavily in recruiting bright people to teach by encouraging
many young people to apply to the selection process despite the difficulties of passing. To
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incentivize the applications, the Ministry of Education pays student teachers a relative salary
during their initial teacher training.112
Singapore's government also reformed the teacher career structure in 2000 to help make it
a more attractive choice by improving the salaries, creating a new system of teacher
performance management, and developing a professional learning process.
In this context, the position of the master teacher was introduced in the school system.
This professional figure is a teacher, who, having reached the outstanding performance in
their subject field, becomes the teaching leader in these subjects, helping set directions and
connecting schools to the best research.
In addition, they are also mentoring senior teachers in schools, who in turn, help others
improve through regular classroom observations, research groups, professional learning
communities and mentoring.113
Moreover, Singapore's school system strongly emphasizes practical skills and student
learning, mainly in teacher initial education, managed and provided only by the National
Institute of Education (NIE).
The strength of this system is due to the close relationship between the Ministry of
Education and schools manifested in allowing the facilitated collection of feedback,
suggestions and joint meetings to improve school learning continuously.114
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2.3 Western current approaches to improve mathematics learning
During recent years, researchers have been identifying different approaches for
mathematics learning and teaching to improve student performance. In a multiplicity of
theories and methods, we will take into account only some of them, especially, those
considered functional to the research objective, such as cooperative learning, problem-based
learning, inquiry-based learning, and technology-enhanced learning.

2.3.1 Cooperative learning
Cooperative learning (CL) is a method involving students divided into small groups
working on an assignment or project under conditions in which certain criteria are satisfied,
by including that the group members be held individually accountable for the complete
content of the assessment or project.115
This approach is useful to minimize the occurrence of those unpleasant situations and to
maximize the learning and satisfaction that result from working on a high-performance team.
The main idea is that students learn more by doing something actively through collective
work with individual responsibility. Therefore, cooperative learning is an active and
constructive method enhancing learning in different ways: students are ―involved in doing
things and thinking about the things they are doing‖.116 Actually, this process engages
students in the building, understanding of facts, ideas and skills through the completion of
specific tasks and activities by involving them directly in their learning process.117
The working group for cooperative learning must have the following features:
1. Positive interdependence: the group members rely on each other to achieve the goal.
Students should feel responsible for their personal learning as well as for the learning
of the other group members.
2. Individual responsibility: all students in a group have to be responsible for what the
whole group has learned. Each student, during the tests, should demonstrate
individually what he/she has learned.
3. Face-to-face interaction: even if a part of the work can be done individually, all group
members must work interacting, checking together with the reasoning process, the
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conclusions, overcoming the difficulties and providing with feedback and comments.
In this way, students become like teachers for each other.
4. Collaborative: students in the group are encouraged to develop some abilities such as
leadership, communication, decision making and how to defend their ideas, conflict
resolutions in interpersonal relationships.
5. Evaluation of the work: the members, periodically, evaluate the effectiveness of their
work and the functioning of the group, and identify the changes needed to improve its
efficiency.118
Cooperative learning is not simply a synonym for students working in groups, but it has
to include the five listed elements that are present. It is used for any type of assignment that
can be given to students in lecture classes, laboratories or project-based training.
In the cooperative learning approach, the teacher will be a supervisor: he/she will have to
work out of class by choosing the task to be done, forming groups, preparing the materials,
while, in the classrooms; he/she will have to be attentive to interpersonal relationships, not
making suggestions, coordinate and adjust the final discussion.
This technique has been successfully used in all STEM (Science, Technology,
Engineering and Mathematics) disciplines.
For an effective application of cooperative learning approach, first of all, teachers have to
know the educational background of their students related to the subject studied, their
relationship with the other students in the class, their cognitive abilities, attitude towards
school, teachers, subject, family situation, and extracurricular interests.119
This allows contextualizing the learning process by favoring the creations of meaningful
patterns for students and which connect school contents to the context of their real-life
experience.
If on one hand, this element helps students to make connections between the knowledge
and their lives, on the other hand, it helps to store long-term memory which will support them
to apply what they have learned in their professional life.
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In fact, contextualized learning states that learning occurs only when students process
new information or knowledge in such a way that it makes sense in their reference
framework.120
The teachers will make two types of control actions and review: the first during the
activities with the use of observation forms to monitor behavior and participation level of
each student in the assigned work (monitoring phase); the second, at the end of the activity,
comparing their observations and those from the student group to understand what needs to be
improved (processing phase).
In summary, cooperative learning refers to work done by students delivering a product,
such as a set of problem solutions, a laboratory or project report, or the design of a product or
a process, under conditions that satisfy the five criteria mentioned above.
To implement the cooperative learning approach, teachers will have to do the following
tasks:
1. Making a good analysis of the existing situation;
2. Identifying lessons to be performed;
3. Setting goals and tasks;
4. Taking organizational decisions;
5. Defining both monitoring and processing phases.
In addition, among the advantages of cooperative learning approach implementation, as
demonstrated by extensive research, is that it leads to greater management and superior
development of communication and teamwork skills, for example, leadership, project
management, and conflict resolution skills.121

2.3.2 Problem-based learning
The problem-based learning (PBL) is an instructional methodology aiming at learning to
solve problems. It is based on the assumption that when we solve the many problems we face
every day, learning occurs.122 The focus is on the problem which leads the student learning.
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The problem is posed, at the first step, so that the students can discover that they need to
acquire a new knowledge before solving it.123
PBL's basic feature is that the students develop the ability to use knowledge to solve
problems. They don‘t learn about problems but they are challenged to find out any possible
solution to solve them.
Therefore, knowledge becomes a means not the final achievement. The teaching
approach changes the perspective on how a student can deal with new knowledge and its
construction.
PBL favors the development of general skills such as critical thinking and abstract
reasoning because it becomes the ideal way for students to apply their theoretical knowledge
authentically. This approach is used often to exploit student experience in a process of
problem-solving, rather than simply seeking a correct solution.124
In fact, it supports the development of problem-solving, meant as the set of all the
methods and techniques for the solution of the problems and the implementation of the related
strategies.
The word problem stands for: 1. a matter to be solved starting from the elements known
through reasoning; 2. a difficult or complex issue for which a solution is sought.
The attitude to problem-solving is often considered as an intelligence indicator. Solving
problems is a matter of skill which can be acquired by imitation and practice. The best way to
learn how to solve problems is through the observation and imitation of other people who
know how to solve them and then making practice.
The teaching and learning approach based on a problem can be intuitive, systematic,
algorithmic, and partial, by attempts, by exclusion. However, for a student can be suitable to
use some approaches and no other, in relation to the specific problem, because a solving
method may be more appropriate and fruitful than another. The application of one method
depends also on the personal features and abilities.
In general, all these approaches are alternative ways to be used according to the problem
met and their learning will guarantee the needed flexibility to deal with several types of
problems or situations.125
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At a didactic level, therefore, it is important, on the one hand, to enhance and strengthen
the styles and individual attitudes and, on the other hand, to enrich and diversify the problemsolving strategies, helping students discover and use different approaches. For example, when
teachers administer to students a problem to be solved, they should take into account of two
main purposes: a) to help the student solve the problem submitted; b) to develop students'
skills so that they can use them in any situation.126
In this approach, the teacher should support students, providing them with needed inputs
and suggestions to proceed independently in the search for the solution, and stimulating in
them the right questions. George Polya, in his work How to solve it,127 indicates a possible
question-driving schedule that is divided into phases applicable to proof problems and not to
demonstration problems.128
In summary, the problem-based learning approach can be applied in several disciplines
from the practically-focused to more theoretical. It works well as an individual activity but is
very effective when is implemented in mini-groups by encouraging the development of
interpersonal, team-working, creativity and influencing skills in students.

2.3.3 Inquiry-based learning
The National Research Council (U.S.) has described the inquiry as a set of related
processes by which scientists and students asking questions about the natural world and
investigate the phenomena; so that students acquire knowledge and develop a rich
understanding of concepts, principles, models, and theories.129
The first studies about the inquiry and on a method called Inquiry-Based Science
Education (IBSE) are due to Rosalind Driver in the 70s-80s.130
However, in this research work, we will focus on this learning approach in mathematics
education (IBME). IBME refers to student-centred teaching, in which students are asked to
work in ways similar to how mathematicians and scientists work. This means they have to
observe phenomena, ask questions, look for mathematical and scientific ways of how to
answer these questions, such as carrying out experiments, systematically controlling
126
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variables, drawing diagrams, calculating, looking for patterns and relationships, and making
conjectures and generalizations, interpreting and evaluating their solutions, communicate and
discuss with the others (normally with their school mates) their solutions effectively.131
This method is considered by most researchers in science and mathematics education as
the most effective teaching strategy.132 Actually, in IBME, teachers use questions, problems
and scenarios to help students learn through individual thought and investigation. Instead of
simply presenting facts, the teacher encourages students to talk about a problem and draw on
their intuition to understand it. Inquiry-based learning also focuses on letting students ask
their questions — essentially providing their own inquiry. Student-led questions follow
teacher-guided inquiry. Instead of lecturing about learning goals, the teacher cultivates a
learning environment and helps students explore it through questions and experiences. 133
Some characteristics can be underlined, such as: a. process focus - this approach valorizes
the process over the product that means if students solve problems themselves, they
internalize better the conceptual processes; b. investigation - the teacher may pose a problem
or scenario derived from the class content or students‘ questions and the students then
investigate to find an answer; c. group learning - working in pairs or in small groups to
explore a problem, students help each other throughout their learning process to share and
build upon ideas as well as articulate how they arrived at a solution; d. discussion monitoring
- teachers can arise the discussion among students by posing questions to gauge their
understanding and correct any misconceptions; e. real-life application - students learn how to
solve math problems that have a meaningful life application.
In the IBME teaching, the laboratories are a fundamental part of the course focusing on
student learning rather than teacher's speeches. An example is represented by GEOMLAND
— a mathematical laboratory in Logo style where the searching process for the solution
provides students with a deeper insight about some mathematical phenomena by letting them
apply different methods of investigations.134
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Generally in inquiry-based learning approach, a four-level continuum135 in classifying the
levels of inquiry in activity is identified: confirmation, structured, guided and open as quoted
in Sendova, E. (2014, August). You do–you understand, you explore–you invent: the fourth
level of the inquiry-based learning.136 The difference is based on how much information, in
terms of guided questions, procedures, and expected results, is provided to students and how
much guidance is given by teachers.137
The first level, confirmation inquiry, is when students are provided with the questions
and method (procedure) and the results are known in advance. This level of inquiry is useful
when the teacher aims to reinforce a previously introduced idea, to introduce students to the
experience on how to conduct investigations or to have students practice a specific inquiry
skill, such as collecting and recording data.
In the second level, structured inquiry, the question, and procedure are still given by the
teachers, but students can generate an explanation supported by the evidence they have
collected. While confirmation and structured inquiry are considered as lower-level inquiries,
they are often used in elementary curricula. These allow students, step by step, to develop
their abilities to conduct a more open-ended inquiry.
In the third level, guided inquiry, the teachers provide students only with the research
question and then they should design the method (procedure) to test their question and the
resulting explanations. This level is more efficient if students have numerous opportunities to
learn and practice different ways to plan experiments and record data.
Finally, in the last level, open inquiry, students act like real scientists, posing questions,
designing and carrying out investigations and communicating their results. It is based on more
scientific reasoning from the students.138
In the case of mathematics, inquiry presents evident similarities with scientific inquiry.
Actually, like scientific inquiry, mathematical inquiry starts from a question or a problem, and
answers are sought through observation and exploration. However, despite the similarities
with scientific inquiry, the mathematical inquiry has some specificity, both regarding the type
of questions and the processes to answer them.
As in scientific inquiry, the mathematical inquiry is often motivated by questions arising
from the natural world or the made-world around us.
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Thus the sources of mathematical inquiry in IBME and the associated questions may be
very diverse. On one hand, they can emerge from natural phenomena, technical problems,
human artefacts, art, and daily life problems. From the other hand, mathematical objects
themselves can be an essential source of mathematical inquiry (e.g. what is the greatest
product that can be obtained by decomposing a positive integer into a sum of positive integers
and multiplying the terms of the sum?).139
Consequently, the nature of the question has an impact on the inquiry process. In the first
case, when the questions come from an external source, they should be transformed to be
accessible to mathematical work. This transformation implies a mathematisation process and
the mathematical modelling construction, which are an important part of the process of
inquiry in mathematics.
This modelling is generally presented as a cyclic process, which creates some similarity
with the model for IBSE as shown in Figure 20, even if at a surface level.140

Figure 20: Modelling cycle.
Source: A visual representation of the mathematical modelling process (adapted from Blomhøj & Jensen, 2003)

1. Task formulation (more or less explicit) related to perceived reality by the subject.
Through this process, the object is the result of the modelling process.
However, both the object and the formulated task lead the identification and construction
of an inquiry's domain.
2. Selection and construction of the relevant objects, relations etc. from the inquiry's
domain to make a mathematical representation possible.
139
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3. Transformation and translation of the identified objects and relations from their initial
state to the mathematical formulation by further abstraction and idealisation process.
4. Using mathematical methods to get results and conclusions.
5. Interpretation of these as results and conclusions regarding the system or the related
inquiry's domain.
6. Validity evaluation of the model by comparing the data (observed or predicted) and the
already established knowledge (theoretically based or shared/personal experience).
This modelling cycle thus organises the relationship and interaction between two
systems: an extra-mathematical system and a mathematical system.141
In the IBME application, teachers should introduce to their students the mathematics in a
context where the problems are carefully chosen because in the problem-solving process the
students will be gradually immersed into typical mathematical activities.
According to Paul Halmos' quote Don’t preach facts, stimulate acts for both teaching and
learning.142
This means that teachers should help students understand the mathematical concepts, not
just the mechanics of how to solve a specific problem. Stimulating acts stands for
encouraging students to develop their informal methods for doing mathematics through
different actions: to question, to explore, to observe, to discover, to assume, to explain, to
prove.
Therefore, the role of the teacher in inquiry-based learning is quite different from that of
a teacher in a conventional lesson. Instead of providing direct instruction to students‘ teachers
help students generate theory based on their content-related questions and guide them to
assume a researcher role.
However, the teacher‘s role is not passive: students need guidance as to whether their
investigation plans make sense. Actually, teachers, through inquiry-based experiences, should
provoke students‘ thinking and curiosity; to construct carefully the problem scenario or
mathematical context; to manage multiple student investigations at the same time; to
continuously assess the progress of each student as they work toward their solution or final
product, and to respond at the moment to students‘ emerging queries and discoveries.
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This teaching approach is based on some very specific research results for teaching which
can be summarized as follows:
-

The understanding in mathematics is much more than the knowledge of problemsolving mechanics;

-

Everyone, especially the students, know and structure new knowledge changing
and redefining already possessed concepts and adding new ones to those already
known and deemed reliable.

-

The social context is fundamental to learning mediation;

-

Effective learning requires that students are aware of and responsible for their
own learning.143

One example of the inquiry-based learning implementation is the research projects
realized by students in the classroom. In this case, the activities to be carried out on research
projects in secondary schools can be structured into four phases:
-

Preparation aiming to support students in exploring the topic through the selection
of appropriate lectures, problems, and resources to study.

-

Research phase focusing on the involvement of students in investigation activities
by designing a specific project, that can be short (lasting up to 2 weeks) or long
(from 6 weeks to 2 years).

-

Presentation aiming to develop skills for written and oral presentation of these
projects.

-

―Passing on the torch‖ – teaching students to act as mentors.144

Moving towards IBME generally starts with the implementation of small inquiries in
which teachers value their students‘ questions, act jointly with them on the basis of their
questions and productions, create the conditions for students to make connections within
mathematics and with the external world.
However, today, creating the conditions for using IBME in an effective way is very
difficult in many educational systems due to the curriculum structure, classroom organization
and mathematics schedules, teacher training, and many other factors.145
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2.3.4 Technology-enhanced learning
Continuous and complex transformations of our society generate new values and
lifestyles, which lead to changes related to the cognitive and communicative aspects of an
individual. Thanks to the structured vision of knowledge, the individuals become the main
responsible for their personal and social development throughout the whole life.
The key competence to be acquired is learning to learn in a learner-centered
environment. The class becomes a knowledge-building community, where members are
involved in processes of co-construction and sharing of knowledge and meaning from formal,
non-formal and informal knowledge. The climate of cooperation and positive complicity
among the members, supported by the intentional use of technologies, helps to promote
learning to learn that becomes a key to build digitally aware citizenship and reduce the digital
divide. An example is the use of virtual collaborative learning environment in the learning
and teaching process where participants can work together as a group to construct and share
knowledge with the support of technology.
Such kind of settings provides students with the opportunity for collaborative knowledge
building, particularly through peer-to-peer learning.
Besides, both students and teachers can communicate synchronously and asynchronously
in virtual collaborative learning through different electronic tools (e.g. group and discussion
chats, wikis, and blogs, virtual class).146
If, on one hand, the technology is rapidly developing, on the other hand, the teaching
practices often are still far from its effective use in a learning process. Actually, some
problems emerged during the last months with schools closure due to the coronavirus
emergency. All European schools have been dealing with e-learning and, consequently, with
the use of digital tools. The current situation has underlined a deep gap existing between
teachers and students in terms of digital expertise and among students themselves in terms of
equipment lack (e.g. PC, Internet connection). As a result, most schools and teachers, mainly
in Italy, are still bounded to the traditional management and vision of their class.
Technology-enhanced

learning (TEL)

refers

to

the

support

of

teaching

and learning through the use of technology and sometimes this expression can be used
synonymously with e-learning but can also be used to refer to technology-enhanced
classrooms and learning with technology, rather than just through technology. For example, in
Bulgaria in most of the schools, the technology was used with an old curriculum, just adding
145
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new school subjects, like IT and informatics (with technology). Another experiment (RGI)
from 1978, started with a completely new curriculum with computers being a natural part of it
(through technology), e.g. there was a subject: Language and Mathematics (English,
Bulgarian, Russian, Mathematics and Logo) integrated into a single subject.147
In this context, the traditional class gets to change into an environment without borders
and constraints.
The technologies can become meaningful learning tools148 if they provide students with
the opportunity to learn with and not from technologies. This means that technology is not a
process but a tool through which educational practices are mediated. Therefore, students learn
meaningfully if they can consciously: master the use of technologies; creatively use them,
organize and represent what they know and learn; create products, solve real-life problems , to
reflect on contents and processes.
One of the differences between the virtual and physical classes is associated with the
ways of communication and the tools to be used. Mainly, there are two communication
modalities - synchronous and asynchronous. The former is referred to as the face-to-face
meeting places or the communication occurring via telephone, video conferences, text
messages, shared fibre links for a more remote modality. The latter regards communication
through exhibitions, whiteboards, but also accessed via the Internet, etc. These new modalities
to communicate encourage learners to interact and collaborate with other peers on a much
broader scale.
In

the

last

years,

new

technology

has

been

emerging

(http://icampus.mit.edu/projects/teal/) which transforms the concept of "class". It is a model
where technology enables active learning environment, in brief TEAL (Technology Enabled
Active Learning). This favors the development and the increasing of informal learning spaces
for students, both in and out of the institutions. This means that there is no unique place
available and dedicated to learning, but with the integration of technology in the class,
learners can study everywhere, anytime.149
The new methodology expands the competences to be learned by students including
critical thinking, communicating to and among peers and a wider community, working in
147
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multidisciplinary teams, problem-solving, active learning, knowledge construction, inquiry,
and exploration. It is possible to define a technology framework based on 3E (standing for
Enhance, Extend and Empower) for using technology to effectively support learning, teaching
and also assessment across different disciplines. Enhance means adopting technology simply
and effectively in order to support actively students and increase their activities. Extend is
referred to the future use of technologies facilitating the key aspects of students‘ individual
and collaborative learning and assessment through increasing their choice and control.
Empower is the developed use of technology that requires higher individual and collaborative
learning to create new knowledge to be used in different job environments.150
The 3E principles are underpinned by a socio-constructivist approach151 with a focus on
active learning, frequent assessment, and personalized learning. The aim is to increase student
engagement and performance. This 3E framework considers how activities can be
incorporated as a minimum (Enhance), through the use of the technology giving students
more responsibility for their learning process (Extend), and to underpin more sophisticated,
authentic activities related to the environments for which they are preparing for the future
(Empower). The theoretical approach described above encourages the use of technology as a
pedagogical tool.
Teachers can make the best use of technology in their classrooms by developing their
awareness of a range of digital technologies. This means that it should be clear how and why
the technology use supports students‘ learning and then in which way it can be integrated into
the classes. When the introduction of technology is explored, a useful reference can be
considered in its implementation in the classroom. The SAMR model (SAMR standing for
Substitution, Augmentation, Modification, and Redefinition) describes different stages of
technology integration into the classroom.152 The technology can be regarded as substitution
or augmentation. In the first case, according to this model, technology acts as a substitute with
no functional change. For example, student types their report using Microsoft Word, instead
of producing a handwritten report. The second term is referred to the technology acting as a
substitute with functional improvement. This is the case when teachers add comments and
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feedbacks electronically and then mail to students. Both the substitution and augmentation
aim to enhance the learning process of the students.153
However, when the introduction of technology leads towards a transformation of the
learning environment, the model refers to other two phases - modification and redefinition. In
the first case, technology allows for relevant task redesign. For example, students load their
reports onto a blog and other peers view and add comments. In the second case, redefinition,
technology allows for the creation of new tasks. For instance, students can produce online
work including multimedia contents (images, audio, and video) instead of writing a report.
There are several examples of how to integrate technology in the classroom, such as a
serious game, virtual reality, augmented reality, educational robotics and, especially for
mathematical topics, virtual laboratories.

2.3.4.1 Serious games
Playing games is an important activity where students develop skills for life regardless of
age or level of development; they can discover concepts from real-world and fundamental
relationships among them. Games motivate learning, thus increasing the chance to achieve
the desired outcomes. However, motivation remains just a prerequisite for learning.
Games have always interested people, providing them with entertainment and joy. Since
they have to mimic reality, some developers started to use these games with an additional
goal: not only to have fun but to train, educate. These new applications are named serious
games.154
Introducing games thematic in subjects can help people improve their skills in a specific
field. However, to define a game as serious, it must have well-defined learning goals and
promote the development of important strategies and skills to increase the cognitive and
intellectual abilities of learners. Other important elements contribute to increasing the
educational value of the game, such as the use of sensual stimuli, fantasy, challenge, and
curiosity (desire to know or learn) in the game. In serious games, instructional content is
included within game characteristics where students play the game and have fun, forgetting
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about the learning part of the experience while the teacher defines learning goals and
didactical approaches.155
The serious games are not just simulators, but they can immerse learners into a world
where they need to invest themselves mentally or intellectually to go ahead, to deal with
challenges, to reach the goals.
They can be defined as applications of interactive technology that extend far beyond the
traditional video-game market including training, visualization, simulations, etc. These games
are used in a wide variety of areas such as education, project management, military,
healthcare, etc.156 Just some examples of the application of serious games: in health-related
issues, they include physical fitness, education in health/self-directed care, recovery and
rehabilitation, diagnosis and treatment of mental illness/mental conditions.
Other examples of games are classified according to their purpose:
-

Edutainment refers to entertainment games that are designed to be educational.
One industry that is loaded with edutainment products is kids‘ software. An
example in mathematics education is Math Blasters (Figure 21) aiming to teach
kids mathematics while keeping them entertained.157

Figure 21: Example of an online game in Math Blaster for kids.
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-

Game-based learning deals with applications that have defined learning
outcomes. They are designed to balance the subject matter with the game-play and
the ability of the player to retain and apply the subject matter to the real world.

-

News-game is an application of journalism in video game form that conveys some
kind of interactive news or editorial content. They are usually created in response
to current events.

-

Training and Simulation Games - Games used for the acquisition or exercise of
different skills, to teach effective behaviour in the context of simulated conditions
or situations.

-

Persuasive Games influence players to take action through game-play. They are
designed to change attitudes or behaviours of the users through persuasion.

-

Organizational-dynamic is usually designed for the specific purpose of furthering
personal development and character building, particularly in addressing complex
organizational situations, such as managing change and innovation diffusion in a
company, helping people in the organization to introduce productive collaboration
patterns, managing difficult meeting situations, etc.

The use of games in the learning processes has several positive aspects for the student. It
can be meaningful, experiential, and social. It creates new environments where people learn
by integrating thinking, social interaction, and technology. The players, in this case, students,
are directly and actively involved in their learning process, by experiencing the world in new
ways.158 The educational game called Math-City (Figure 22), for instance, is a simulationbased game in which students can create and maintain their city with residential, commercial,
and industrial buildings, as well as renewable and non-renewable power sources while
practising different mathematical concepts.159
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Figure 22: Example Collaborative Math-City game board and math question.160

Another example is MathCityMap which allows students of all ages to find interesting
objects in the schoolyard, in the city park or anywhere else, using their math skills. Within
MathCityMap (Figure 23), students can apply their mathematical knowledge outside the
classroom and can discover their environment from a mathematical perspective.161

Figure 23: A math trail (polygon) with all the tasks symbolized by pins in MathCityMap.162
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Besides, games empower learners to acquire problem-solving skills by developing
understanding.
The use of games in education can offer virtual environments, ideal for simulating
different situations and contexts in which students can develop their future professional skills.
One of the relevant features of the serious games is that students learn by doing: they
learn while playing without being consciously aware of it.163 An example is the games
developed in the 3D virtual environment in the framework of the TALETE project.164 This 3D
environment is a virtual kitchen, the everyday context for students, where math mini-games
have been embedded in several objects as shown in Figure 24.

Figure 24: TALETE start screen + screenshot of a scenario with the following areas: 1 - Area for visualization of
the context and visual feedback, enabling learning by doing and exploring techniques; 2 - Area for the textual
representation of the context, problem, tasks and questions; 3 – Area for answering; 4 – Feedback area and 5 –
Navigation area.

As a result, on one hand, students can play the developed eight mini-games directly from
their web-browser by discovering the real connections between the mathematics patterns and
objects commonly used in a kitchen. On the other hand, the teachers can evaluate their
performances by accessing a database where the students' scores are recorded.165
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2.3.4.2 Virtual reality
Virtual reality (VR) can be referred to as immersive multimedia166 or computer-simulated
reality that replicates an environment to simulate a physical presence in places in the real or
imagined world, allowing the user to interact with it .
Standard virtual reality systems use VR-headsets to generate realistic images, sounds and
other sensations that simulate a user‘s physical presence in a virtual environment. This allows
a person to look around the virtual environment, move around in it, and interact with virtual
characters or objects.167
The most innovative headsets are the Oculus Quest (Figure 25), which is the first system
designed for virtual reality that does not need cables and PC. It is composed of a viewer that
is well integrated with the audio and two controllers (Oculus touch) that allow interaction in
the virtual environment through hands and gestures.168 All movements will be visible in VR
with realistic precision. Furthermore, it offers the possibility to view and monitor, through an
external device, everything the student does within the virtual environment.

Figure 25: Oculus Quest viewer and touch controller.

Very similar to the Oculus Quest, is Oculus Rift (Figure 26) which requires a constant
connection to the PC through cables. Rift offers high-quality graphics, thanks to technological
innovations such as the asynchronous Spacewarp (ASW) through a PC. For this reason, the
PC's features should be compatible with the VR otherwise the experience could fail.
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Figure 26: Oculus Rift viewer and touch controller.

HTC Vive Cosmo (Figure 27) is another viewer that includes two different typologies:
the first is stand-alone, with integrated processing hardware and battery, and the second one
requires external power from a smartphone or PC.

Figure 27: HTC Vive Cosmo viewer and touch controller.

There are other examples, like Gear VR (Figure 28), which is the first mobile virtual
reality viewer developed by Samsung in collaboration with Oculus.169
Samsung‘s approach to VR was different right from the beginning, and the Gear VR was
an impressive piece of tech when it was first released in November of 2015. Samsung‘s VR
HMD delivers a stripped-down VR experience, using Oculus head-tracking technology in
combination with Android smartphones to power mobile VR experiences. Instead of
dedicated display technology, lenses allow the phone‘s screen to act as a stereoscopic display,
making the device simpler and less expensive than other options. Samsung has added hand
controllers to the Gear VR experience, bringing it more in line with current VR content.
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Figure 28: GEAR VR viewer including a mobile device.

Similar to Gear VR, but very cheap is Google Cardboard (Figure 29), a simple platform
dedicated to virtual reality. It is designed and developed by Google for use with special
glasses and a Smartphone. This tool is very simple to build by using the templates available
on the Internet, and the Cardboard applications can be developed with the three software
development kits available.170

Figure 29: Google Cardboard viewer including a mobile device.

The usage of Virtual Reality in education is quite popular. In mathematics, there are different
applications, like Heromask Mathematics where 5-12 years old students with the support of a
special viewer (Figure 30) can learn mathematics by playing.
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Figure 30: Heromask viewer for learning language and mathematics for 5-12 years old students.

The games developed to be used in this platform concern mathematical operations and
mental calculation as shown in the following picture (Figure 31). However, the learning
activities set in the VR should be well-planned and designed to be effective. Otherwise, the
result risks to become mere entertainment instead of supporting students in their learning
process.

Figure 31: Games in VR in Heromask Mathematical operations.

An interesting project combining virtual reality and mathematics realized in class is Alice
among the wonders of mathematics. Students, divided into small groups, have started to
analyse the story Alice in Wonderland with the scope to find any possible mathematical
connections in the text. During this path, students have designed patterns and discussed on
some main points, such as the numbers relating to the clock measuring the time; Alice's fall
has introduced the concept of speed and acceleration.171 Afterwards, the students have been
asked to create a virtual world to be explored with the cardboard glasses. This was designed
from a virtual narration and the mathematics connections found.
171
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To do that, students used Cospaces172, a platform to easily build 3D kid-friendly creation
tools and environments (Figure 32). Therefore, students of any grade and subject build their
3D creations, animate them with a specific code, and explore them in VR or, sometimes also
in AR (augmented reality - described in the next paragraph).

Figure 32: Using CoSpaces Edu to Create Virtual Reality Experiences.

In mathematics education, another interesting work is the one realized by the research
team at the University of Oklahoma in Stillwater led by mathematician Henry Segerman.
They have created the first software capable of simulating worlds in which the rules of
traditional geometry no longer exist by allowing simplifying the study of non-Euclidean
geometries. The project, born from the collaboration between mathematicians and physicists,
is called Hyperbolic VR and is conducted in collaboration with the group of mathematicianartists of San Francisco called eleVR. 173
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Figure 33: Virtual simulations of three-dimensional non-Euclidean spaces.
Source: h3.hypernom.com and h2xe. hypernom.com

The use of virtual reality in the classroom has several advantages as follows:
1. Providing outstanding visualizations that aren‘t possible in the traditional classroom.
By wearing a VR headset, students are immersed in high-quality visualizations that let
them explore different realities from their experiences.
2. Creating interest - VR technology can create amazing experiences that could never be
―lived‖ in real life by increasing students' motivation in their learning.
3. Increasing students' engagement as this experience involves all their senses.
4. Learning through fun is more pleasant for students. This doesn't mean that the tasks
for the students have to be easy, but it should challenge them to overcome any
difficulty by using their creativity to solve them.
However, there are some negative aspects to be taken into account when students study
through virtual reality:
1.

Deteriorating human connections - traditional education is based on personal human
communication and interpersonal relationships. This means that if the lessons are
mainly focused on virtual reality, this could damage the relationships between students
and the overall human communication.
However, some current versions of the serious games in VR try to fix this issue. There
are some applications where the interaction between the students is required: while
one student is immersed in Virtual Reality, the others can provide him/her information
or suggestions to complete the assigned task.
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2.

Lack of flexibility - Whereas in-class teachers can be flexibleask questions, receive
answers, using a virtual reality headset is a different experience because it depends on
the specific software used.

3.

Functionality issues - Like with any programmed software, functionality issues can
occur due to, for example, the Internet connection and PCs incompatibility by
compromising the learning process of the student.

4.

Even the students‘ senses can be disturbed. In fact, after 30 minutes in VR, students
can lose spatial awareness of the room around them; they can feel the disorientation,
mainly if they are prone to motion sickness or vertigo and this can make the VR
experience uncomfortable.
If exposed to VR for a long time, in some individuals it can cause nausea, eye strain
mostly as it's related to motion sickness and the speed of the objects moving inside.174

For this reason, Mixed Reality technologies are often preferred, because they combine
real and virtual elements.
One example is 360° videos. They are video recordings of a real-world scene, where the
view in every direction is recorded at the same time. 360° video is a version of VR created
with only real-world content. Even if these 360 videos are not the same with real Virtual
Reality, they

possess

some features of Virtual reality, for example, the immersive

experience.175

2.3.4.3 Augmented reality
Besides virtual reality, there are other types of interactive technologies. One of them is
augmented reality (AR). It is the alive, direct or indirect view of a physical, real-world
environment whose elements are augmented (or supplemented) by computer-generated
sensory input such as sound, video, graphics or GPS data. Augmented Reality is an overlay of
content on the real world, but that content is not anchored to or part of it.176
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Augmented reality is the integration of digital information with the user's environment in
real-time. Unlike virtual reality, which creates an artificial environment, augmented reality
uses the existing environment and overlays new information on top of it.
Some examples of this technology have been developed by Ingvar Kamprad Elmtaryd
Agunnaryd (IKEA) and Google. Ingvar Kamprad Elmtaryd Agunnaryd has developed a table
as part of its concept kitchen that suggests recipes based on the ingredients on the table, which
is a great example of Augmented Reality working in the real world, potentially. However,
Google Glass, produced by Google, was the first attempt to bring the augmented reality to
consumers.177
The technology of augmented reality is used in different sectors and with different
objectives: in training for skills development, in gaming, in modelling objects and books.
Another example is based on discovery-based learning as in Geotag, which is a GPS
coordinate that associates content such as videos, textual information, audio or any usergenerated content to a specific location. The augmented reality applications draw on specific
tags created by companies but also depend on the content that everyday users add through
Geotagging.
An application that uses the GPS geolocation is Pokémon Go (Figure 34). It is a free-toplay video game based on augmented reality developed by Niantic. It gives users the chance
to explore real-world locations while looking for Pokémon (game characters). While the users
are outside, walking around, the smartphone vibrates to let them know when there are
Pokémon nearby. Once they meet a Pokémon, they need to catch them by throwing a Poké
Ball using the touch screen of their smartphone but paying attention that they could escape.
Nevertheless, the misuse of this game can have negative effects. In fact, the players are so
concentrated to look at their mobile screen that they don't mind the dangers around them. For
example, the distraction has led, in several cases, to injuries while walking in search of
Pokemon, as well as to road accidents caused by the use of the app by people driving means
of transport.178
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This mix between involvement in the game and distraction has led several people to
engage in very dangerous behaviors, such as crossing streets, going beyond the safety line of
railways and subways, being in unsafe places or isolated.179

Figure 34: Pokémon application during the game.

In mathematics education, there is a Math VR application (Figure 35), produced by ACELearning, which enables visual learners to see-through augmented reality how Math concepts
work in a three-dimensional (3D) environment. Actually, by viewing augmented models,
students gain a better understanding of the concepts they are studying. It is simply to
download Math VR App and print the marker to see math models come alive.

Figure 35: An example of mathematics exercise with the polygon in Math VR App.

Another example is provided by GeoGebra, the software combing geometry and algebra
and now using also the augmented reality (AR) technology.
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GeoGebra places math objects in real-world (Figure 36) so that you can explore them
from different angles. Students can place solid objects, such as pyramids, prisms and cubes by
exploring and learning their features. More advanced students can look at the impossible
Penrose triangle, 3D functions, spiral staircase and Sierpinski pyramid among others. They
will have to physically move around the virtual objects to complete the tasks.180

Figure 36: Examples of objects exploration and tasks to be carried out in GeoGebra AR.

There are several advantages to the use of augmented reality in the classroom, mainly to
promote and motivate learning in students.
First of all, Augmented Reality can support experiential learning in a classroom by
providing contextual clues or information on learning. Secondly, Augmented Reality can
promote a deeper understanding between the real and virtual world by associating learning
information with reality. Finally, Augmented Reality can enable students to lead active
learning by constructing and manipulating 3D objects or clues in person.
Here are some examples of using AR in a classroom. Teachers can produce markers,
which include information about a topic or content and post them on the board, walls, or
anywhere in the classroom. Then, students can scan the markers or QR code (IC Quick Tips)
with mobile devices to get additional information. Teachers could engage in classroom
discussions about the topic shown.181
Besides, students can conduct class projects or homework assignments using Augmented
Reality software or applications with a tablet or mobile device. Students actively engaged in
learning activities with Augmented Reality are expected to accomplish them more
successfully. All of this provides more options for students with different learning profiles
and ways to present information. One possibility of Augmented Reality is to promote
180
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collaboration through social interaction among students in the AR environment because
multiple students can share virtual objects. This kind of virtual objects can be a means to
communicate with students or to collaborate remotely.
There are four benefits of Augmented Reality: (a) multi-sensory immersion, (b)
transitional interface, (c) tangible user interface, and (d) synergy with mobile devices.
-

Multi-sensory immersion: AR leads to the sensory immersion of information or
knowledge by augmenting human perceptions with 3-D objects or materials.

-

Transitional interface: It provides a seamless transitional interface between the
real-world and a virtual world.

-

Tangible user interface: It offers a tangible user interface through which digital
objects or information can be touchable in Augmented Reality.

-

Synergy with mobile devices: As mobile devices and their applications are
advancing, mobile users can experience more gestures and touch.182

However, there are three disadvantages of Augmented Reality: (a) high level of reliance
on digital information, (b) privacy concerns, and (c) a need for extra wearable devices.183
-

High level of reliance on digital information: Too much reliance on digital
information may cause a decrease of working memory in the brain which in turn
hinders the development of brain functions.

-

Privacy concerns: As AR software and applications are developing, it will
become easy to gather information on AR stuff from social network services
(SNS) and post them and thereby an unwelcome situation such as private
information may occur.

-

A need for extra wearable devices: Since users may want to feel more authenticity
in Augmented Reality, wearable devices such as Google Glass and Apple‘s
iWatch may be provided for users to offer authentic experiences more
conveniently and expansively.

In this context, while in virtual reality, the information added or subtracted electronically
are dominant, to the point that people are immersed in a virtual situation; in Augmented
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Reality, instead, the person continues to live the common physical reality, but benefits from
additional information or manipulation of virtual reality as well . Both VR and AR can be
considered part of a continuum and not simply two opposite concepts. This definition follows
the famous Reality-Virtuality continuum theorized by Milgram and Kishino, representing a
spectrum of technologies ranging from pure real reality to pure virtual reality (Figure 37).184

Figure 37: Virtuality Continuum, Milgram and Kishino in 1994.

2.3.4.4 Educational robotics
During the last years, school systems have recognized the relevance of algorithm thinking
or computational thinking, and computer coding to be taught starting from primary school.
The main idea is that knowledge and informatics skills can‘t be restricted to the use of devices
or software only, but they should be integrated into the teaching and learning processes to let
students approach the informatics and coding principles.185 The latter, in turn, permits
students to develop logical and analytical thinking aiming to solve problems in different
contexts of such an approach as educational robotics. The methodology favours the
development of students‘ potentialities because provides immediate and concrete applications.
This contributes to the competences and knowledge construction in mathematics, science, and
technology from one side and in entrepreneurship and language from the other.
An immediate application of computational thinking can be found in educational
robotics, which can be regarded as a teaching approach to several subjects through different
cognitive artefacts. This means that ―educational robotics‖ is not a synonym of teaching
robotics as a pure discipline, and therefore neither just a teaching coding applied to robots nor
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the study of how an android works.186 In general, it is a teaching methodology, engaging
students into problem-solving, learning by doing, that favours the development of
―computational thinking‖ by including a constructive approach to the error.187
Being mainly driven by the basic learning and teaching strategies implemented in this
sector, i.e. discovery and inquiry-based learning, team working, problem-solving that
significantly favour the investigation, a positive role of the error is recognized.
In this context, learning becomes more effective because student knowledge construction
is supported by the realization of a concrete, meaningful project, when every mistake made or
challenge faced continuously stimulates students‘ curiosity. Through the use of this
methodology, it is possible to introduce students to both specific and transversal skills and
relate them to school disciplines either directly or indirectly. For this reason, taken in this
perspective, educational robotics is not a single discipline, but rather a tool, deepening the
comprehension and disciplines perception in general. Based on the constructionist approach,
as defined by Seymour Papert188, where the learning process is student-centered whose active
role determines knowledge construction,189 the methodology supports students in the creation
and designing of a didactic pathway focused on the concrete objects manipulations.190
The idea to let children manage computers, providing them with objects that they can
easily manipulate and make experimentations, arises from the Massachusetts Institute of
Technology (MIT) and the revolutionary ideas of Seymour Papert191, Wally Feurzeig and
Cynthia Solomon with their programming language LOGO. LOGO is more than a simple
programming language, which as many Logoists defined a LOGO spirit on how doing the
things: Logo is a programming language plus a philosophy of education.
Students can explore mathematical patterns and concepts by creating their projects by
exploiting the LOGO culture's attitude to getting it to happen.192
It is designed upon Jean Piaget‘s constructivism and Marvin Minsky‘s artificial
intelligence research at MIT.
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Initially, the LOGO was used to move a simple robot, which could be given the following
commands: FORWARD 50 to GO FORWARD 50 steps or RIGHT 90 to TURN RIGHT 90
degrees (Figure 38). The output was a line graphics produced by the combination of the
commands for movement and a small retractable pen. This result was drawn on the screen by
a small "cursor" which was similar to a turtle (derived originally from a robot of the same
name), which later became a small triangle.193

Figure 38: LOGO commands: turtle language.

Afterwards, LOGO became very important for mathematics education by providing new
ways of teaching and learning through different tools, such as natural language, music,
graphics, animation, storytelling, turtle geometry, robots, and other physical devices.194
As stated by Gary Stager (2007) in his PhD dissertation, An Investigation of
Constructionism in the Maine Youth Center, these are focused on the eight big ideas of
Seymour Papert:
1. Learning by doing – students learn better when they do something they find
interesting.
2. Technology as a building material - the technology can make things more interesting
and attractive, and students can learn more by making them.
3. Hard fun - people learn and work best when they enjoy what they are doing. This
doesn't mean that the task has to be easy. In fact, for example, a successful carpenter
enjoys doing carpentry or a successful businessman enjoys working hard at making
deals.
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4. Learning to learn - the idea that "the only way to learn is by being taught" can cause
failures in school and life. Therefore, students should become more responsible for
their learning process.
5. Taking time, the proper time for the job - students should learn how to manage their
time without someone, at school, telling them every five minutes or hours what to do.
6. You can’t get it right without getting it wrong - students shouldn't be afraid to get
their tasks wrong, because the only way to get them right is to look carefully at what
went wrong when happened.
7. Do unto ourselves what we do unto our students - people are learning all the time
from the different experience occurred and every difficulty met is an opportunity to
learn more.
8. Entering a digital world – where knowing about digital technology (e.g. how to use
computers) is important, as well as knowing how to use them to learn about
everything else.195
From the first experiment with the programmable mechanical turtle to the virtual turtle
which moves on a virtual stage and finally the prototype of LEGO/Logo was built by Mitchel
Resnick.196 This new combination joined the programming language LOGO and the LEGO
bricks. As a result, the LEGO bricks became programmable (Figure 39).

Figure 39: Lego Mindstorms, an example of programmable bricks.
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An example, involving 29 pilot schools (about 2% of the Bulgarian K-12 schools), was
the research project carried out by the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences and the Ministry of
Education formed a Research Group for Education (RGE) who were in charge of the
development of a new curriculum aimed to incorporate computers as its natural component.197
The Lego-Logo-based computer environments were developed and tuned to specific
subject domains and oriented to the students‘ exploratory activities. This allowed students to
move from constructing controllable models to fully programmable microworlds by
participating in the construction of their knowledge.198
The educational robotics activities have been designed with the aim of transversal skills
improvements, such as programming, mechanics (robot construction) or electronics.199
However, some educators have expanded the possible applications of robotics in school by
creating activities involving other disciplines such as mathematics, languages or the arts.
About 80% of educational robotics experiences take place in the field of mathematics, as
stated by Benitti, in a review on robotics studies.200
In fact, in recent years, several educational paths have appeared that use robots to develop
mathematical skills. In particular, several educational robotics activities have been designed
to develop skills related, for example, to the concept of distance201 or angle202 and concepts of
space-time relationship.203
For example, Mitnik et al.,204 in their study conducted with 70 students divided into two
groups (the first who used robots for the activities related to the angle and distance study and
the second one who carried out the same activities without), declare that the students, who
have used robots, achieved results better in both topics.
Furthermore, they observed how in the group that used a robot there was more
collaboration and more motivation to carry out the activities, while in the second group the
students got bored more easily.
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Also, Grimaldi reached the same conclusions for the concept of angle and the space-time
relation.205 The author also noted that students with more learning difficulties have obtained
more satisfactory results with the use of robots. Julià and Antolí also came to the same
conclusions for the learning of some spatial concepts, always comparing traditional courses
with the ones that used educational robots.206
The results of these experiences are certainly not generalizable, but they highlight the
current experiments that are taking place in this field.
The robots or robotics elements used vary in correspondence with the school level and
students‘ age.207 Starting from primary school, young students can deal with more complex
tasks addressed to the manipulation and construction of cognitive artefacts by using coding
software.
In the first cycle of compulsory school (kindergarten and first two years of primary
school) BeeBot (Figure 40) is often used and its updated version BlueBot, which also allows a
connection to the tablet via Bluetooth (in reality BeeBot and BlueBot are not real robots
because they don't have sensors).208

Figure 40: Lego Mindstorms, an example of programmable bricks.

For the second cycle of primary school, Lego WeDo 2.0 (Figure 41), a robot to be built
with Lego bricks and programmable with iconic procedural languages, is the most used.
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Figure 41: Kit for LEGO Education WeDo 2.0.

Also from Lego, but for middle school students, the Mindstorm EV3 robot (Figure 42) is
very appreciated by teaching community.

Figure 42: Basic kit for EV3 - LEGO MINDSTORMS Education.

Finally, the Thymio II robot (Figure 43), created at the Polytechnic University of
Lausanne and programmable with an iconic language for events, is spreading as a versatile
educational robot that can be used by a wide age group ranging from 4 to 14 years.209
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Figure 43: Thymio II robot with the screenshot showing the iconic language for programming.
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2.3.4.5 Virtual Laboratories
A Virtual Laboratory is an interactive environment for creating and conducting simulated
experiments where students can interact with a digital real lab resembling environment or
perform other similar activities which are mainly far from the student or which have no
immediate physical reality. The virtual laboratory includes interactive multimedia objects
composed of various formats, such as text, hypertext, sound, images, animations, video and
graphics.
This educational tool is designed on the base of constructivism principles.210 This means
that the virtual laboratory environment is considered as an opportunity for students to
construct their knowledge regarding the topic to be studied. It is enough to think of MatLab
where computer graphics are invaluable in providing dynamic visualizations by generating
animations to support scientific concept development.
There are different categories of Virtual Laboratory environment as follows: 1.
Simulations, 2. Applets, 3. Virtual labs, 4. Virtual Reality Laboratories (VRL).
Simulations are imitations of real-life systems in time, via computers. These represent a
process based on a model that is cheaper, faster, less risky and more affordable than the real
process. The computer simulations are applications that can be inserted into lessons as movies
and/or played directly.
OnlineLabs211 aims to collect online labs simulations in different subjects, mainly
mathematics and it provides online resources allowing the students to get hands-on math
experiences without being in a physical classroom or laboratory environment (Figure 44).

Figure 44: An example of a Virtual Laboratory Simulation on creating a graph.
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The researchers demonstrate that how the information is presented is very important in
the learning process.212 The use of the visual representation in education is based on the dualcoding theory, especially if we talk about highly visual interactive simulations.
This theory suggests a model of human cognition divided into two dominant processing
systems, one verbal and one non-verbal. The verbal system is used mainly in linguistics.
While the non-verbal system concerns the processing of all nonverbal phenomena, including
emotional reactions.
Dual coding theory predicts three distinctive levels of processing within and between the
verbal and non-verbal systems, such as representational, associative and referential.213
Representational processing describes the connections between incoming stimuli of
informational units within the two systems, whereas referential processing is the building of
connections between the verbal and non-verbal systems. In other words, dual coding theory
predicts that words and pictures provided by instruction will activate these coding systems in
different ways.214
Therefore, the dual coding theory becomes the base to explain and describe the
educational meaning of simulation.
There are two different areas related to the simulations: Real-life applications and
Simulation-based laboratories.215
The simulations provided by real-life applications are very useful in scientific courses
because they simplify the learning process by showing the real-life applications of
mathematical concepts. For example, in the framework of a mathematics course, teachers can
show to students a real example of the integers. This will help them to learn this fundamental
concept emphasizing the connection between the mathematics concept and the real situation.
One example is represented by the application named Oriented straight line: integers,
that is a part of the free database created by the University of Colorado (Figure 45).216
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Figure 45: Number line – integers created by the University of Colorado.

This type of simulation is highly customizable and interactive. Students can make several
changes in the parameters by showing different cases and then observe the consequences.
The Simulations-based laboratory is another way to use computer simulations to
reproduce real instruments and prepare experiences in a simulated virtual laboratory.
Some researchers show that students learn from simulation using inquiry-based learning
and learning by doing to intensify their understanding.217
An additional example is COMSOL that is software for the numerical solution of partial
differential equations as shown in the following figure:

Figure 46: Example of customizing the coefficients of partial differential equation in the COMSOL.
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The applets (Figure 47) are experimental devices in small virtual laboratories and are
quite popular in science subjects. In general, they are small in size and can be found online,
therefore are easily transported.

Figure 47: An example of a Mathematics Applets Virtual lab on probability by using the dice.218

The Virtual labs simulate a virtual system, the computer screen, mathematics
laboratories, exploiting the potential offered by modern media technology key featuretechnical interaction and direct and plausible manipulation of objects and parameters. The
following figure shows the Virtual math Laboratory (Figure 48) and in particular, a K-Surface
as a surface of constant negative Gaussian curvature. The initial Gauss map may be edited on
the left. On the right-hand side, one may investigate the surface and its Gauss map. The Gauss
map may be seen as the evolution of massive balls on the sphere connected by rubber bands.
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Figure 48: K-surfaces with a cone point in the Virtual math Laboratory219.

Finally, Virtual Reality Laboratories are computer-based and highly interactive. The user
becomes a participant in a virtually real world, in an artificial three-dimensional optical
environment.220
At the educational level, even if some students can‘t easily understand some concepts in a
traditional lab class, several studies show that it is easier to learn difficult concepts through
the virtual labs. Students are more active in learning in a virtual environment than in a real lab
class because it provides a user-friendly interface and easy to understand concepts.221
Exercises can easily be repeated by changing the parameters and variables. While, in a
real lab, that can be time-consuming for both instructors and students.
Among the virtual lab, it is important to mention Geomland, a mathematical laboratory in
LOGO style,222 designed, developed and experimented by Bulgarian researchers from the
Faculty of Mathematics and Informatics at Sofia University, supervised by Prof. Bozhidar
Sendov.223
Geomland is an environment supporting mathematics explorations in Euclidean geometry
and allowing students to construct and investigate the properties of geometrical objects, to
formulate hypotheses and to construct proofs (Figure 49).
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Figure 49: Explorations with Geomland.224

This learning environment provides flexible tools for defining notions as well as
expressing, articulating and experimenting with new ideas. This can facilitate problemsolving, promote student and teacher individualization and support clear communications.225
Another example of a virtual lab is the VirMathLab (Virtual School Mathematics
Laboratory) developed by the Institute of Mathematics and Informatics at the Bulgarian
Academy of Science (IMI-BAS).226
This is a platform collecting numerous didactical resources (such as files with dynamic
constructions, didactic scenarios on various topics, video files and publications) created on the
base of the inquiry-based approach. These resources are represented by computer models for
solving real-life problems both for evaluation and self-evaluation. Most of the dynamic files
have been developed using the GeoGebra software and can be used online or in .ggb
format.227
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2.4 Western and Eastern (Chinese) learning processes
The work228 of Di Paola B. and Spagnolo F., on learning styles of mathematics
comparing Italian and Chinese students, underlines how mathematics teaching/learning can't
exclude a multicultural analysis regarding social, cultural, anthropological and geographical
aspects of students.
They point out as it is often difficult to understand and interpret, at both national and
international levels, the results obtained, especially, in the presence of Chinese cultural
features. Firstly, this research has investigated an epistemological path of Chinese culture
compared with Western one concerning logical argumentation schemes used by lower and
upper secondary school students in algebraic and geometry problem-solving tasks.
The difference of learning processes and teaching approaches of two countries, China and
Italy, derived from two different philosophical lines: Chinese students are referred to a
philosophical line of Confucius/Tao/Buddha, while Italians to Socrates/Platone/Aristotle.229
In addition, according to another related research

230

on the analysis of cognitive processes

with a specific mathematics context, from arithmetical thought to algebraic reasoning, in both
Chinese and Italian students come from primary and secondary schools.
According to the collected data,231 Chinese students have highly pragmatic and concrete
behavior highlighted by procedural algorithmic reasoning to holistic thinking about coding
and decoding of information in various situations/problems. Actually, during the
mathematical argumentation and conjecturing, they often manifest a heuristic approach by
trial and error, aimed at finding a fundamental algorithm as a proof tool.
The same type of arithmetical reasoning is used by Italian students, but this tends more
towards exploration and numerical conjecturing.
For Chinese students, the argument and organization of reasoning take place through
the hierarchization of reasoning models (models and sub-models assets and sub-sets) that
don‘t seem to refer to bivalent logic, but, by extensive use of the variability concept.232
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On the other side, the typical reasoning of Italian students is Aristotelian-Euclidean,
which is hypothetical-deductive, expressed through a finite chain of conjunctions included in
a bivalent logic process.
This means that Chinese students, from primary and secondary school, are more skilful
than the Italian peers as solvers in algebraic contexts formalized and feel more comfortable in
finding the possible factors of a relation, expressed verbally, graphically and in tabular form,
among variables. In pre-algebraic contexts, these students demonstrate a kind of arithmetic
reasoning, closely linked to a strong memorizing of "arithmetic facts" that help them in the
definition of relational holistic thinking.
The arguments in a generalization process refer to algorithmic-procedural reasoning.
Their good manipulative skills on the algebraic symbolism could derive from the features of
their ideographic written language that helps them in algebraic syntax control formalization .
This shows that the difference in behavior between the two student styles come out,
especially, from their language differences. Indeed, in Chinese students there is a constant
balance between a serial, local thinking and global, holistic one, favoring cognitive
categorizations and generalizations.233
As a result, the constructive elements of the Chinese ideographic script may favor an
easier access to Algebra.
In addition, the Chinese school system highlights a strong coherence between the math
standards (international curriculum), school textbooks and guides for teachers (implemented
curriculum) and practical classes (curriculum realized).234
This consistency is guaranteed by the highly centralized system of control over the
classes. In Chinese schools, there are no figures like teacher-researcher, who, in Western
schools, can choose to explore new methods to search for teaching-learning effective tools.
However, there are figures of experienced teachers who lead the faithful implementation of
the school curriculum through in-service training based largely on the collective study of
lessons identified as the best practices.
Accordingly, also the relationship between teaching and learning changes235: from a
more independent activity of students in the West to an activity strictly led by teachers in East
and, in particular, in the Confucian area.
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In general, every math class in China has a precise and hard script, but this is
functional to classrooms involving also more than 50-60 students: revision, homework
correction, presentation of the daily topic, formulation of the daily problem, its illustration,
analysis of sub-problems, individual work or in a small group, presentation of possible
solutions from the students, discussion of solution methods, exercises, focusing and summary
of the key points, homework assigning, the announcement of the subject for a next lesson.236

2.4.1 Singapore’s method to study mathematics
In 1980, the Institute for Curriculum Development (CDI) created the mathematics
curriculum for primary school, later recognized as the "Singapore method". This system is
based on learning studies of Richard Skemp, Zoltan Dienes and Jerome Bruner.
Singapore mathematics is not actually different mathematics, it is simply a method
created by collecting the teacher experience and good practices realized during their
professional development path. The added value of Singaporean pedagogics lies in having put
these general principles together and having developed them in a systematic method.
Singapore mathematics supports the students in perceiving this subject not as a set of
arbitrary rules or procedures but emphasizes the relational understanding among the parts.
This concept derives from the study of Richard Skemp on the instrumental and relational
learning described in his paper Relational Understanding and Instrumental Understanding.237
In this paper, Skemp distinguishes between the ability to perform a procedure
(instrumental) and the ability to explain the procedure (relational). These two abilities favor
the development of two corresponding learning methods – relational and instrumental.
Based on Zoltan Dienes’ ideas (1960), systematic variation becomes a relevant element in
Singapore's method applied to the mathematics study. The idea is that you vary the lesson
through a series of examples that deal with the same problem or topic. Variation can take the
form of mathematical variability and perceptual variability. The first implies that students
need to experience many variations linked to the concept structure, in order to single out the
general mathematical concept which is constant to all manipulations. The second suggests
that conceptual learning is maximized when children are exposed to a concept through a
235
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variety of physical contexts or embodiment.238 The final result of the problem's variations
inclusion in a systematic way in the mathematics study is that the students become more
aware of what they are learning.
Singapore mathematics is based on a learning process based on three phases: concrete
phase, pictorial phase, and abstract phase. This path is linked to the studies made by Jerome
Bruner in 1966, who – starting from the psychological point of view - concluded by
describing the learning processes by dividing them into three fundamental steps, which move
from the awareness of real objects (concrete or action-based - enactive representation) to
proceed, then, towards the pictorial representations (image-based - iconic representation), and
finally to the symbols (abstraction).239
Actually, Bruner studied how children learn and put forward the Concrete Pictorial
Abstract (CPA) approach to learning (used in the Singapore‘s method) by coining the word
scaffolding to describe how children build on the information they have already mastered.
Another important theoretical concept of Bruner inspiring the Singapore method is the
spiral approach of the curriculum. A spiral curriculum is built on the idea that when teaching
new topics a constant revisiting of the basic ideas that were previously taught allows students
to activate previously formed neural pathways. This, in turn, facilitates more effective
understanding. Relating the new concepts and skills to prior learning allows students to
understand and retain them more effectively. This means that teachers help children call back
to the core idea of the main mathematical topic to be studied but each time at a higher level in
order to reach, in the best way, the abstract representation. Consequently, it is not important to
teach the same topic again and again in the same manner but to bring the students to a higher
level as a spiral.240
The adoption of Singapore's method invites the teacher to slow down the transition
towards symbols during the teaching process, above all to avoid that the learner develops a
gap among the knowledge stages, and then finds difficulty in the assimilation process. Given
the multidimensional nature of the proposed learning approach, the link between Bruner's
study and the experience of mathematical education in Singapore is believed to bringing the
benefits, so far reached mainly in the mathematics field, even in other sectors.241
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Another important element of Singapore's method is to pursue the best possible result
without excessively extending the number of notions to be learned mechanically by the
students.
In this direction, Singapore's national guidelines of 2006 invite teachers to develop the
capacity of the learner in a relatively limited number of skills. This ensures more attention to
the qualitative aspect over the quantitative in the teaching process.242
These skills are developed and improved through a problem-based approach and not only
with the exercises' mechanical repetitions. The main reason is that this last method favors
only mnemonic learning, ineffective for the knowledge and skills consolidation in the
medium–long term, particularly, in students with reduced memory capacity. The problembased approach, on the other hand, affects positively the student's cognitive and emotional
abilities, arouses attention, and involves them in solving the problem by encouraging them to
use their resources and to develop new skills.243
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2.5 Art in mathematics
Artists, musicians, painters, and dancers have often found the inspiration for their
artworks from scientific concepts or models, such as the Fibonacci algorithms sequence
(Figure 50) used in music as J.S. Bach in ―Das Wohltemperierte Clavier I‖ – BWV 846, body
symmetry in dance to find the so-called center of gravity and to maintain stability in balance
position, perspective and geometry objects in the painting, such as the dodecahedron model
represented by Jacopo de' Barbari in his work ―Luca Pacioli‘s Portrait‖ (1495) (Figure 51).

Figure 50: Fibonacci sequence on the face of a church
in Pisa.244

Figure 51:Luca Pacioli‘s Portrait‖ (1495).

Roger Penrose, a Nobel laureate in Physics 2020 and Emeritus Professor at Oxford
University, is known among physicists for his contributions to the theory of relativity and
cosmology. He was the first to discover impossible objects245 such as Penrose‘s staircase and
triangle (Figure 52).
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Figure 52: Penrose‘s impossible objects: a) Triangle b) Stairs.

Penrose‘s staircase, known also as an infinite or impossible staircase, is an example of an
optical illusion.
This is the two-dimensional representation of a staircase that changes its direction by 90
degrees four times while one climbs or descends, to return to the starting point in around
infinity. Although it is not possible to create this object in three dimensions, the image of
Penrose can give the illusion falsified perspective. Penrose‘s famous staircase was used by
Escher in his lithograph Ascending and Descending (Figure 53).

Figure 53: Escher's Ascending and descending stairs Optical Illusion.

Penrose‘s triangle is another impossible object. This object can exist only as a twodimensional representation and cannot be built in the space, because it presents an impossible
overlap of parallel lines with different perspective constructions. It appears as a solid
consisting of three square-based prisms joined together with three right angles to form a
triangle (Figure 54). The result is an optical illusion of a closed triangle that occurs only by
looking at it from a specific point of view (Figure 55).
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Figure 54: Sculpture of the Penrose Triangle in East Perth, Australia.

Figure 55: Pictures of the Penrose Triangle taken from different perspectives.

In geometry, the Penrose tiling is a pattern of geometric shapes based on the golden
section (Figure 56), which allows obtaining a tessellation of infinite surfaces in an aperiodic
manner. Scientists have found these patterns also in the atoms and quasicrystals that are the
shapes that do not occur naturally among crystals, such as polygons with 5 or 10 sides.

Figure 56: Penrose octagonal tiling with seed 14x1.
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Scientists have recognized Penrose patterns in the beauty and geometric complexity of
Arabic tile mosaics (Figure 57). A new study shows that the Islamic pattern-making process
refers to more advanced math of quasi-crystals.246
Some of the most complex patterns, called girih in Persian, consist of sets of contiguous
polygons fitted together with little distortion without gaps. Running through each polygon (a
decagon, pentagon, diamond, bowtie or hexagon) is a decorative line. Mr Lu found that the
interlocking tiles were arranged in predictable ways to create a pattern that never repeats —
that is, quasi-crystals.

Figure 57: Mosaic Sophistication - A quasi-crystalline Penrose pattern at the Darb-i Imam shrine in Isfahan,
Iran.Credit. Dudley and M. Elliff.

Mathematics doesn‘t refer only to figurative arts, but also to literature. Gabriele Lolli,
with his work Discorso sulla Matematica, intends to show that methods and attitudes behind
mathematics creativity activities are similar to those found in literature and poetry through
reviewing the Calvin paradigm: Lightness, Quickness, Exactitude, Visibility, Multiplicity.247
He shows, further, that Pons Asinorum, a very selective logic operation, is assimilated to
the composition of a medieval poem or the fairy tale telling; while the cone used to represent
the set-theoretical universe ―V‖ becomes the shape of Dante's Inferno in Divine Comedy.
Besides, there are several teaching examples which show art, such as painting, dance,
theatre and music as a significant means to explain and describe science and math model and
concepts to students of all ages. Therefore, mathematics education finds in the art
representation a very effective teaching and learning approach showing a strong connection
with reality and everyday life.
246
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In fact, according to some research studies,248 a real pedagogical and didactic approach
has been highlighted: Art-based learning is stated which favors higher learning performances
thanks to the application and the integration of the artistic process into the learning and
teaching methods.
One of such examples is the Discovering the Art of Mathematics project, supported by the
National Science Foundation in Virginia.249 It provides resources to support the teaching of
Mathematics for Liberal Arts as an innovative approach for students at the college level. The
provided resources and books enable the classrooms to be transformed into more responsive
environments for conducting current research on learning and for addressing the needs and
interests of the students.
The internal survey involved 460 students and the questionnaires were administered
before and after the realization of the training courses.
The results show that the applied methodologies report relevant changes in the learning
process of mathematics. The courses, so structured, have a positive impact on students' beliefs
and attitudes, especially, on the relation between math and creativity.250

Figure 58: Internal survey administered to n. 460 students on ―Mathematics requires creativity‖.
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Figure 59: Internal survey administered to n. 460 students on the comparison between ―doing mathematics‖
and ―creating arts‖.

In addition, another interesting factor is that no gender differences in the results were
achieved.
These results are also supported by Howard Gardner‘s multiple intelligences theory
which is focused on the concept that people can exploit the potential of their eight basic
intelligences (verbal-linguistic intelligence, logical-mathematical intelligence, visual-spatial
intelligence, bodily-kinesthetic intelligence, musical intelligence, interpersonal intelligence,
intrapersonal intelligence, naturalistic intelligence),251 meant as a bio-psychological potential
to process information that can be activated in a cultural setting to solve problems or create
products that are of value in a culture.252
The use of the different thinking strategies and abilities allows students to understand the
relations among structures, activities, and bits of intelligence (as defined by Garder). Indeed,
the different representations of the same object study in both math and art can encourage
students in the use of their abilities by developing the whole intelligence spectrum.253
In this direction, research work was realized with learners of different ages (pupils, preservice and in-service teachers) in Bulgaria under the InnoMathEd project funded by the
European Commission. The main objective was to design and to create objects on the base of
the geometrical transformations such as congruence (translations, rotations, reflections, and
their possible compositions). The achieved results showed this learning approach supported
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students to understand clearly geometry topics through their integration with the design and
reconstruction of artistic artifacts.254
There are several examples of the integration between art and math (especially, physics
and geometry) already existing at the national level, such as the organization of guided tours
in museums. At the European level, there are several teaching activities supporting
mathematics education of students with the use of games or even robotics.
However, there are only a few teaching examples where mathematics education and art
are combined and integrated. The current cases of combining mathematics education with art
are rather isolated as well as exploratory and have weak links to official school curricula.
Therefore, the research has addressed this gap by strengthening the links between
mathematics, arts and school math curricula.
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CHAPTER 3. PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH MODEL/ APPROACH
DEVELOPMENT
This Chapter aims to present the model and the approach proposed in this research work
and how they were developed as indicated in the Chapter 1, Paragraph 1.4.
Firstly, the reference theoretical framework is described. This has been mainly identified
in the Theory of Didactical Situations in Mathematics255 of Guy Brousseau, an educator,
specialized in Mathematics Didactics and founder and promoter of the research in the field of
mathematical didactics. Actually, he founded a specific research center in Bordeaux and the
COREM (Center for Observation and Research on Mathematics Teaching).
Besides, it is shown how this model has inspired the proposed one, which is the
combination of Western and Eastern (Singapore's method) teaching and learning approaches
using the art.
Finally, the research approach is explained, that is shown, step by step, how the proposed
model is turned into a new didactic approach which valorizes mainly the problem-solving
skills, the creativity and the imagination in the students involved without losing knowledge
value, in particular, related to the school curriculum.

3.1 Theoretical introduction of the research model
The research model, that is the reference theoretical framework of this proposal, had a
heuristic function and practice orientation by allowing guiding the tasks to be carried out up
to the achievement of the results.256
The main model was the Theory of Didactical Situations in Mathematics, elaborated by
Guy Brousseau,257 aiming to define the conditions under which a learner is led to do
mathematics, how to use it and how to invent it.
On the base of the constructivist approach, Brousseau defines three situations in the
teaching process:
1. A-didactical situation is a context containing all the conditions which allow students to
establish a relationship with a specific knowledge regardless of their teacher. This means that
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student's actions and answers depend on such relationship with the problem or the difficulty to
be solved or overcome, even if this relation is no so explicit.
2. Non-didactical situation is the context that is not organized in order to allow students
to learn specific knowledge. For example, all operations with natural numbers may be
considered as a non-didactical situation.
3. Didactical situation is the one in which the situation is designed and well-organized in
order to favor knowledge acquisition. It is enough to consider as didactical all the activities
done in the classrooms where teacher intentionally ―teaches‖ and students are forced to
learn.258
Using the words of Guy Brousseau: The modern conception of teaching, therefore,
requires the teacher to provoke the expected adaptation in her/his students by a judicious
choice of “problems” that she/he puts before them. These problems [...] must make the
students act, speak, think and evolve by their own motivation [...] The student knows very well
that the problem was chosen to help her/his to acquire a new piece of knowledge, but she/he
must also know that this knowledge is entirely justified by the internal logic of the situation
and she can construct it without appealing to didactical reasoning. Not only can she do it, but
she must do it because she will have truly acquire this knowledge only when she is able to put
it to use by herself in situations which she will come across outside any teaching context and
in the absence of any intentional direction. Such a situation is called an a-didactical situation
[...]
This situation or problem chosen by the teacher is an essential part of the broader
situation in which the teacher seeks to devolve to the student an a-didactical situation which
provides her with the most independent and most fruitful interaction possible... She is thus
involved in a game with the system of interaction of the student with the problems she gives
her. This game, or broader situation, is the didactical situation.259
In other words, Brosseau defines the didactical contract, between the teacher and student,
as the results of the game rules and strategies of the didactical situation. This is the way that
the teacher presents the didactic situation depending closely on the specific topic to be taught.
The setting up of this didactical contract allows the presentation and the development of
didactical situations formed by a-didactical situations.
Students, facing the a-didactical situation, construct, step by step, a piece of knowledge
mediated by teachers.
258
259
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However, this knowledge should situate the students‘ production and performances in the
real context. 260
The three situations identified can be imagined like interaction systems between one or
more subjects with a milieu that is a context or means. According to the theory of didactical
situations, teachers have to encourage in their students a behavior, which they should take
independently in order to demonstrate their knowledge. For this reason, an important element
is the milieu that teachers know well or have prepared by themselves for students. Actually,
the teacher's art is in the organization of a relationship between a student and the milieu
including two main tasks:
• leaving a reasonable uncertainty about the knowledge on the subject to be reduced;
• making sure that this reduction can take place.
To synthesize the different situations occurring, Brousseau refers to Polygons of didactics as
Didactics triangle proposed by Yves Chevallard, where the three apices are constituted by
Knowledge (in this case Mathematics), Teacher and Learner/Student as follows:

Figure 60: Didactics triangle proposed by Yves Chevallard261.

However, by introducing in this graphics the milieu as another crucial element in a
didactical situation, the figure turns into a didactical quadrangle as shown below:

Figure 61: The introduction of milieu in the didactics triangle of Yves Chevallard.
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Moreover, if we consider also the difference between school knowledge and student
knowledge coming from his/her background, context and learning approaches, the graphics
will turn into a didactical hexagon as proposed by Guy Brousseau where the functional
meaning of these relationships among different types of knowledge are underlined (Figure
62):

Figure 62: Didactics Hexagon of Guy Brousseau.

The main point of the Theory of didactical situations in mathematics of Guy Brousseau is
that knowledge is not just something transferable from one person to another, but is gained by
people through constructing it, step by step. According to the analysis of the thinking act
elaborated by John Dewey, five phases are identified as follows: a) a felt difficulty; b)
definition of the difficulty; c) a tentative solution; d) development of the consequences for the
solution proposed, and e) further observations and searches towards the definitive acceptance
or rejection of the proposal.262
Without neglecting Edouard Claparède who claimed the actions are all intentionally
aimed to readapt the individual to the environment with the scope to find a balance, broken by
the environmental changes or by the subjects themselves. The re-found balance, after the
breaking, can only lead the subject to a superior level of knowledge. Actually, for Claparède,
the individuals start their reasoning only through a deep need which turns into a problem or a
question motivating and giving on interest to the activity or its content.263
In this constructivist theoretical framework, problem-solving is a fundamental tool to
learn mathematics. This means that student's need to reach a solution in a problematic
situation gives rise to a reflection action which, accordingly, becomes knowledge. Therefore,
262
263
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the encouragement, in mathematics teaching, of student's problem-solving ability can be a
good means to favor learner's reflection and motivation.

3.1.1 The didactical situation in the model proposed
The model proposed in this research work is the result of the integration of the three types
of didactical situations identified by Brousseau. Therefore, the learning/teaching situation
developed according to the three phases of the Eastern learning/teaching approach (concrete,
pictorial and abstract), was A-didactical, Non-didactical, Didactical.
In detail, the final situation was:
1. A-didactical, because the students learned mathematical topics by discovering that
different relationships exist among things or mathematical concepts (even if they
cannot be so explicit) and by developing, accordingly, problem-solving skills
avoiding the memorization of the solution procedure only.
2. Didactical, because several worksheets were prepared for the students before
starting the experimentation phase. These contained instructions to lead the student
from the concrete phase to pictorial up to the abstract one as it is explained above in
Paragraph 3.3.
3. Non-didactical, because the teachers had the function to mediate and support the
learning process through the creativity and the imagination of their students. The
use of creativity from students was let free, especially when they produced their artworks on the base of mathematics concepts studied.
Therefore, re-considering the figure of Didactics Hexagon of Guy Brousseau (Figure 61)
from the point view of the proposed model, the art was identified as the context or better the
milieu to be used in reaching knowledge. Knowledge achieved by students was constructed,
meaning that students went step by step through the concrete phase to pictorial up to reach the
abstract of a mathematical concept.
Besides, the possibilities to develop problem-solving skills in a didactic situation, aiming
to discover the relationships among things or concepts stimulated the creativity of students
and motivated them in their learning path.
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3.2 West and East towards a unique teaching approach
The research approach was focused, mainly, on the combination of the mathematics
approaches set in West and East, between Western analytical methods and Eastern holistic
approaches, namely the Singapore's method.
Citing Nisbett, we can sum up: […] as a result, as Asian thought is “holistic”, drawn of
the perceptual field as a whole and to relations among objects and events within that field. By
comparison to Western modes of reasoning, East Asian thought relies far less on categories
or on formal logic; it is fundamentally dialectic, seeking a “middle way” between opposing
thoughts. By contrast, Westerners focus on salient objects or people, use attributes to assign
them to categories, and apply rules of formal logic to understand their behavior. 264
The theoretical reference system under consideration could be schematized by referring
to Aristoteles with the organization of bivalent logic characterizing the way of arguing in
Western culture and therefore of our students, and to Confucius with Confucian method
transmission of the Tao, and the book I Ching.265
As Leung stated: Aristoteles, more than any other thinker, determined the orientation and
the content of Western intellectual history. He was the author of a philosophical and scientific
system that through the centuries became the support and vehicle for both medieval Christian
and Islamic scholastic thought: until the end of the 17th century, western culture was
Aristotelian. And, even after the intellectual revolutions of centuries to follow, Aristotelian
concepts and ideas remained embedded in Western thinking.266 For example, Euclidean
geometry, the first structured language in mathematics history, is a model of Aristotelian
bivalent logic.
In fact, Eastern researchers prefer, in general, to determine the relationships among
things, such as among phenomena or objects following a different approach from Aristotelian
hypothetical deductive one.267
In other words, the aim is to favor a relational thought connected to a concrete arithmetic
concept and to develop skills for the recognition of relationships among variables, to be able
264
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to work on them dynamically. This approach, mediated by the teacher, can promote in the
student a stronger recognition of the relationship between syntax and semantics of arithmetic
writing. For example, the theory of the elements is defined on the base of their function in a
situation. This is analogous to the method mostly used in mathematics, according to which an
object is determined from the relationships established with other objects.
Therefore, the mathematical reasoning results can be assimilated to a set of analysis and
synthesis processes that evolve in the development of both abstraction and generalization
phases through so-called variations as well as the observation and recognition of invariant
elements can give rise to generalizations through the search of algorithmic procedures
unifying and contextualized in more fields. This process has been called by some mathematics
teachers the trilogy of problem-solving.268
In this meta-cognition independent process, the definitions, patterns of hypotheticaldeductive reasoning demonstrations are not used. However, this is focused on the ability to
review, rationally, the information and data provided by the problematic situation met; to
learn how to categorize them in relation to knowledge previously achieved and to choose the
best ways for their representation and use to draw up concrete conclusions.269

3.2.1 Teaching/Learning approach based on three phases of the Singapore approach
The graphic representation of Singapore approach is a pentagonal figure (Figure 63)
where mathematical problem-solving skills are at the center and five sides are represented by
(i) attitudes (such as beliefs, interest, appreciation, confidence and perseverance); (ii)
metacognition

(such

as

self-regulation

of

learning);

(iii)

processes

(reasoning,

communication, connections and heuristics skills, application and modelling); (iv) concepts
(numerical, algebraic, geometrical, analytical) and (v) skills (numerical calculation, algebraic
manipulation, spatial visualization, data analysis, measurement, use of mathematical tools,
estimation).270
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Figure 63: Graphic representation of the Singapore approach.

The main feature of this approach is the use of visual and model-drawing strategies which
underline mathematics and word problems and leave out the memorization occurring through
repetitive exercises.271 In effect, Singaporean textbooks use very often the visual aids like
strip models, which are pictorial representations of mathematical problems requiring a basic
arithmetic operation to be solved. These tools are used to help a young student learn to choose
more appropriate arithmetic operations to solve a certain problem.272
The Singapore approach is defined as the Concrete-Pictorial-Abstract approach (CPA)
applying the so-called Concrete-Representational-Abstract (CRA) strategies.273
The approach aims to teach the student how to represent mathematics concepts visually
before applying the abstract symbols like numbers and equations.274 This helps students make
their connections and draw generalizations about the concepts learnt and not simply
memorization of disconnected and isolated facts.275
In this context, students experience different types of representations of the same concept
by finding correspondences and relationships among them. This step conducts students to
consolidate the conceptual understanding.276
Thanks to this transition, starting from concrete objects to pictures arriving then to
symbols, the Singapore approach offers many and various opportunities to learn mathematical
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concepts, especially for those students who have difficulties.277 In this way, students have
time to face mathematics concepts by testing many and different approaches to solve similar
problems.
However, some researchers have identified some gaps in both Eastern and Western
teaching approaches.278
The results, emerging from this research, state that western math teachers focus on
student understanding through concrete examples, while Eastern teachers on abstract thinking
after the use of concrete examples. In addition, Eastern teachers are more concentrated on the
mathematics content, process, and student‘s learning when they plan their lessons and
teaching to their students through rote learning or repetition.279
Leung, indeed, identifies 6 dichotomies to show the key factors in Eastern and Western
teaching/learning approaches: product (content) versus process, rote learning versus
meaningful learning, studying hard versus pleasurable learning, extrinsic versus intrinsic
motivations, whole-class teaching versus individualized learning, competence of teachers:
subject matter versus pedagogy.280
Therefore, combining the main features of the Eastern teaching /learning as identified by
Leung with the major characteristics of the Western one, the results can be synthesized in the
following figure:

Figure 64: Synthesis of Eastern and Western approaches.
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Starting from this point of view, the research approach proposed intends to combine the
features detailed in Figure 64 to create a unique synthesized approach as follows:

Figure 65: Synthesis proposed by the research work.

Therefore, to reach the synthesis proposed in Figure 65, inspired by the Singapore
method, the three phases (concrete, pictorial and abstract) with the Aristotelian method of
logic deductive (Figure 66) were combined by using a particular tool which will be described
in the next paragraph.

Figure 66: Combination between Singapore method and the Aristotelian method.
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3.2.2 Art as combining element
Art was chosen as the fundamental element to combine the two approaches.
In the traditional Chinese approach, especially in the concrete phase, where the
manipulative act is very important, tools and artifacts are properly created and used.
The tools and artifacts used in the research approach were specific art-works selected on
purpose according to mathematical concepts to be learned by students. This allowed them to
develop system thinking based on applicable knowledge.
In this case, learning was focused on experience-centered approaches and, at the same
time, the learning process became a more joyful and motivating experience.
Reporting the words of a Romanian mathematician, Grigore Moisil, who claimed: A
mathematician is concerned with mathematics because she/he sees something beautiful in it,
something interesting which she/he likes, which makes her/his think and which carries her
away. Imagination is a source of information itself.
Using the art-works as tools, students developed, further, their imagination and creativity
through mathematics learning and study.
The introduction of the art to combine and join eastern and Western learning/teaching
approaches turns Figure 64 into the following:

Figure 67: Representation of Western and Eastern approaches (Singapore‘s method) combined with art.
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This procedure lets students face mathematics problems with variations, a fundamental
element used systematically in Chinese mathematics teaching. In these types of problems, we
have a constant element that can be represented by Arabic numbers as usually they are
specified in the textbook or by the general mathematics concept to be studied while the
context or other surrounded elements change. For instance, a student can learn to recognize
the different symmetries working on several friezes and plan ornaments. In this example, the
symmetry is the constant element and the ornament is the context changing.
This allows students to learn, analyze and to see the problem from different point views.
Moreover, identifying the relationships among the different mathematics problems, they don't
only memorize the resolution procedure, but also develop and reinforce problem-solving
skills.
Taking into account Figure 65, the approach proposed in this research work can be
synthesized as follows:

Figure 68: Synthesis of the research proposed approach.

The research proposed work is based on the assumption that art can be used as a unifying
element of the Eastern and Western learning approaches by filling up the gaps described in
the previous paragraph.
Art-works contain mathematics concepts (content) but the student needs to be led inside
the creative process to be able to recognize them (Chapter 2, Paragraph 2.4). The capacity of
students to find the mathematics concept inside the art-works is the result of a hard study
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through a research work mediated by their teachers through the application of learning tools
produced and found on purpose. In the meantime, art becomes a pleasure, especially, when
students are involved directly in the artistic process touching their cognitive and emotional
dimensions through the use of different languages such as visual, sensory, verbal and nonverbal.
The use of the art-works in mathematics learning can be considered rote learning
(repetition), inside the theory of variation problems applied to a mathematics concept. This
means that even if the mathematics formula/concept to be studied remains constant, the artworks referring to them can be different and then the surrounded elements can change.
However, at the same time, as described in Chapter 1, Paragraph 1.4.3, it becomes
meaningful learning, because students are involved actively in the production of their
knowledge increasing their curiosity on how to know and not only on knowledge in itself.
Moreover, it offers to the students both intrinsic motivations (coming from the single
individual) and extrinsic motivations (coming from culture and society, since the art-works
are part of mankind's cultural heritage).
Finally, the art can be used in both individualized learning, especially when students
have some specific difficulties in mathematics study, and whole-class teaching for the
development of sharing and exchanging moments by favoring different learning approaches
such as cooperative, problem-solving, inquiry based-learning as described in Chapter 2.2.
In the following chapters, the concrete development of the research proposed approach, in
terms of activities carried out, is described.
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CHAPTER 4. PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH REALIZATION AND
IMPLEMENTATION
This chapter aims to describe the activities realized and implemented in the research work
as indicated in Chapter 1, Paragraph 1.4.
After a deep analysis of literature aiming to study the current status quo of mathematics
education, how mathematics topics are defined in the PISA, TIMSS and national surveys, the
comparison of school curriculum on mathematics in diverse learning environments, the
research teaching/learning approach by combining the Western and Eastern approaches with
the use of the art was developed.
This analysis was realized also to verify the status quo of mathematics education, in
particular related to gender issues and the student attitude towards scientific careers.
It started from the comparison between the definition of the mathematics
representation, assumed in the international (PISA, TIMSS) and national surveys, and school
curriculum regarding mathematics study. This step was useful to construct didactic materials
used, afterwards, in the experimentation activity, the reference sample, and the evaluation and
validation tools suitable to verify the effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach as
well as the relevance of results achieved.
The teachers together with the researcher defined the mathematics concepts/formula to be
investigated on the base of the school curriculum and the art-works related.
In the end, three worksheets, as guidelines, were constructed to provide the teachers with
the instructions to proceed through the three phases: concrete, pictorial and abstract. The
instructions described the materials (such as paper with specific shape, pencils, and colours)
and/or software applications (e.g. GeoGebra) to be used, the objective, the vocabulary,
activity sequence structured on the base of the three phases (concrete, pictorial and abstract).
For the concrete phase, students were invited, for example, to build some objects (e.g.
pentagram to study geometrical figures), figures (e.g. friezes, ornaments to study the
symmetry) with instructions (provided by the teacher or the researcher) and the equipment
provided. The aim was to let students make the experience and become familiar with the
mathematical concept studied through object manipulation.
As agreed with teachers, GeoGebra application was utilized for this purpose for several
reasons.
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First of all, Italian teachers consider it (GeoGebra) user-friendly when used with low ICT
skilled students on PC, Mobile, and Tablet.
Secondly, due to students‘ previous experiences with the software, they were able to
concentrate directly on the subject to be explored without first being worried about a new tool
to be learnt.
Besides, the software was used for manipulating both 2D and 3D objects with different
types of animation.

Figure 69: Experimentation time - Concrete phase with students at Istituto Tecnico Superiore Bianchini in
Terracina (Italy).

The use of the modelling program, during the concrete phase, has allowed students to
explore and understand mathematical concepts through the help of visualization and virtual
object manipulation (Figure 69). Therefore, students learned and familiarized themselves with
the specific objects‘ construction on the base of, for example, symmetry concept. This helped
students to reinforce their visualization skills, modelling the real-world problems and making
connections between the real world and mathematics (Figure 70).
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Figure 70: Visual Modelling Programming – Example of symmetry study – GeoGebra.

Afterwards, in the pictorial (or also representative) phase, students started their research
through the finding of the art-works or the real-life application containing the mathematical
concept or formula studied of the previous phase both individually and in team working. This
helped students recognize the same concept in different contexts (and then in different artworks – Figure 71). This put their attention on the existing different representations of
mathematics concepts.

Figure 71: Experimentation time - Pictorial phase – artwork selected by students at Istituto Tecnico
Superiore Bianchini in Terracina (Italy).

The aim was to help students find in the habitual surrounding objects the mathematical
concept studied, that, in this case, was the symmetry. During this phase, they used not only
what is strictly known as the art-works but also they have found the mathematical concept in
other contexts as well, e.g. in nature (Figure 72).
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Figure 72: Experimentation time - Pictorial phase – object from nature selected by students at Istituto Tecnico
Superiore Bianchini in Terracina (Italy).

Finally, students were invited to create their art-work starting from the mathematics
concept studied in the two previous phases by achieving the abstraction representation of the
mathematical concept (Figure 73).

Figure 73: Experimentation time - Abstract phase – artwork realized by a group of students from Istituto
Tecnico Superiore Bianchini in Terracina (Italy).

All three phases were mediated by teachers and/or the researcher who supported the
students' study by introducing every phase and by stimulating them with questions and
observations (Figure 74).
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Figure 74: Preparatory activity for each phase with the students from Istituto Tecnico Superiore Bianchini in
Terracina (Italy).

Finally, a part of these works was uploaded in a 3D virtual museum,281 developed by
Institute for Computer Science and Control, Hungarian Academy of Science in collaboration
with Institute of Mathematics and Informatics, Bulgarian Academy of Sciences.282
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4.1 The 3D Virtual Museum description
The virtual museum, Mathematics and Arts,283 was realized to show some of the final
outputs of the research work.
First of all, the objectives and model proposed in this research work are presented by
underlining the structure and the tasks followed during the three-phase (concrete-pictorialabstract).
Afterwards, some of the selected art-works created by students284 are presented (Figure
75). These art-works are related to the study of the symmetry and were realized by two
different target groups from Italian secondary schools – first cycle (11-13 years old) and
second cycle (14-16 years old). The aim was to show both hand-made and digital art-works
produced by students during this stage.
The user can navigate inside the virtual museum by following some instructions
described in the homepage:


To look around, you can click and hold the left mouse button and move the
mouse;



To turn left, you can use ―left‖ arrow key or ―A‖ key;



To turn right – you can use ―right‖ arrow key or ―D‖ key;



To move forwards – you can use the ―up‖ arrow key or ―W‖ key;



To move backwards, you can use ―down‖ arrow key or ―S‖ key;



And finally, to interact with the hotspots, you can use the left click of the mouse
on them.
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Figure 75: An example of the art-works produced by secondary school students in the virtual museum.

The virtual museum is composed of two rooms where these art-works can be seen. Every
frame on the wall is an interactive object (Figure 76).

Figure 76: First and second rooms where the art-works are showed in the virtual museum.

In fact, by clicking them, users can get some information about the author(s), the object
created and its relation to the real world, as well as the mathematics concept represented
(Figure 77).
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Figure 77: An example of the information card prepared per each art-work created by students and published in
the virtual 3D Museum.

Moreover, by clicking the frame next to the door of the second room, entitled
Mathematics and Art, the user launches a video showing the key moments of the
experimentation phase realized with the students during the study of symmetry (Figure 78).

Figure 78: Frame where the user can launch the video, ―Mathematics and Art‖, showing some key moments
during the experimentation phase.
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4.2 The research sample formation
The research involved volunteer teachers and students from upper and lower
secondary schools. At first, a reference sample was constructed by involving 3 mathematics
teachers of lower and upper secondary school and 3 art teachers.
Given the interdisciplinary character of the research work, combining mathematics
and art, it was important to involve teachers from both the subjects to show the transversality
of the topics studied.
Afterwards, the research sample included 130 secondary school students of different
ages, 11-13 for the first cycle and 14-16 - the second one.
The choice of the number of teachers to be involved was referred to as a regional
territorial limit.
While the choice of the students‘ age was motivated by the fact that generally during this
age boys/girls may both ripen or lack their interest in science subjects, considering these
studies as abstract and boring (Ref. Chapter 1.1).
The sampling method chosen for the teacher selection was a non-probability sampling
(judgmental sampling or convenience sampling) due to the necessity to have two important
factors for the realization of the entire experimental phase and to avoid its interruption.285
The first factor is the teacher's motivation to complete all the expected activities
autonomously and/or together with the researcher because they were carried out as the school
curriculum activities. The second one was determined by the authorization of the headmaster
to realize the experimental activities in the school and to allow the presence of the researcher
(external individual to the school staff) in the classrooms.
Therefore, working together with the teachers in the classes, even if the students were
underage, no authorization from their parents to participate in the experimental activities was
necessary.
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4.3Data collection tools
The tools for both qualitative and quantitative data collection during the experimentation
phase realization were prepared.
For the quantitative data – one questionnaire divided into two parts was drawn up to
gather data from students respectively before and after the experimentation phase. In the
meanwhile, the involved teachers selected the mathematics exercises to be submitted to the
students before and after the application of the proposed approach. The choice of these
exercises was done on the base of the mathematics concept/formula to be studied using the
new method and on the base of the school mathematics curriculum and knowledge level of
their students on the topic (Figure 79).

Figure 79: Two moments during the questionnaires‘ submission for the quantitative data collection at Istituto
Tecnico Superiore Bianchini in Terracina (Italy).

For the qualitative data – a semi-structured grid was drawn up to gather the data through
the observation participatory method by teacher and researcher. The aim was to reveal more
information on possible attitudes and behavior from students towards the proposed approach
during the experimentation phase.
In addition, a discussion group was organized to collect feedback data from students
(Figure 80).
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Figure 80: Two moments during the qualitative data collection at Istituto Tecnico Superiore Bianchini in
Terracina (Italy).

From the analysis and comparison of the achieved results gathered through these tools, it
was possible to explore and comprehend a clear overview of the effectiveness of the proposed
method.

4.3.1 The quantitative data collection
The main data collection tool was one semi-structured questionnaire, divided into two
parts, submitted to the students with open286 and closed287 questions. The open ones have been
used to specify better the structured responses giving more space to the thinking of the
respondent subject, thus overcoming any limits set by the expected answers; investigate
actions of a certain interest (the method's attractiveness and/or motivation in the mathematics
study); allow responding comprehensively by also making some clarifications and, lastly, to
avoid that the response methods listed in the questionnaire were redundant.
There are also open and structured multiresponse questions; control questions to verify
the respondent's veracity and consistency of some answers given to other questions and,
finally, filter questions that allow avoiding questions that do not pertain to them.
For some questions, in particular, for multiple-choice ones, the number of answers which
could be provided was limited (a maximum of 2).
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Several questions contain a rating scale to allow the measurement of the respondents'
opinions and behaviors in a quantitative way by using qualitative nominal variables.288 The
rating scale used is from strongly agree to strongly disagree considering the other two
intermediate and one neutral position.
Every scale used was constituted of different items (indicators) which helped to
understand the attitude and behavior to be studied.
In fact, the technique of rating scale is used above all in the measurement of attitudes
(general concept, basic beliefs not directly detectable) through specific concepts, that is, the
opinions expressed by an individual (empirically detectable expression of an attitude).289
This kind of scale has provided a list of scored categories from which the respondent
could choose. However, the scale, in our case, used a description nominal that indicated what
each category represented. Besides its simplicity, this method has the advantage to facilitate
the processing execution of statistical analyses during the data processing phase.
Moreover, this kind of questions allowed to catch different aspects related to the variables
to be analyzed.
The first part of the questionnaire (APPENDIX 1 – Data Collection Tools) submitted
before starting the experimentation phase was structured into five knowledge areas. The first
student profile (Q1-Q2) aimed to collect basic information on students, the second student
habits in relation with technology (Q3-Q6) to understand the student behavior towards the
technology and its use in his/her everyday life.
The third area attitude and perception towards mathematics study (Q7.1-Q7.6) intended
to reveal the motivation and interest of the students for the mathematics study. The fourth
knowledge and use habits of technology support in mathematics study (Q8, Q9.1-Q9.4) aimed
to understand if students perceive the technology, not only as entertainment, but also as
supporting tool for learning and, in this case, for the mathematics study. The last knowledge
area was related to student perception of combination between art and mathematics (Q10.1Q10.4) to verify if students can easily comprehend this combination.
The second part of the questionnaire (APPENDIX 1 - Data Collection Tools) was
submitted after the experimentation of the research approach based on the three phases of
implementation (concrete-pictorial-abstract). It was divided into four knowledge areas. The
first student profile (Q1-Q2) aimed, as in the initial questionnaire, to collect profile
information of the student. The second student attitude and perception of the realized
288
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experience (Q3.1-Q3.3, Q4.1-Q4.3, Q5.1-Q5.5) was focused to understand the impact of the
realized experience on students in terms of initial motivation, technology application and art
as supporting tool in mathematics study. The third area perception of the effectiveness level in
understanding study contents (Q6.1-Q6.3) aimed to reveal the level of comprehension of
mathematics concepts in students by following the research proposed approach.
Finally, the last fourth area general overview towards this new synthesis between
mathematics, technology, and art was useful to comprehend a possible change in student‘s
attitude or perception to scientific subjects (Q7, Q8, and Q9.1-Q9.5).
Therefore, the questionnaire was the result of an articulated work realized in two phases,
as follows:
1. In the first phase – after a preliminary study, the questions, concerning the
different areas of knowledge, were elaborated. At this stage the questions were
very numerous, sometimes taken up from other questionnaires and research.
Using the detection tools already tested in other studies has allowed the researcher
to validate the measurement tool. This procedure is called criterion validity (or
criterion-related validity) and allows one to validate an instrument using another
previously used in other research contexts, providing empirical results that have
not been proven as wrong;
2. The second phase – all the questions were classified by dividing them by
knowledge areas as described above.

4.3.2 The qualitative data collection
In order to collect the qualitative data, a grid was prepared (APPENDIX 1 – Data
Collection Tools). This tool was used during the experimentation phase with the students for
participatory observation. It was useful for gathering opinions, understanding the attitudes and
behaviors of the students.290
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Figure 81: Experimentation time - Concrete phase with students at Istituto Tecnico Superiore Bianchini in
Terracina (Italy).

Observation is the method of collecting information used in social research to gather the
most significant and relevant data in relation to the research objectives, in particular, those
that are related to a particular context.
The observed behaviors are indicators of latent factors, such as opinions and attitudes,
reconstructed by relating the observed behaviors to each other, and the environmental
conditions in which they occur.291
Therefore, the observation was semi-structured with a specific group of the sample and
led by an observation grid in order to focus on behavior to be observed. The observation
function was cognitive because the educational or training intervention was depended on the
in-depth knowledge of the starting situation for the determination of the effectiveness level of
the method proposed.
Furthermore, it was also a control tool to collect feedback on the proposed action in realtime, detecting any occurring problematic and/or uncomfortable actions, also foreseeing
situations of improvement, or identifying any obstacles for effective action.292
There are three characteristics of observation tools to be taken into account in their
preparation and implementation: validity, reliability, and relevance.293
Validity: in the sense that the categories foreseen for the observation must constitute
indicators that are related to the factors to be detected during the investigation.
Reliability: different observers watch the same situation with the same instruments that
must lead to the same results. In the case of research, the observers were the researcher and
291
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the teachers involved who observed and followed the same training situation using the same
data collection tools.
Relevance: the data collected must be consistent with the predetermined cognitive
objectives and the categories and items of the grid must be those that we need to detect the
factors under examination.294
In addition, at the end of the experimentation, one discussion group was organized with
the students to let them express freely their opinions and feedback about the lived experience
and their suggestions regarding possible improvement for the future implementation of the
method.
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4.4 Coding and data processing
This phase aimed to classify and manage the collected data to analyze them also on the
base of relations among variables through the data matrix construction.
Coding is an operation through which the collected data are organized into classes and/or
categories to be identified by a specific number or symbol.295
At first, a different numerical code was transcribed near the answers provided for all the
questions included in the whole questionnaire.
For the codification of the open questions (content analysis), the determination of which
is left to the respondent, it was deemed necessary to read the answers given by all the
respondents. Each answer was transcribed into an Excel file.
Similar responses were identified and placed in a class, to which was assigned a numeric
code. The non-answers were assigned the code 999, which indicates that the respondent
refused to answer the question, or the code zero if the question was not relevant to the case.
Also, a code was assigned to each response method within each question.
In the case of questions with numerical answers, a pre-assigned code was used. The same
code was used as a symbol for the different answer modes.
In fact, the code, that identifies the answer of a determined question, was recorded in a
record296 and every question, including all its answer modalities, was registered in different
positions to avoid mistakes and misunderstandings. This was useful to draw up a coding table,
divided into rows and columns, where all codes, referring to all answer modalities, were
registered.
Each row represented the questionnaire and each column, to which a title was assigned
(V1, V2, V3, etc.), replaced the questions in the questionnaire.
All information achieved was recorded on electronic support in which fields
corresponded to columns and records to rows.
Therefore, a field for each variable and a record for each unit of analysis were foreseen.
The record was constructed using the Microsoft Excel spreadsheet.
Finished the recording of all data, a data coding file/ data matrix was obtained allowing
further statistical processing.
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In this research, the statistical package, SPSS / PC (Statistical Package for Social
sciences) was used for data processing. The Statistical Package for Social Sciences is a set of
programs created for the elaboration and statistical analysis of data concerning social
sciences.
Due to the research objectives, the software was useful to construct the simple
distributions, such as frequencies and double distributions (crosstabs) according to the plan of
crossed variables, previously established, to highlight the possible relationships among them.
The data statistical analysis was the last step of the research phases, carried out according
to the objectives fixed at the beginning and it was both descriptive and explanatory. In the
first case the sample was described on the base of the identified features; in the second one
more variables, as the cause of another variable, were analysed. Even though, there is no real
distinction between these two levels because they are a part of the same continuum in the
research phases.
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CHAPTER 5. PRESENTATION OF RESEARCH RESULTS: DATA
ANALYSIS
The piloting phase was implemented with a sample of about 130 secondary school
students of different ages, 11-13 years-old for the first cycle (44,62%) and 14-16 years-old the
second one (55,38%) with the 43,1% male and the 56,9% female.
They show an everyday use of the Internet (60,8%) independently of the age and the
gender of the students. If the results are analysed considering the difference of the age and the
gender of our samples in the frequent use of the internet, the results show a clearer situation.
In fact, there is no difference between females and males of 11-13 years-old students, but the
data demonstrate that the female sample of 14-16 years-old is more inclined to use the
Internet every day: 44,44% against 20,83% of male students.
However, if we cross the gender and the two-sample of age, the 11-13 years-old male
students used Internet very often against a percentage of 20,83% of 14-16 years-old male
students, as showed in the table below.
Table 8 - How often do you use the Internet?
Student Age
11-13 (*)
Gender
N-%
F
M
Several times during the week
Every day

11
11
18,97%
18,97%
16
16
27,59%
27,59%
130 valid cases

Student Age
14-16 (*)
Gender
N-%
F
M
11
15,28%
32
44,44%

12
16,67%
15
20,83%

Final Trend
Gender
pt
F
M
-3.69

-2,3

+16,89

6.76

(*) The percentage calculation is made on the number of units in the single sub-samples. The first subsample (11-13 years old students) includes 29 girls and 29 boys. The second sub-sample (14-16 years old
students) comprehends 45 girls and 27 boys.

The prevalent tool used for Internet connection is the Smartphone for 86,9% of the
research sample combining with 40,8% for the use of PC.
These data confirm that the new generations are digital natives297 because they, from
childhood, have been starting to use the technology. Actually, the data show that, except for
female kids aged 14-16, the new generations use frequently Internet and more modern
devices.
297
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Moreover, the data register an increasing tendency among the girls in the frequent use of
Internet in the age group of 14-16 years-old (+16,89%) against a negative one in the boys'
group from the same age (-6,76%).
These data are supported by another research conductedin 2017 by Jean M. Twenge,
Professor of San Diego State University on this new generation, called iGen (iPhone
generation). In fact, the girls use social networks more often than boys, in particular, by trying
and hit "enemies" using the words up to commit real cyber-bullying attacks. While the boys,
growing up, prefer to solve their conflicts physically.298

What technological tools do you use?
Other
Tablet
Play Station

3,8%
14,6%
27,7%

PC

40,8%

Mobile phone

86,9%

Figure 82: The technological tools used.
Other: Xbox One S, Nintendo.

Mobile phones such as Smartphones have already gained a dominant importance and
presence within the everyday life of young people (Figure 82).
Mobile technology, currently, allows us to fully redefine the space-time dimensions in
which the most common actions are carried out, and above all, it allows the construction of
identity and action practices of the individual. Compared to the younger part of the
population, these technologies are spreading quickly and effectively allowing portability and
integrated multimedia in an effective and fast way. An example is the latest smartphones
generation that offers a superior service to the simple mobile phone, ensuring a high standard
of personalization, globalization, and localization of content and communication
relationships.
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Today many children from the age of 11-12 years-old have a mobile around which every
moment of the individual's day revolves.299
Actually, children, aged between 8 and 14 years old, have already a mobile phone by
using it on average 12 hours a day, with 10.3% for more than 12 hours on the base of the
research report presented during V Convegno Nazionale La prevenzione nella scuola e nella
comunità" Dal cambiamento individuale al cambiamento sociale" in Padova.300
The mobile phone remains the most important technological tool whether the subject is a
regular user (Addicted use daily),301 considering it as a fundamental object for social relations
(often checking for the presence of messages, calls, and other notifications for no reason).
In addition, it is a Trendy use, considering it a gadget of the latest technology and
equipped above all with Internet access.302
The ubiquitous penetration of technologies into our everyday life may be treated as
something inescapable and natural.
However, the ways the students interact, get updated and organized are essentially
influenced and facilitated by Smartphones, social networks and other ways of mobile
communication.
Our sample underlines that it is used, mainly, for entertainment (93,10%) and to support
homework (45,42%) as shown in the graphics below:

Why do you use technological tools?

Other

6,20%

To support homework

45,40%

Entertainment (e.g.
Games, Music)

93,10%

Learning new things

23,10%

Figure 83: The reasons to use technological tools.
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This is probably due to the easy accessibility of Smartphone games and the growing
number of hours dedicated to these activities by young people.
This is confirmed from the Q6 – Where do you mostly use technological tool?, where the
data show that students use mostly the technological tools at home (99,20%) and at friend’s
home (29,20%). Only a percentage of 21,50% of students states to use technological tool ―at
school‖.
Although Italian Ministry of Education (MIUR) has launched at the end of 2015 an
important reform, named National Digital School Plan (PNSD), there are still schools which
find difficult to use technology to support teaching and learning processes.303
The plan is divided into 35 Actions grouped into four fundamental areas (instruments,
skills, contents, training and support) and the implemented measures concerning both school
administrative and infrastructural aspects, such as the Internet accessibility in schools, the
development of digital teaching environments, as well as staff training. Moreover, a new
school role has been identified such as Digital Animator who has the task to promote and
organize learning activities for the digital skills development in students.304
Despite these facts, the survey shows that the teaching process is still bounded to manage
the classes with traditional approaches.
If the results are analysed in-depth, they present a different tendency by comparing the
data collected among 11-13 years-old students and 14-16 years old students. Actually, from
one side, as shown in the following table, they reveal a negative tendency from the youngest
male people (46,55%) to the oldest ones (36,11%), equal to -10,44 points in the use of the
smartphone for entertainment reasons. From the other side, they show an increasing tendency
(+16,62 points) comparing the youngest female people (43,10%) and the oldest ones
(59,72%).
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Table 9 - What should technology be used for?
Student Age (*)
11-13
Gender
N-%
F
M

Student Age (*)
14-16
Gender
N-%
F
M

Final Trend
Gender
pt
F
M

Entertainment (e.g. Games, Music,
25
43,10%

etc.)

27
46,55%

43
59,72%

26
36,11%

+16,62

10,44

+29,6

+6,36

Learning new things/to support
homework

7
10
30
17
12,07%
17,24%
41,67% 23,61%
130 valid cases - Multiple answers were possible

(*) The percentage calculation is made on the number of units in the single sub-samples. The first subsample (11-13 years old students) includes 29 girls and 29 boys. The second sub-sample (14-16 years old
students) comprehends 45 girls and 27 boys.

Concerning the use of the technology for learning new things/to support homework, the
final evolution trend of the two different student groups is positive in both the cases: +29,6
points for girls and +6,36 for boys.
Therefore, this underlines that the use of technology changes accordingly the student's
age: from a simply entertaining tool it becomes the learning instrument for both learning new
things and supporting homework.
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5.1 Student initial attitude towards Mathematics.
Usually, students define mathematics as a big obstacle for their study path, because the
difficulties often revealed are related to its being considered more abstract than the other
disciplines.305
In particular, 57,70% of students stated that their major difficulty in mathematics study is
that this discipline is too abstract than the other subjects as following:

Mathematics is abstract

Disagree

42,30%

Agree

57,70%

Figure 84: Attitude towards mathematics study.

If the two samples (11-13 and 14-16 years-old students) are compared, the table below
shows the final tendency. It demonstrates that the students, growing up, change their attitude
towards the mathematics study: most of them consider this discipline abstract and less
connected to reality. The data underline a relevant increase from the age 11-13 years old to
14-16 years old, respectively +38,93 points for females and +20 for males.
Table 10 - Mathematics is abstract
Student Age (*)
11-13
Gender
N-%
F
M
Disagree

(including

Student Age (*)
14-16
Gender
N-%
F
M

Final Trend
Gender
pt
F
M

strongly

disagree)
Agree (including strongly agree)

21
36,21%
4
6,90%

24
41,38%
3
5,17%

8
11,11%
33
45,83%

4
5,56%
23
31,94%

-13

-20

+38,93

+20

130 valid cases
(*) The percentage calculation is made on the number of units in the single sub-simples. The first subsimple (11-13 years old students) includes 29 girls and 29 boys. The second sub-sample (14-16 years old
students) comprehends 45 girls and 27 boys.
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This factor derives from the different nature of the topics to be studied in the mathematics
curricula and/or from the teaching method applied in the classroom. Usually, in secondary
school – first-grade teachers often use visual tools to explain and introduce scientific
connections to their students.306 However, these methods not always work effectively if we
consider the diversity of subjects that students should study at school. The students are
expected to use a different kind of ability and capability to learn the lesson of histories,
algebraic inequalities, or other literature subjects.
The visual memory is not always a useful tool able to support students to cope with
scientific subjects.307
Students, growing up, start to perceive mathematics as an abstract subject and for this
reason, most of them see this discipline as something far from reality and not easily
applicable. Therefore, it becomes boring and useful just to do homework.
Table 11 - What do you think of Mathematics?

Strongly
agree
N-%

Agree
N-%

Neutral
N-%

Disagree
N-%

Strongly
disagree
N-%

Mathematics is boring.

31
23,85%

26
20,00%

17
13,07%

31
23,85%

25
19,23%

I only use math at school or to do my
homework.

58
44,60%

21
16,20%

14
10,80%

18
13,80%

19
14,60%

When I finish school, I won't need
math.

22
16,90%

20
15,40%

13
10,00%

20
15,40%

55
42,30%

130 valid cases

Nevertheless, the students (57, 7%) understand that mathematics is a part of their life and then
they will need it after school leaving.
However, if the results are analysed on the base of the two sub-samples, the situation
presented in the Table n.10 confirms that growing students don‘t see easily the applicability
of this subject to their everyday life by considering it as an abstract topic.
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Table 12 - When I finish school, I won't need math
Student Age (*)
11-13
Gender
N-%
F
M
Disagree

(including

Student Age (*)
14-16
Gender
N-%
F
M

Final Trend
Gender
pt
F
M

strongly

disagree)
Agree (including strongly agree)

23
39,66%
2
3,45%

27
46,55%
2
3,45%

17
23,61%
23
31,94%

8
11,11%
15
20,83%

-6

-19

+21

+13

130 valid cases
(*) The percentage calculation is made on the number of units in the single sub-simples. The first subsimple (11-13 years old students) includes 29 girls and 29 boys. The second sub-sample (14-16 years old
students) comprehends 45 girls 27 boys.

Students often do not perceive a practical utility in mathematics study unless through
specific subjects, such as economics where the utility is directly evident (Table 12). The
reason is that they often don‘t have a stimulating overview of being interested in mathematics.
Despite these difficulties and resistance towards the mathematics study, students (for a
total of 60,8%) try to solve the mathematics problems by reasoning and applying different
methods from the ones taught by the teacher as shown in the following figure:

If the solution method is forgetten, I
reason and apply other

Disagree

25,40%

Agree

60,80%

Figure 85: Problem-solving approach from student attitude.
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5.2 Student and technology support: initial phase
Meaningful learning environments, where knowledge is built, co-constructed and shared,
can be supported by digital and e-learning technologies. Students learn in a meaningful way if
they can master the use of technologies creatively by organizing and representing what they
know and learn, by creating products and solving problems anchored to real life, reflecting on
contents and processes. The technologies or collaboration tools, as defined by Jonassen, can
promote collaboration, cooperation, and distribution of knowledge in knowledge-building
communities; make possible and support dialogic processes, then discussions, productive
confrontations, meanings negotiation, consensus-building through a critical reflection on a
progressive, improving knowledge.308
However, the survey shows that 75,40% of students (against the 24,60%) don‘t know any
applications/programs to be used to improve mathematics skills (Figure 86).

Do you know apps for help you in
mathematics?
Yes

No
24,60%

75,40%

Figure 86: Student knowledge of apps for studying mathematics.

Among the 24,60% of students who know apps for supporting mathematics study the
following were nominated: GeoGebra, Math games, Photomath, calculator (even hand-made
with Arduino) and INVALSI Test for the exam simulation. More general use of the
applications/programs, as Duolingo for language improvement and Gego for tracking
everything with no limit on distance, were indicated by students.
The high percentage of 75,40% in the negative answer is confirmed by the data achieved
in Table 9 where a stronger use of technology for entertainment, such as music and games
with respect to study support emerges..
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Although students understand that these applications are useful (58,16%), they usually
don‘t like studying online, preferring a more traditional way (67,35%). However, another
section of the sample states that they are not necessary because the school teaching materials
are enough (71,14%). While 72% of students involved states that they never tried to use them.
Given a deep look at the two-sample, the results underline an important aspect, as
follows:
Table 13 - Do you know apps to help you in mathematics?
Student Age (*)
11-13
Gender
N-%
F
M
6
10,34%
23
36,66%

SI
NO

7
12,07%
22
37,93%

Student Age (*)
14-16
Gender
N-%
F
M
11
15,28%
34
47,22%

19
26,39%
8
11,11%

Final Trend
Gender
pt
F
M
+5

+12

+11

-14

130 valid cases
(*) The percentage calculation is made on the number of units in the single sub-simples. The first subsimple (11-13 years old students) includes 29 girls and 29 boys. The second sub-sample (14-16 years old
students) comprehends 45 girls and 27 boys.

The collected data reveals an increasing trend in elder students in discovering different
kinds of learning applications or programs that can be used to support their study. Probably,
this depends on the different use of the smartphone among the two target groups: a frequent
use in the 14-16 years-old student group against a less frequent use in the 11-13 years-old
group due to the minor accessibility or the parental control of this tool for the youngest.
On the other hand, the results show that, in the second target group, girls are not so
familiar with the existing applications and programs that can be used to improve mathematics
knowledge or any other deepening in the scientific subjects. An increase of 11 points for the
girls in the first target group was gathered. This is easily understandable from the fact that 1416 years-old girls are more inclined to use a Smartphone for entertainment and, in particular,
social networks.
In addition, the picture, emerged by the survey, highlights that students are not so familiar
with the use of technology in the learning process and, consequently, in the teaching process.
This once again underlines the resistance of some teachers to consider technology as an
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additional resource in the classroom besides their everyday job to motivate and to help
students in their learning process.309, 310
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5.3 Students’ initial attitude towards the combination of Mathematics and Art
Another relevant element investigated with the first part of the questionnaire is the initial
capability to perceive the connections between mathematics concepts and art, seen as artworks but also as real objects to be found in nature.
The data show that most of the students (82,23%) never thought that mathematics can be
moved by this unusual aspect, the participation in the research learning activity was
considered by students as a way to try an opportunity aimed to increase the interest in
scientific subjects and, in particular, in mathematics (the 60,8% against a percentage of 15,4%
of students who has denied any possibility of interest improvement). Between these two
extreme positions (Agree-Disagree), a quite high percentage of students (23,80%) held a
neutral viewpoint by underlining the difficulty to be able to see and comprehend the relation
between mathematics and art.
This last percentage includes an increase of +4 points in the girls of the second target
group (the eldest) and an insignificant +1 point in the boys of the same group, as follows:
Table 14 - Art could be a way to increase my interest in math
Student Age (*)
11-13
Gender
N-%
F
M
Agree
Disagree
Neutral position

16
27,59%
5
8,62%
8
13,79%

17
29,31%
7
12,07%
5
8,62%

Student Age (*)
14-16
Gender
N-%
F
M
27
37,50%
6
7,69%
12
16,67%

19
26,39%
2
2,78%
6 8,33%

Final Trend
Gender
pt
F
M
+11

+2

+1

-5

+4

+1

130 valid cases
(*) The percentage calculation is made on the number of units in the single sub-simples. The first subsimple (11-13 years old students) includes 29 girls and 29 boys. The second sub-sample (14-16 years old
students) comprehends 45 girls and 27 boys.

It seems that 14-16 years-old girls have more difficulty to perceive this possible
combination or inclusion of art with mathematics and, generally, with scientific topics.
If on one hand, students consider more motivating to learn through having fun (87,69%),
on the other hand, they are not convinced that studying mathematics using the arts can
facilitate and support the learning process.
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Art could make learning math easier.
Strongly disagree

6,90%

Disagree

6,90%

Neutral

24,60%

Agree

25,40%
36,20%

Strongly agree

Figure 87: Art and its power to facilitate mathematics learning.

Therefore, from the disadvantage of not seeing the existing connection between
mathematics and art, students take a fairly neutral position (a percentage of 26,60%) in
considering art as a means of facilitating the understanding of mathematical concepts.
Nevertheless, 61,60% of students, intrigued by this new experience, consider this means,
art, a way to support and make easier the mathematics learning (Figure 87).
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5.4 Students’ attitude and perception of the experience
After the piloting phase, a second part of the questionnaire was submitted to the students.
It was focused to understand the impact of the carried out experience being on students in
terms of initial motivation, technology application in mathematics study and art as a
supporting tool in mathematics study.
First of all, students were expected to self-evaluate three initial variables: motivation,
participation and, more in general, the experience.
The 43,85% of the students were very motivated and interested in the participation in this
new experience because, according to the qualitative feedback, they discovered something of
unexpected, or, in other words, something to never have thought about.
For this reason, their curiosity pressed them during all the experience collaborating with
other classmates. Students have worked mainly in small groups.
This has allowed exploiting the potentialities of the collaborative learning approach
where they are at the center of their learning process as underlined from a socio-constructivist
point of view. As confirmed by students during the discussion groups, this approach has
supported the development of the new relationships among them by promoting a positive
interdependence, more individual responsibility, and relationship skills to carry out from the
expected activities.
By collaborating, students learned to be more active and efficient, by developing their
ability to learn as much as possible. This was favoured also by the teacher who acted as a
facilitator for learning and not just as an instructor. The path realized has created and
constructed meaningful learning experiences and has encouraged the reasoning in students
through real-world problems for the achievement of specific objectives.
Therefore, their participation was self-evaluated as very good at 55,38%. This means that
they were actively involved in all the three phases, concrete-pictorial-abstract, by
guaranteeing the finalization of the whole tasks without raising any relevant critical situation.
This is confirmed by the Q3.3 which provides an overall judgment of their final
experience with the 64,62% Excellent, 29,23% Very good and for 6,15 Good without
receiving any negative feedback.
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5.4.1 Students’ perception and attitude towards the three phases
During the first (pictorial) phase, students were expected to build and manipulate some
objects (e.g. pyramids to study geometrical figures, friezes, ornaments to study the symmetry)
with instructions (provided by the teacher or the researcher) and equipment provided.
The evaluation of the technological impact on this experience, such as the use of the
GeoGebra, was positive. Thanks to the object manipulation in the virtual mathematics lab,
students reported that the mathematics concepts became clearer (63,08% - Strongly agree and
28,46% - Agree – Figure 88).

Maths concept are clearer...
Strongly disagree

1,54%

Disagree

3,08%

Neutral

3,85%

Agree

28,46%

Strongly agree

63,08%

Figure 88: Clarity of mathematical concepts.

The proposed approach made the subject easier thanks to the fact that students could test
and operate directly on the object or concept to be studied (78,46% - Strongly agree and
13,85% - Agree).
Besides, the new experience during the pictorial phase supported by GeoGebra made the
mathematics subject, usually considered boring, more fun and attractive.
During the pictorial phase, students could make different kinds of virtual animations by
exploiting all the technological options of this tool.
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The approach makes math more fun
Strongly disagree

0,77%

Disagree

1,54%

Neutral
Agree

3,85%
6,92%

Strongly agree

86,92%

Figure 89: The attractiveness of mathematics study.

The Figure above shows that mathematics study became more attractive through this
method because they could use their creativity, be original and work individually or in a
group.
However, some of them, in particular, 4.1% (2.7% - Disagree and 1.4% - strongly
Disagree) of girls have had some difficulties, mainly during the third phase, when students
were expected to create their art-works. On the base of the results achieved boys seem to be
more comfortable to use their creativity and to be original in the creation of their art-works.
This low percentage is verifiable also in the question related to the comfortability of the
method (Table 15).
Table 15 - Discovering mathematics in art ...

Strongly
agree

Agree

Neutral

Disagree

Strongly
disagree

I don't feel comfortable using this
method.

1
0,77%

1
0,77%

10
7,69%

31
23,85%

87
66,92%

It was easy to create my artwork
using the mathematical concept
studied.

61
46,92%

42
32,31%

15
11,54%

8
6,15%

4
3,08%

130 valid cases
(*) The percentage calculation is made on the number of units in the single sub-simples. The first subsimple (11-13 years old students) includes 29 girls and 29 boys. The second sub-sample (14-16 years old
students) comprehends 45 girls and 27 boys.
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However, the data described above show also that most of the students felt free to use
their creativity and be original in their art-works production during the third phase (abstract).
As particularly relevant is the increasing positive trend from the first target group to the
second one. For the girls, +13 points were achieved after the experimentation and +4 - for
boys (Table 16).
Table 16 - I can use my creativity and be original.
Student Age (*)
11-13
Gender
N-%
F
M
Agree
Disagree
Neutral position

28
48,28%

23
39,66%

0

0

2
3,45%

5
8,62%

Student Age (*)
14-16
Gender
N-%
F
M
41
56,94%
1
1,39%
2
2,78%

Final Trend
Gender
pt
F
M

27
37,50%

+13

+4

0

+1

0

0

0

-5

130 valid cases
(*) The percentage calculation is made on the number of units in the single sub-simples. The first subsimple (11-13 years old students) includes 29 girls and 29 boys. The second sub-sample (14-16 years old
students) comprehends 45 girls and 27 boys.

Another interesting factor to be underlined is the different attitude of students towards the
misconception that young people have towards mathematics, considered as something
abstract.

Mathematics is not something abstract
Neutral

6,92%

Agree

36,15%
56,92%

Strongly agree

Figure 90: Student attitude towards mathematics after the method application.

As shown in Figure 90, at the end of the experimentation, students discovered that
mathematics is not something abstract but it is related to a real-life application.
Also, there is no relevant difference between girls and boys.
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These data are confirmed by the control question as shown in the figure below:

Maths contents are more concrete than
before
Strongly disagree

1,54%

Disagree

0,00%

Neutral
Agree

3,08%
9,23%

Strongly agree

86,15%

Figure 91: Student attitude towards mathematics after the method application – Control Question.

Although the relationship between art and mathematics does not appear evident at first
sight, the students understood the intertwining and convergence between these two spheres of
human culture while remaining fascinated. Some of the students defined, during the
discussion groups, this experience as "spiritual", because the path started from the analysis of
beauty (contained in the art-works) led them to rediscover previously to be useless and far
from reality (mathematics) in a remarkable way.

Maths concepts are more clear...
(F)
Strongly agree

Maths concepts are more clear...
(M)
3,5%

5,5%
4,1%

Strongly
agree
Agree

33,3%
63,2%

2,7%

Agree
Neutral

24,7%

Neutral

Disagree
63,0%

Strongly
disagree

Figure 92-93: Student‘s Attitude towards mathematics after the method implementation related to two subsamples. The first sub-simple (female students) includes 74 units and the second sub-sample (male students) 56.

Comparing the answers gathered, despite an insignificant percentage of the strongly
disagree option in girls‘ sample, the majority of respondents demonstrate a strong opinion
that the method has enabled students to consider the mathematics concepts as more concrete
and applicable to the reality (Figure 92-93).
Moreover, the main perception revealed is that the use of the art-works in the
mathematics study favors the development of an enhanced learning setting, enabling students
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to enjoy the learning process more compared to the traditional frontal lessons thanks to the
exploitation of different languages, such as visual, graphical, verbal, non-verbal,
representational and pictorial.
Concerning the contents learned, the survey and the exercise submission have
demonstrated that students developed not only their knowledge in mathematics but also the
reasoning process based on the applicability, imagination, creativity, and problem-solving
skills. They learned to deal with the mathematical problem from different point views thanks
to the use of the problem variations. In fact, the use of the different art-works in the study of
the same mathematical concept allowed them to analyse it from a different perspective and
learn logical reasoning bounded to the problem studied. This means that even if the art-works
can change the context and the background, the mathematical concept, behind these works, is
always recognized and become applicable more easily in the everyday life as shown in the
table below.
Table 17 – Content learned
As for the contents learned ...

The content was
easily understood.
The contents
learned seem to
me more concrete
and practical than
before.
The content
learned can
support my study
outside the
classroom.

I
Strongly don’t
Neutral Disagree disagree know

Strongly
agree

Agree

85,38%
(111)

7,69%
(10)

4,62%
(6)

0,00%
(0)

2,31%
(3)

0,00%
(0)

86,15%
(112)

9,23%
(12)

3,08%
(4)

0,00%
(0)

1,54%
(2)

0,00%
(0)

60,77%
(79)

21,54% 15,38%
(28)
(20)

0,00%
(0)

2,31%
(3)

0,00%
(0)

130 valid cases

With in-depth analysis, although the 27,69 % of students were comfortable with the
whole method proposed, the results show that some students had a different attitude towards
the single phases tested.
Actually, most of them (31,54%) preferred the third phase where students were required
to create their art-works and to use their creativity to produce something original.
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On the other hand, 26,92% of students liked the second phase, where they could work in
small groups and do research to find the combination between the math concept to be studied
and the art-works related.
The qualitative survey showed that students are usually not used to working together, but
in most cases, they study individually.
Therefore, this experience demonstrated that teamwork among students can be more
motivating and interesting by making the performances more positive in terms of achieved
results.
However, a small percentage of 13,85% preferred the first phase where they could use
applications, like GeoGebra, to manipulate math concepts and objects. The reason was that
they could use technological tools differently from the simple entertainment by making
animation and playing around (Figure 94).

31,54%
27,69%

26,92%

13,85%

First phase

Second
Phase

Third phase

All phases

Figure 94: The phase that liked most.

On the other hand, looking at the results achieved to the question Which phase of the
activities did you like least?, the 15,50% (against 3,10% for the second phase and the 7,75%
for the third one) of students indicated the first phase (concrete) addressed to the object and
concept manipulation related to mathematics study by using the technological applications.
The reason was that in the first step of the method they didn‘t feel free to use their creativity
and their work like they did in the third phase.
Besides, it was revealed through the participatory observation that usually students are
not used to involving the technology into the classroom to reinforce the learning process.
Instead, they use the technology generally for entertainment as confirmed in the profile
description of the sample and in the control questions.
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Consequently, the survey reveals that the introduction of technology into the classroom
by the teachers is not so popular.
This remains an experience of a few schools while most of them are linked to the
traditional frontal teaching method: the teacher explains and students receive the information.

15,50%

7,75%
3,10%

First phase

Second Phase

Third phase

Figure 95: The phase that liked least.

This is demonstrated, also, by the fact that not all the students (7,75%) feel comfortable
to create something and to use their creativity, because, often they are not used to on their
own without being told exactly what to do (Figure 95).
Comparing the results of pre and after the piloting experiences, the student attitude
(82,31%) towards mathematics has changed. Students discovered that different things can be
connected with art as well as the beauty of the art can be derived from the mathematical
concepts. Although a percentage of 12,31% remains ―neutral‖ towards this discipline.
However, the 91,54% of the sample agree with the desire to go on using the arts in the
study of mathematics, mainly with the proposed method (91,5%) because it could be a good
incentive to improve and promote the study of mathematics.
In fact, most of the students (79,23% against the 16,92% with a neutral position) agree
that the teaching method, generally used for the scientific topics, should be changed and
diversified by using both the technology and arts to underline the real applicability of the
scientific concepts.
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CONCLUSION
This thesis aimed to analyse and exploit the possibility to find a combination between
Western and Eastern approaches, in mathematics teaching using the arts. Starting from a
study of the strengths and weaknesses of both Eastern and Western learning and teaching
approaches, we designed a model exploiting the potentialities of both without leaving cultural
differences out.
We adopted Singapore's method defined through three phases (concrete, pictorial,
abstract) combined with the Western mathematics teaching implemented mainly in Italian
schools.
The complex combination was created by using art.
The major result obtained is that students improved not only their understanding of the
subject but they develop their creativity through their art-works.

This increased the

motivation and interest in the study of mathematics, on one hand, and meaningful
improvement of student final performances, on the other hand.
Besides, the use of the artworks in the proposed learning and teaching approach offered
students a way to go beyond the pure theory and to apply their knowledge in the surrounding
world.
Moreover, the research work, through the collaboration of teachers from different
subjects like art and mathematics, showed the importance of a novel interdisciplinary and
multidisciplinary approach in the school curriculum needed to improve and develop, in this
case, mathematics skills.
To achieve the research objectives described in this thesis, the foreseen tasks led to the
following concrete results (Ref. Chapter 4, Chapter 5):


Starting from the reference theoretical framework described in the ―theory of
Didactical Situations in mathematics‖ of Guy Brousseau, we designed an innovative
model by integrating the three phases of the Singapore‘s method (concrete, pictorial
and abstract) and art. (Ref. Chapter 3, Paragraph 3.1 – 3.2)



Furthermore, we developed a model which was turned into a new didactic approach,
including didactic materials, worksheets, and guidelines for the experimentation
activity management. This aimed at valorizing mainly the problem-solving skills, the
creativity and the imagination of the students without losing knowledge value related
to the mathematics envisaged for the corresponding age. The documents prepared for
the experimentation phase described and suggested also (i) the materials (such as
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paper with a specific shape, pencils and colors) and software applications (e.g.
GeoGebra) to be used, (ii) the objectives, (iii) the vocabulary, (iv) the activity
sequence structured on the base of the three phases (concrete, pictorial and abstract) to
be carried out. (Ref. Chapter 4)


We implemented the proposed model and approach in secondary schools in Italy.
Therefore, we defined, furthermore, the reference sample and we designed the
evaluation and validation tools to verify its effectiveness and efficiency. This allowed
us to reach the results discussed. (Ref. Chapter 4, Paragraph 4.2 – 4.3 – 4.4)



We developed a 3D virtual museum ―Mathematics and Arts‖ in collaboration between
the Institute for Computer Science and Control, Hungarian Academy of Science and
the Institute of Mathematics and Informatics – Bulgarian Academy of Sciences,
showing the art-works realized by some students during the experimentation phase;
the real objects and the mathematics concepts they referred; the video describing the
main phases of the proposed approach. (Ref. Chapter 4, Paragraph 4.1)

In the implementation of Task 1 (Study of the problem) we:


analyzed the existing practices of the school approaches for mathematics topics in
lower and upper schools by comparing the learning and teaching approaches applied to
the mathematical subject between Eastern (Singapore‘s method) and Western
methodologies. (Ref. Chapter 2, Paragraph 2.3 - 2.4)



studied the relevant factors such as the current pedagogies on mathematics education
through an in-depth study of the relevant bibliography available in the public database
and specialized libraries. (Ref. Chapter 1, Chapter 2, Paragraph 2.1 - 2.3 - 2.4)



analyzed the students and teachers attitude towards the introduction of innovation into
school and in learning and teaching approaches. (Ref. Chapter 5).

In the implementation of Task 2 (Development of a research teaching/learning approach
combined with the arts) we (involving directly the teachers):


analyzed the exercises and mathematics topics from the school curricula to define the
―mathematization‖ concept in terms of students‘ knowledge, skills and attitude. (Ref.
Chapter 1, Chapter 3, Paragraph 3.2.1)



selected the mathematics exercises and concepts and the artworks for the experimental
activities with the students. (Ref. Chapter 4)
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prepared the worksheets and guidelines for the experimentation activity management
into the class. (Ref. Chapter 3, Paragraph 3.2.1 - 3.2.2, Chapter 4)



defined the main elements to be carried out during the experimentation phase, in terms
of the reference sample (teachers and students) and data collection tools (both
qualitative and quantitative). (Ref. Chapter 4, Paragraph 4.2 - 4.3 - 4.4)

In the implementation of Task 3 (Experimentation phase) we (Ref. Chapter 4):


organized the initial meetings with teachers and students to show different types of
real connections between the artistic expression/creation and math patterns.



submitted the first questionnaire and the mathematics exercises previously selected.



carried out the experimentation activities in the Italian secondary schools by involving
both teachers and students.



organized final meetings, in the end, to let the students show their works (in every
phase), to collect qualitative and quantitative data on their feedback and to submit a set
of the mathematics exercises related to the topic studied.

In the implementation of Task 4 (Data processing and evaluation of the achieved results)
we performed the processing data and the evaluation of the proposed model. (Ref. Chapter 5).
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CONTRIBUTIONS
The most important contributions of the thesis are:


A model and framework combining Western and Eastern (Singapore‘s method)
teaching and learning approaches using the art have been developed: (i) the main
Western learning and teaching approaches (with a special focus on the ones used in
Italian schools) such as cooperative, problem-solving, inquiry-based, technologyenhanced learning (e.g. virtual laboratories in mathematics education, the use of the
serious game, virtual reality and augmented reality, educational robotics) have been
investigated; (ii) the main features of Eastern learning processes with special attention
to Chinese methods and culture have been analyzed; (iii) the main features of
Singapore‘s method have been explored and harnessed in mathematics classes
(learning/teaching); (iv) the existing connections between mathematics and arts are
explored.



The reference theoretical framework (described in the ―theory of Didactical Situations
in mathematics‖ by Guy Brousseau) has been adapted for an innovative didactic
model through the integration of the three phases of the Singapore‘s method (concrete,
pictorial and abstract) and art.



The didactic materials have been developed such as worksheets and guidelines to
manage the three phases in the classes during the experimentation activity. The aim
was to provide both teachers and students with clear information about (i) the
materials (such as paper with a specific shape, pencils and colors) and software
applications (e.g. GeoGebra) to be used, (ii) the objectives, (iii) the vocabulary, (iv)
the activity sequence structured on the base of the three phases (concrete, pictorial and
abstract) to be carried out.



The proposed model and approach have been implemented in several secondary
schools in Italy by involving teachers of mathematics and arts: 130 secondary school
students of different ages, 11-13 years-old for the first cycle and 14-16 years-old for
the second one. The effectiveness and efficiency of the proposed approach have been
analysed well as the relevance of the results achieved.



A 3D virtual museum ―Mathematics and Arts‖ has been developed in collaboration
between the Institute for Computer Science and Control, Hungarian Academy of
Science and the Institute of Mathematics and Informatics – Bulgarian Academy of
Sciences, exhibiting the final outputs of the research work. Also, a video summarizing
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the activities carried out was produced and made available inside the 3D virtual
museum.
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DISSEMINATION OF THE RESULTS AND FUTURE WORK
The framework presented in this thesis has been exploited within Erasmus+ project n.
2018-1-FI01-KA201-047215 – G.A. STEM - Enhancing STEM skills through arts and minigames, aiming to develop STEM skills in 13-16 years old students reinforced by the use of
technology. In particular, it has inspired the project idea by supporting the development of the
state-of-the-art as regards to the relation of mathematics education and arts.
Moreover, parts of the work done for the scope of the thesis have been published in
several journals and conference proceedings (Ref. LIST OF THE AUTHOR‘S
PUBLICATIONS RELATED WITH PHD THESIS): International Education Conference
Proceedings - EDULEARN 2017 (Barcelona, Spain, 2017); Central Bohemia University
International Conference Proceedings – CBU 2017 (Prague, Czech Republic, 2017); Digital
Presentation and Preservation of Cultural and Scientific Heritage—DiPP2017 (Burgas,
Bulgaria, 2017); 12th International Technology, Education and Development Conference
Proceedings, INTED2018, Valencia, Spain, 2018); Digital Presentation and Preservation of
Cultural and Scientific Heritage—DiPP2018 (Burgas, Bulgaria, 2018);

Technology,

Education, Management Journal (TEM 2019); Digital Presentation and Preservation of
Cultural and Scientific Heritage—DiPP2019 (Burgas, Bulgaria, 2019); 12th annual
International Conference of Education, Research and Innovation – ICERI2019 (Seville,
Spain, 2019).

The results obtained during the work on the thesis suggest that the study can be extended
and developed further in the following areas:


Theoretical direction: 1) Extension/adaptation of the developed approach to other
scientific subjects, such as physics. 2) Extension/adaptation of the model through the
integration of arts and scientific subjects with the designing of a mini-game conceptual
idea (Ref. G.A. STEM Project).



Applied/practical direction: Implementation and experimentation with other software
(apart from GeoGebra) in the first phase (pictorial); Extension of the 3D Virtual
Museum "Mathematics and Arts" by adding more topics and exercises.
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QUESTIONNAIRE – FIRST PART

GENERAL INFORMATION
1

Age

2

Gender

M

F

How often do you use the Internet?
3 Please, indicate with an "X" the selected answer.
(A maximum of 2 answers can be selected)
a Once a month or less
b

Once a week

c Several times during the week
d Every day
e Never

What technological tools do you use?
4 Please, indicate with an "X" the selected answer.
(A maximum of 2 answers can be selected)
a Smartphone
b PC
c Play Station
d Tablet
e None
f

Other, please, specify...
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What should technology be used for?
5 Please, indicate with an "X" the selected answer.
(A maximum of 2 answers can be selected)
a Learning new things
b Entertainment (e.g. Games, Music, etc.)
c To support homework
d Other, please, specify...

Where do you mostly use technological tools?
6 Please, indicate with an "X" the selected answer.
(A maximum of 2 answers can be selected)
a At school
b At home
c At your friend‘ home
d Other, please, specify...

Please, indicate your answer by selecting a number from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly
disagree)

7

1
Strongly
agree

What do you think of Mathematics?

7.1 Mathematics is boring.
7.2

I only use math at school or to do my
homework.

7.3 I think math is something abstract.
7.4 When I finish school, I won't need math.
7.5 I like to attend math class.
When I don't remember exactly how I
7.6 was taught to solve a math problem, I try
to reason and apply other methods.
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Please, indicate with “X” the selected answer
8

Today there are many applications/programs that can help you
improve your math skills. Do you know any of them?

a Yes
b NO

8.1 If your answer is “yes”, please, specify which are the applications or programs that
you use:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

Please, indicate your answer by selecting a number from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly
disagree)

9

If your answer is “No” to the previous
1
questions, please try to indicate a Strongly
agree
possible motivation.

2

3

4

5
I don’t
Strongly
know
disagree

9.1 I think they are not useful.
9.2 I don't like studying online.
9.3

They are not necessary. The school
teaching materials are enough.

9.4 I never tried.

1
What do you think of the relationship
Strongly
10
between mathematics and art?
agree
I never thought I could study math using
10.1
art.
It could be a way to increase my interest in
10.2
math.
Learning while having fun is more
10.3
motivating.
10.4 It might make learning math easier.
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QUESTIONNAIRE – SECOND PART
GENERAL INFORMATION
1

2

Age

Gender

M

...............................

F

Please, indicate your answer by selecting a number from 1 (Excellent) to 5 (Weak)

3

Please, provide your opinion
1
related to participation in this new
Excellent
experience.

2

3

4

5
Weak

3.1 My motivation was...
3.2 My participation was...
3.3 The experience was…

Please, indicate your answer by selecting a number from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly
disagree)
Please, describe your experience in
1
using applications like GeoGebra in Strongly
agree
mathematics
The mathematics concepts are clearer to
4.1
me.
The way to approach mathematics makes
4.2
the subject easier.
The way we approach math makes the
4.3
subject more fun.
4
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5

Discovering mathematics in art ...

1
Strongly
agree

2

3

4

5
Strongly
disagree

I don’t
know

4

5
Strongly
disagree

I don’t
know

5.1 It was fun ...
It helped me understand that math is
not something abstract.
I can use my creativity and be
5.3
original.
I don't feel comfortable using this
5.4
method.
It was easy to create my artwork
5.5 using the mathematical concept
studied.
5.2

6 As for the contents learned ...

1
Strongly
agree

2

3

6.
The content was easily understood.
1
The contents learned seem to be
6.
more concrete and practical than
2
before.
6. The content learned can support my
3 study outside the classroom.

Please, express your overall judgment on the activities carried out.
7

Which phase of the activities did you like most?

8

Which phase of the activities did you like least?
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Please, indicate your answer by selecting a number from 1 (strongly agree) to 5 (strongly
disagree)

9
9.1
9.2
9.3
9.4
9.5

1
In brief, at the end of this new
Strongl
experience, you can say ...
y agree
My attitude towards mathematics has
changed.
I would like to continue using art in the
study of mathematics.
The method could be a good incentive to
study math.
I would not change anything in the
method used so far to study mathematics.
Using technology in the study of
mathematics has increased my interest.
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OBSERVATION GRID

Write down if the students:
1. actively participate in the activities:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

2. interact during the lesson:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

3. contribute with their ideas to teamwork:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

4. find difficult in the use of the ICT applications:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

5. can work independently:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

6. can explore the available material:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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7. know how to look for new materials related to the topic studied:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

8. understand better the studied concepts:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

9. feel comfortable using the proposed method:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________

10. Other observation notes:
___________________________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________
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QUESTIONNAIRE – FIRST PART:
OPEN QUESTION RECORDING

Q4 - What technological tools do you use?
Other, specify:
-

Xbox One S

-

I use at least one time per day mainly my mobile and my Nintendo.

-

TV

-

I use my mobile for sending messages and to listen to music and my Play Station to
play and have a good time.

Q6 - Where do you mostly use technological tools?
Other, specify:
-

Walking around

-

Away from home

-

When I am outside

-

Only at home, sometimes I use the mobile outside to call

-

In general, outside the home

-

I use technological devices only at home because I think it is not polite to use them at
home of others.

-

At my grandma‘s home or my aunt‘s home

-

At restaurant, pizzeria

8.1 If your answer is “yes”, please, specify which are the applications or programs that
you use:
-

GeoGebra

-

Math games

-

Photomath

-

Calculator
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-

Calculator realized by me with Arduino

-

I don‘t remember

-

Duolingo

-

INVALSI test per level for primary and secondary schools.

-

I don‘t use them but I know some of them but I don‘t remember the name.

-

Mobile applications

-

Gego

-

I don‘t remember the name.

QUESTIONNAIRE – SECOND PART:
OPEN QUESTION RECORDING
Q7 - Which phase of the activities did you like most?
-

First phase

-

Second phase

-

Third phase

-

All phases

-

The second phase, because we had to show our works to the classes.

-

The second phase where we have searched images in nature

-

The activity that I liked most was the last one when we had to design and create
something. I enjoyed it a lot.

-

When we have created the art-works

-

My favourite activity was to draw the works.

-

The one addressed to realize a drawing with axial symmetry.

-

The phase where we have created hands-on works.

-

Creating drawings and taking pictures.

-

Creating works by hand.

-

The first with GeoGebra

-

The second for the group experience.

-

I liked the second activity.
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Q8 - Which phase of the activities did you like least?
-

First phase

-

Second phase

-

Third phase

-

All phases

-

None of them

-

Beautiful all of them

-

I liked everything a lot

-

I liked everything

-

The activity with GeoGebra

-

The activity with a straight line

-

I liked all the activities. Each of them had something special.

-

The third phase because it was not easy to create.

-

The third was the most difficult.
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QUESTIONNAIRE- FIRST PART: RESULTS
Q3. How often do you use the Internet?
N
%
Once a month or less
0
0
Once a week
6
4,6
Several times during
the week
45
34,6
Every day
79
60,8
Never
0
0
Total
130
100
130 valid cases

Q1. Student Age
11-13
14-16
Total

N
58
72
130

%
44,62
55,38
100

130 valid cases

Q4. What technological tools do you use?
N
%
Smartphone
113
86,9
PC
53
40,8
Play Station
36
27,7
Tablet
41
14,6
Other *
5
3,8
Total
248
173,8
130 valid cases

Q2. Genre
M
F
Total

N
56
74
130
130 valid cases

%
43,1
56,9
100
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The total is not equal to 100 because multiple answers were possible.
(*) The "other" item includes: Xbox One S, Nintendo

Q5. What should technology be used for?
N
%
Learning new things
30
23,10
Entertainment
(e.g.
Games, Music, etc.)
121
93,10
To support homework
59
45,40
Other *
8
6,20
Total
218
167,80
130 valid cases

Q7. What do you think of Mathematics?
I
Strongly
Strongly don’t
agree
Agree Neutral Disagree disagree know
0
7.1 Mathematics
31
26
17
31
25
0,00%
is boring.
23,85% 20,00% 13,07% 23,85% 19,23%

The total is not equal to 100 because multiple answers were possible.

Q6. Where do you mostly use technological tools?
N
%
At school
27
21,50
At home
129
99,20
At your friend‘ home
38
29,20
Other *
18
13,80
Total
212
163,70
130 valid cases
The total is not equal to 100 because multiple answers were possible.
(*) The "other" item includes: outside home, at my grandmother's house or
my aunt's house, a restaurant/pizzeria

58
21
14
44,60% 16,20% 10,80%

18
13,80%

0
19
0,00%
14,60%

40
23
12
30,80% 17,70% 9,20%

19
14,60%

0
36
0,00%
27,70%

22
20
13
16,90% 15,40% 10,00%

20
15,40%

0
55
0,00%
42,30%

24
23
22
18,50% 17,70% 16,90%

29
22,30%

32
0
24,60% 0,00%

37
42
18
28,50% 32,30% 13,80%

20
15,40%

0
13
0,00%
10,00%

130 valid cases
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7.2 I only use
math at school or
to do my
homework.
7.3 I think math
is something
abstract.
7.4 When I
finish school, I
won't need math.
7.5 I like to
attend math
class.
7.6 When I don't
remember
exactly how I
was taught to
solve a math
problem, I try to
reason and apply
other methods.

Q8. Today there are many applications / programs that can
help you improve your math skills.
Do you know any of them?
N
%
YES
32
24,60
NO
98
75,40
Total
130
100
130 valid cases

Q10. What do you think of the relationship between mathematics and
art?
I
Strongly
Strongly don’t
agree
Agree Neutral Disagree disagree know
10.1 I never
thought I could
81
22
12
6
9
0
study math using 62,31% 16,92% 9,23%
4,62%
6,92% 0,00%
art.
10.2 It could be
a way to increase
55
24
31
8
12
0
my interest in
42,30% 18,50% 23,80% 6,20%
9,20% 0,00%
math.
10.3 Learning
while having fun
99
15
9
2
5
0
is more
76,15% 11,54% 6,92%
1,54%
3,85% 0,00%
motivating.
10.4 It might
47
33
32
9
9
0
make learning
36,20% 25,40% 24,60% 6,90%
6,90% 0,00%
math easier.
130 valid cases

Q9. If your answer is “No” to the previous questions, please try to
indicate a possible motivation.
I
Strongly
Strongly don’t
agree
Agree Neutral Disagree disagree know
9.1 I think they
0
13
28
25
32
0
are not useful.
0,00% 13,27% 28,57% 25,51% 32,65% 0,00%
46
20
4
46,94% 20,41% 4,08%

16
16,33%

12
0
12,24% 0,00%

9.3 They are not
necessary. The
school teaching
materials are
enough. (*)

52
17
12
53,61% 17,53% 12,37%

7
7,22%

9
9,28%

0
0,00%

9.4 I never tried.

54
17
13
10
55,00% 17,00% 13,27% 10,20%

4
4,08%

0
0,00%

98 valid cases with n.1 no response.
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9.2 I don't like
studying online.

QUESTIONNAIRE - SECOND PART: RESULTS

Q4. Please, describe your experience in using applications like
GeoGebra in mathematics.
I
Strongly
Strongly don’t
agree
Agree Neutral Disagree disagree know
4.1 The
mathematics
82
37
5
4
2
0
concepts are
63,08% 28,46% 3,85%
3,08%
1,54% 0,00%
clearer to me.
4.2 The way to
approach
102
18
5
3
2
0
mathematics
78,46% 13,85% 3,85%
2,31%
1,54% 0,00%
makes the
subject easier.
4.3 The way we
approach math
113
9
5
2
1
0
makes the
86,92% 6,92% 3,85%
1,54%
0,77% 0,00%
subject more
fun.
130 valid cases

Q3. Please, provide your opinion related to participation in this new
experience.
Very
Excellent good
Good Fair Weak
21
57
41
11
0
3.1 My motivation was...
16,15% 43,85% 31,54% 8,46% 0,00%
3.2 My participation was...

42
72
14
2
0
32,31% 55,38% 10,77% 1,54% 0,00%

3.3 The experience was…

84
38
8
0
0
64,62% 29,23% 6,15% 0,00% 0,00%
130 valid cases
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Q6. As for the contents learned ...
Q5. Discovering mathematics in art ...

5.1 It was fun ...
5.2 It helped me
understand that
math is not
something
abstract.
5.3 I can use my
creativity and be
original.
5.4 I don't feel
comfortable
using this
method.
5.5 It was easy
to create my art
work using the
mathematical
concept studied.

I
Strongly
Strongly don’t
agree
Agree Neutral Disagree disagree know

I
Strongly
Strongly don’t
agree
Agree Neutral Disagree disagree know
114
12
4
0
0
0
87,69% 9,23% 3,08% 0,00%
0,00% 0,00%
74
47
9
56,92% 36,15% 6,92%

0
0,00%

0
0,00%

0
0,00%

75
44
10
57,69% 33,85% 7,69%

1
0,77%

0
0,00%

0
0,00%

1
0,77%

10
7,69%

31
23,85%

87
0
66,92% 0,00%

61
42
15
46,92% 32,31% 11,54%

8
6,15%

4
3,08%

1
0,77%

6.1 The content
111
10
6
was easily
85,38% 7,69% 4,62%
understood.
6.2 The contents
learned seem to
me more
112
12
4
concrete and
86,15% 9,23% 3,08%
practical than
before.
6.3 The content
learned can
79
28
20
support my study
60,77% 21,54% 15,38%
outside the
classroom.
130 valid cases

0
0,00%

3
2,31%

0
0,00%

0
0,00%

2
1,54%

0
0,00%

0
0,00%

3
2,31%

0
0,00%

0
0,00%
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130 valid cases
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Q7 - Which phase of the activities did you like most?
N
%
First phase
18
13,85
Second Phase
35
26,92
Third phase
41
31,54
All phases
36
27,69
Total
130
100
130 valid cases

Q9. In brief, at the end of this new experience, you can say ...
I
Strongly
Strongly don’t
agree
Agree Neutral Disagree disagree know

Q8 - Which phase of the activities did you like least?
N
%
First phase
20
15,50
Second Phase
4
3,10
Third phase
10
7,75
None
95
73,64
Total
129
100
129 valid cases with n.1 no response.

63
44
16
48,46% 33,85% 12,31%

4
3,08%

3
2,31%

0
0,00%

110
84,62%

8
6,15%

3
2,31%

0
0,00%

0
0,00%

96
23
9
73,85% 17,69% 6,92%

2
1,54%

0
0,00%

0
0,00%

4
3,08%

1
22
0,77% 16,92%

35
26,92%

68
0
52,31% 0,00%

67
43
13
51,54% 33,08% 10,00%

5
3,85%

2
1,54%

9
6,92%

130 valid cases
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0,00%
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9.1 My attitude
towards
mathematics has
changed.
9.2 I would like
to continue using
art in the study
of mathematics.
9.3 The method
could be a good
incentive
to
study math.
9.4 I would not
change anything
in the method
used so far to
study
mathematics.
9.5
Using
technology in the
study
of
mathematics has
increased
my
interest.
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